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Mexico City's tallest building...

concrete produced with POZZOLITH

*and damaged in Mexico City's recent severe earthquake

Designers and builders of fine structures such as this 43-story Latino-Americana Tower, employ POZZOLITH to obtain unmatched concrete quality and lowest cost-in-place concrete.

Pozzolith provides lowest water content for a given workability and is key to the control of rate of hardening and the control of entrained air.


Typical section of the foundation of the Latino-Americana tower, designed partly as a floating box and partly pile-supported, consists of concrete girders atop a base slab to make piles act as unit.
TRUE TERRAZZO STYLING IN LUXURIOUS RUBBER FLOORING BY GOODYEAR

This is a wholly new flooring which deserves to be far forward in the architectural file of every man who creates beautiful buildings.

Its name is Terrazzo Rubber and it has just been created by Goodyear.

Once seen, we believe you will agree on this point: Nowhere—outside of polished, crushed stone terrazzo, painstakingly achieved by old-world artisans—have you seen such exquisite flooring. And this, too, you can count on:

Should you write Goodyear Terrazzo into your next set of specifications, you will have every factor to support your belief it can endure as a lasting testimonial to your astute judgment. There are thriving installations of Goodyear Rubber Flooring in service today which were laid years ago—and no wear can be detected!

WRITE FOR SAMPLES of this exquisite Goodyear Terrazzo Rubber, the flooring that hushes room noises, that is so luxurious underfoot. Range of 14 stunning shades! Address: Goodyear, Flooring Dept. L-8325, Akron 16, Ohio.

TERRAZZO RUBBER FLOORING
by GOODYEAR

In tiles and full yard-wide rolls for floors, walls, counter tops.
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Duriron corrosion resisting drain pipe is high silicon iron throughout the entire thickness of the pipe wall. It's the one permanent drain pipe specified by architects and engineers for more than 30 years. Installed by ordinary plumbing methods, Duriron usually lasts longer than the building. Specify...and insist on... DURIRON. Duriron pipe and fittings are available from stock through leading plumbing jobbers in principal cities.

THE DURIRON COMPANY, Inc.
Dayton, Ohio
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**VICRTEX V.E.F.* WALLCOVERINGS**

provide beautiful surroundings plus economical maintenance

at **COMMUNITY HOSPITAL**

Riverside, California

The blue of the sky and the grey green of the sea brighten corridor walls in Vicrtex VEF MADAGASKA.

The major operating room (one of six) is protected from floor to ceiling with HEAVY DUTY VEF DADO-WALL, and there's a porch-like atmosphere in the observation room with its pleasant wainscoting of Vicrtex.

Architect, Jay Dewey Harnish, has done wonderful things at Riverside's Community Hospital with vicrtex vef Wallcoverings... brought simple beauty, warm cheer, to plain functional walls... created an atmosphere of comfort in rooms which must be practical, efficient, withstand punishing wear and tear.

Most important of all he has assured lasting economy with easy, low-cost maintenance, no re-decorating problems.

You, too, can do wonderful things when you plan walls with Vicrtex vef. Find out about the more than 30 textural and tri-dimensional Vicrtex vef patterns... more than 30 Vicrtex vef colors and color combinations. They make walls come alive!

Write for samples and prices today. Ask for Vicrtex vef "Walls of Fame" booklet.

L.E. CARPENTER & COMPANY, INC.

Sales Office: Empire State Building, New York 1 • Longacre 4-0080
Mills: Wharton, New Jersey
P/A Office Practice article continuing discussion of the Architect's role as arbitrator between Owner and Contractor.

One of the best opportunities for the Architect to establish his leadership in the construction field is presented by the influence he wields in determining the terms and conditions contained in the building contract between Owner and Contractor. The Owner relies heavily upon the Architect in the preparation of the building contract. Under these circumstances, the Architect is in the advantageous position of recommending contractual provisions which will assist in establishing the appropriate status of the Architect in the industry.

It is doubtful whether full advantage has been taken of this position. For example, the Owner-Contractor agreement recommended by the American Institute of Architects, severely limits the status of the Architect as an arbitrator in respect to disputes which may arise between Owner and Contractor. Under this agreement, all of the Architect's decisions are subject to arbitration except those relating to artistic effect. As I have previously pointed out (IT'S THE LAW, June 1954 P/A, May 1956 P/A), the General Conditions of the American Institute of Architects do not permit the Architect to determine questions of law, nor to determine whether the contract has been breached. No factual decision that the Architect might make is final except one relating to "artistic effect."

From a legal viewpoint, the contract between Owner and Contractor may validly provide that many types of disputes which may arise between Owner and Contractor will be finally and conclusively determined by the Architect (IT'S THE LAW, March 1950 P/A, October and November 1951 P/A, February 1952 P/A). From the Owner's point of view, such a power in the Architect would be of great assistance in expediting the project. From the Contractor's point of view, such a contractual provision might be considered desirable as it provides an expeditious method of settling disputes, and the Architect is fully knowledgeable of the Contractor's problems. From the Architect's point of view, such a power would not only be of great assistance in supervising construction and in supervising the Contractor (IT'S THE LAW, September and October 1953 P/A), but would assist in establishing a status of leadership and respect to which he is entitled, and which would be of benefit to the entire building industry.

If the Owner and Contractor agree that the Architect shall finally and conclusively determine any and all disputes which may arise under the construction contract, it is possible that collateral questions involving ethics as well as legality might arise. For example, last month's column discussed a construction contract which was construed by the Courts to authorize the Architect finally and conclusively to determine all questions arising under a construction contract, including a dispute concerning the scope of the Architect's own drawings and specifications. If it is considered ethically or legally questionable for an Architect conclusively to determine a dispute which involves a construction or interpretation of his own plans and specifications, this does not negate the desirability of extending the area in which the Architect's decision or determination is final under the Owner-Contractor agreement. Those disputes which might arise in which the self-interest of the Architect might be involved (such as a dispute involving the interpretation of his plans) could be resolved by a separate arbitration. There is, however, no ethical or legal reason why the great majority of decisions and determinations which the Architect is called upon to make, should not be final and binding.

If the industry will not accept an expanded role for the individual Architect as an arbiter of disputes between Owner and Contractor, or if certain types of disputes should not be determined by the Architect because of his self-interest, who, then, should arbitrate and determine these issues?

At present, the American Institute of Architects provides a limited arbitration procedure in respect to disputes between Owner and Contractor. In substance, this procedure provides that the parties to a dispute shall agree upon an arbitrator, and if they fail to do so, the arbitrator or arbitrators are appointed by the American Arbitration Association, and the arbitration administered and conducted by that Association. Since the possibility of agreement in selecting an arbitrator is remote, the so-called standard procedure of the Institute of Architects merely "dumps" the entire question "in the lap" of the American Arbitration Association. This is an avoidance of responsibility, and a lost opportunity to gain prestige and recognition for the Architect. It is obvious that the American Institute of Architects, and not the American Arbitration Association is the best and most appropriate organization to determine disputes in the construction industry. The arbitration panels of the American Arbitration Association from which the arbitrators are selected contain lawyers, builders, and assorted members of various professions and occupations. Are these better qualified and more impartial arbitrators than architects?

The American Institute of Architects is in a position to provide panels or architects from which the arbitrator can and should be selected. The members of these panels would favor neither Owner, Contractor, nor Architect and would be knowledgeable of the issues involved in the disputes which arise in the construction industry. (See IT'S THE LAW, June 1956 P/A.) Of equal importance to the Architect and to the American Institute of Architects, the status of the profession as a leader in the construction field would be enhanced and extended.

The natural leader of the construction industry is the Architect. In too many instances, this responsibility is not assumed by him. The Architect as an arbitrator is only one example of an opportunity of which the profession has not taken full advantage. Leadership must be deserved, and can only be achieved by direction and plan. Perhaps arbitration panels composed of architects, and establishment of arbitration procedures making construction contracts subject to arbitration by these panels, could be an important step in the right direction.
Norman Three-Sixty®

overhead gas unit heaters answer your need

Norman Three-Sixty unit heaters — with patented sealed combustion system using 100% outside air for combustion and removing combustion products outside under positive pressure — offer a wide range of applications. They are especially applicable in restaurants and food marts where flue gases threaten contamination, and wherever exhaust fans create a negative pressure.

Norman Three-Sixty Radial-Flo models gently distribute a complete circle of warm air outward and downward to the floor. Uniform temperature is maintained without hot blasts, cold spots, drafts or pockets of stale air.

write us today for descriptive literature

Both types of units are available with inputs of 65,000 and 115,000 BTU/hr. Units of both sizes and both types can be used together to meet a wide range of heating requirements.

For high ceiling and doorway applications, the Norman Three-Sixty Down-Blo units blast heat directly downward through the bottom of the unit. Before striking the floor, the heat spreads to cover a wide area with gentle warmth.
Mechanical Engineering Critique

P/A Office Practice column on mechanical and electrical design and equipment, devoted this month to a new kind of intercommunication system for office buildings.

The narrow, slab-type office building affords daylight and view for all offices, but this kind of planning results in structures that are very tall and long. The new Ford Motor Central Staff Office Building, at Dearborn, Michigan, is 12 stories high and almost one-third of a mile in length. Trips to remote offices could be very time-consuming. A good intercommunication system, however, can minimize this inefficiency. In planning its new building, the Ford Motor Company readily saw the advantages of an intercom system to supplement the normal telephone system. The planners realized that although the telephone was, at times, be used for interoffice communication, it was necessary to keep this system as free as possible for important outside calls. William Shuart, Ford's communications specialist, loaned his experience to Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill for the planning and building in of a speedy and effective intercommunications set up. The result was a box-like station with an audible speaker. By means of a switch, this device permits a person to address an associate immediately. The down-position of each switch connects the call; the up-position can actuate an annunciator or light; center position is for disconnecting. This principle, of course, is not new; it has been used with a limited number of circuits in industrial plants and offices. As a local link between receptionist and executive, it may almost be considered standard. Its adaptation for eventual use by 3000 people, however, is a startling development.

The intercom-station (right side of desk) contains the speaker, switches, and a central lever which is depressed to amplify the voice when addressing the person called. The small square to the left of the station is the microphone. Because this is the desk of a top executive, a hand phone, adjacent to the microphone, may be used for privacy. High-echelon personnel are summoned for calls by an annunciator and a quiet buzzer. They answer on the hand set when privacy is desired. All calls, however, are audible at once at the desk of the recipient. If desired, several people may be connected simultaneously for a conference. Everything is automatic; there is no central operator on this inside system; calls cannot be delayed.

There are facilities to permit placing a unit in or on every desk in the building. Underfloor ducts allow connections to be tapped at intervals of 18 in. on floor surfaces. Units may be added to, or removed from, the system without interfering with service. This provides maximum flexibility in offices where glass partitions are moved frequently to conform to administrative changes. Shuart's department maintains a running record of all units connected or removed. The units are stock items of the Webster Electric Company and require no special wiring except for unusual situations. Some intercom boxes have 480 stations, and more are possible.

At present the system can handle 1000 calls at one time and it is steadily being expanded. Eventually there may be a unit to serve or reach everyone in the building. A great problem is solved in the reception of vendors who arrive at the rate of 500 per day to call on purchasing agents of the Ford Motor Company. The girls who handle this operation say that it would be almost impossible if they had to dial and wait for an answer or receive a request from the agent to call back later. Under the new system, the visitor states his name, his company, and the name of the purchasing agent he wants to see. The receptionist addresses the agent at once.

If he is free, the salesman is received. If he is busy with an outside call, or otherwise occupied, he says so. Later, when he is ready, he raises a two-position switch and an annunciator pops out at the receptionist's desk. The visitor is sent in.

Equal efficiency is found in the service category. When service is desired, the maintenance man is addressed through a unit in his room at the floor where he is working. If he is elsewhere, the caller raises the switch which lights a light above the maintenance man's door. This is easily visible if he arrives anywhere in the vicinity. It means "call back." By this method, calls do not "die" and vocal paging is eliminated.

Many convincing examples of the smoothness of operation occur every day. Suppose that a manager receives an overseas call for information which he needs to get from another person in the building. In using a conventional house phone, he might dial several times and find the line busy. Finally, he might be required to make a rush trip to his informant while the important call was being held up. In the worst case, he might have to terminate the overseas call and return it after obtaining the desired information. The new technique consists of pressing a switch and speaking directly to the informant. If he is already engaged in conversation, the caller can raise a toggle and, by "executive over-ride," break in on the conversation. Thus, important matters take precedence, and business is conducted without delay.

A method that leaves the telephone system essentially free for outside calls, obviates paging, can be tailored to the special needs of individuals and departments, leave a reminder of calls to be answered, is aggressive enough to break through calls of lesser importance, is indeed unique in the field of communications. It saves thousands of steps, much wasted time, and contributes to quietness.
CONDENSATION WILL MAKE PAINT PEEL, PLASTER CRUMBLE, WOOD ROT, AND MASONRY AND MORTAR DETERIORATE.

Insulation which is not protected by an adequate vapor barrier can allow considerable water vapor to flow into ceiling, wall and floor spaces, where if it condenses it may cause damage. It causes millions of dollars in repair bills annually. Vapor is a gas with 1/205,000 the density of water at 32°F. It flows from high vapor density areas to low.

Cold air can retain less vapor in suspension than warm air, and hence is an area of low vapor density. Vapor flows through plaster, wood, brick, stone, asphalt, building paper, and ordinary non-metallic building materials, in the direction of the least dense vapor area, usually the coldest. When it touches here a substance colder than the dew-point of the air which holds it, vapor condenses.

Condensation stimulates the growth of fungi and insects which greedily break down wood and cause timber rot. It causes paint to peel, plaster to crumble, iron to rust.

HOW TO MINIMIZE CONDENSATION

Almost impervious to vapor, scientific multiple aluminum also retards condensation-formation. The slight mass of the aluminum foil on the warm side (1/5 oz. per sq. ft.) quickly approximates the adjacent air's temperature (by conduction), and so can extract very little heat from the air. Therefore the adjacent air on the warm side remains warm and can retain its vapor content in suspension, avoiding condensation formation. On its colder side, the aluminum foil is slightly warmer than the air adjacent to it. Since heat flow in conduction is from warm to cold, the added warmth enhances the ability of this air to hold more vapor without condensing.

The aluminum surfaces have a high 97% reflectivity to heat rays; a low 3% emissivity. The foils also reduce inner and outer convection. Conduction is slight through the preponderant, low density air spaces.

The U. S. NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS has prepared a helpful and informative booklet, "Moisture Condensation in Building Walls." Use the coupon and we will send a free copy.

THERMAL VALUES*, INFRA PARALLEL INSULATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Up-Heat</th>
<th>Down-Heat</th>
<th>Cost, Installed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>5¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>6¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>8¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>10¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>11¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>16¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>16¢ sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types 1, 7, 8 also available

‡Approximate cost, material and labor, new construction between wood joists.

CAN BE PURCHASED THROUGH YOUR PREFERRED LOCAL DEALER

Infra Insulation, Inc., 525 Bway., N. Y. C. Dept. P-12
Send "Moisture Condensation in Building Walls."

Name __________________________
Firm __________________________
Kind of Business __________________
Address _________________________
P/A Office Practice article dealing with the architect's responsibilities with regard to contracts, and the limits of his prerogatives in legal matters.

The subject of contracts is an important branch of law. It deals with man's economic interests and the pursuit and protection of those interests; and the person who, by training and experience, is most competent to advise how best to secure those interests is the lawyer. Nevertheless, we, as architects, having gained some acquaintance with legal matters through our traditional and intimate connection with construction contracts, very often, unwittingly, infringe upon the function of the legal adviser to our clients. How far, then, should we involve ourselves in matters of contracts and other legal aspects of our profession?

Several years ago, a case arose in Michigan wherein an architect, using the AIA Form of Owner-Architect Contract, agreed, as part of his services, to "prepare contracts" and did prepare the contract between the contractor and his client—again using the Standard AIA form for this purpose. The trial court, in a preliminary hearing, held that the architect's agreement with his client was illegal, since the architect, thereby, undertook to perform a legal service; further, that, since this part of the agreement was not separable from the rest, the entire agreement was illegal and the architect could not recover under it.

The case never reached the Supreme Court. More recently, however, the Michigan Supreme Court rendered a decision permitting a real estate broker to prepare certain simple contracts, where the same are incidental to his business and for which no separate charge is made. In handing down this decision, the Court recognized that there was a split of authority on the subject and that, in many states, the activities which it sustained were considered the illegal practice of law.

Even though the Supreme Court decision—by inference from the real estate case—may extend our permissible activities, as architects, to include the drafting of simple contracts; even though, in our professional training, we receive instruction in contracts and, in connection with registration, we are examined on the subject; even though it can be said that, by virtue of long experience with construction contracts, we may be better informed than a lawyer who may be called upon to handle this particular subject on only rare occasions, we are on firmer and, certainly, safer ground, with the ever-increasing complexity of society, if we refrain from drafting contracts and even avoid, in our agreements with clients, anything which might indicate we undertook to draft contracts. We should limit our activities in this regard to assistance only.

Moreover, as the matter now stands, in Michigan—and, undoubtedly, in other states—we, as architects (even in regard to plans which we have drawn), may not prepare contracts for the use of others, since a contract is a legal document and the preparation of legal instruments is within the practice of law. And this is rightly so. The present AIA Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect includes, among the services to be performed by the architect, "assistance in the drafting of proposals and contracts." Note the phrase: "assistance in." This is the wording of the June 1, 1958, revision. Prior to the time of the Michigan case referred to, the AIA Standard Contract Form read, "the drafting of proposals and contracts."

According to Webster, a contract has a number of ostensibly divergent definitions, yet they all have some bases of similarity; they all imply some sort of promise or agreement; and all such promises and agreements are voluntary. Yet, a contract, as we are familiar with it, is a special type of agreement. It has one important attribute—it can be enforced by law.

Frankly, there is nothing mysterious about a contract—whether between architect and client or between contractor and owner. Stripping it of the "whereases" and "now, therefore," it contains, despite its detailed terms and conditions, two basic elements: what one is to do and when he is to do it; how much the other party is to pay and when he is to make payment.

There is, however, an essential difference between the "architect-client" contract and the "contractor-owner" contract. The signed agreement between the architect and his client constitutes the entire contract. Either party may draw it up, since both are parties to the agreement. In the case of the contract between the contractor and owner, the agreement which they sign is only one element of the contract; no less important are the General Conditions and the plans and specifications which define what the contractor is to do and, to some extent, how the contractor is to do it, and which we, as architects, have prepared—even though we are not one of the signers to the agreement itself.

The plans, specifications, and General Conditions are as much a part of the contract between contractor and owner as the signed agreement itself. Still, I do not believe that the architect's case I have mentioned can be extended to bar us, as architects, from preparing plans and specifications; after all, these relate to the very essence of our professional skill. But I do believe the ruling could be applied to many of the provisions of the General Conditions. And I do not think that we, as architects, should resist that interpretation.

It is a firm rule of contracts that an instrument which is ambiguous will be construed against the party who drew it. Since we, as architects, are deemed to be agents of the owner, our drafting of a document containing ambiguity might render our client subject to an
Our plant is an obedience school for Copper.

Here, Copper becomes pure, smooth and submissive... meets grueling tests for strength, tolerance and uniformity... acquires a high degree of authority as Lewin-Mathes Seamless Tube, Pipe and Rod.

With the dogmatic fervor of the ancient coppersmith, Lewin-Mathes remains the integrated specialist in its field. And our pride of product extends to our nationwide service facilities... second to none, we believe, in efficiency.

If you use Copper tube or rod in your product... or are planning to build... ask your designer or architect about Lewin-Mathes quality. It costs no more.

LEWIN MATHES
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI
COPPER AND BRASS TUBE PIPE AND ROD
DIVISION OF CERRO DE PASCO CORP.
An Architect Looks at Contracts

unfavorable construction. In those areas where we are qualified and licensed to act, such as plans and specifications and General Conditions—particularly those which relate to the technical aspects of the job—the application of this rule is obviously a fair one. However, we should not expose our client to an unfavorable interpretation on account of language used in an area which represents a different professional skill.

A client should not feel that he is deprived of full professional services from us when we insist that some matters, necessary to the General Conditions and to the final agreement, be referred to his attorney. Actually, the Institute's Standard Form for Architect-Client Contract requires that the Owner . . . provide all legal advice and services required for the operation.” Nevertheless, some of us utilize this provision of our agreement with our client only when the character of the project introduces legal problems beyond our experience.

I would have all provisions which deal with the client's legal rights, privileges and liabilities referred to his attorney, regardless of the character or size of the project. It is especially the smaller client—the individual who may not do more than the one building he has commissioned us for—who should have the full benefit of competent legal advice; and we, as architects, should persuade him to seek it.

I am not advocating the complete abdication of the contract aspects of the architectural profession to the attorneys. But the General Conditions do treat such matters as Insurance, Royalties and Patents, Protection of Property and the liabilities involved, Rights of Either Party to Terminate the Contract, Liens, Arbitration—to name a few—and all of these matters involve questions of law. Versed in these as we may well be because of our experience, our position should be one of assisting in the preparation of this document rather than preparing it on our own, with the lawyer having the final word, after review and evaluation, on those aspects not specifically dealing with our professional work as architects. What is involved in the review by an attorney is the evaluation of the legal consequences of the General Conditions and other contract documents; and, having submitted these documents to our client for such legal review, we have properly performed our function.

There is also still considerable left in the contract documents which indisputably belong to us. The preparation of plans and specifications and many provisions of the General Conditions are rightfully ours, and here is where we cannot escape our responsibility with respect to the construction contract.

It is in the honest pursuit of the respective interests of contractor and owners that disputes arise and bring with them such questions as “What does the contract say?” and, then, “What does it mean?” While these questions may be directed to the signed agreement or to the General Conditions, they refer, in many instances, to the other contract documents—the plans and specifications which we, as the architects, prepared. The answers to these latter questions as they relate to the plans and specifications—which must be given by us—cannot be based on our intent, on what we had in mind when we drew the plans and wrote the specifications—our answers must be based on what the plans clearly show and what the specifications clearly say.

Of the various disputes which arise under construction contracts, one which is not uncommon is in connection with subsoil conditions, wherein a contractor claims that the information furnished to him—and on which he had a right to rely in the bidding—was at variance with what he actually encountered. Even if the specification states that the information given is approximate only and that the contractor is to make his own investigations and be wholly responsible, under certain conditions he may still claim misrepresentation, especially if he has lost money on the job. This may sound harsh, but it is usually the opening gun in a dispute.

Then, there are claims which arise from our desire to improve the work during the checking of contractor's shop drawings, or the final selection of finishes, or the preparation of large-scale details. And where we do make changes which affect the cost to the contractor, the contractor may assert a claim which must be evaluated on the basis of what the contract plans and specifications clearly call for or what can be reasonably inferred from them.

Another avenue for disputes is in the matter of delays. The contract between the contractor and owner usually includes a specified completion date. That completion date—to the contractor—represents an important factor in establishing his cost; how long his salaried field organization will be tied up; how long his equipment will be needed; what other jobs he can bid on. Unless the General Conditions spell out, in no uncertain terms, that the contractor cannot have any claim for damages as the result of delays, delays by us in furnishing the contractor necessary details or in processing shop drawings in sufficient time for the contractor to maintain his work schedule may very easily be used by the contractor as a basis for claim.

Remember, entering into a contract is a voluntary act and, basically, either party is free to accept or reject the proposed terms before agreement is reached. We may draw anything and specify anything we want—we and our client (and let us include his attorney) can set up all provisions necessary to protect his interests (assuming, of course, we stay within legal bounds). We can require the contractor to assume certain responsibilities and we can deny him certain privileges, as long as the requirements are clearly stated and the contractor is willing to accept a contract on those terms, and as long as our client is willing to pay the price.

Up until the time the contract is signed, we and the owner are co-authors of the play. Once the contract is signed, there is no ad-libbing—the authors, as well as the cast, must adhere to the script.

December 1957
Granite base, limestone facade and stainless steel trim. All these combine to give the new 25-story Bank of New York building a dignity all its own. Every feature bespeaks modern efficiency, intrinsic good taste, imaginative architecture. Inside the building, in offices and corridors, you will find floors of distinction—by Gold Seal. Here are the very latest designs executed in the most striking color combinations. Here are materials specifically chosen for their remarkably long wear, outstanding ease of maintenance, graceful adaptability to present day design. Below are just a few of the many floors offered to you by Gold Seal.
accurate estimates

Dear Editor: This letter to you is one of praise and supplication—and in that order

I am delighted that “Guaranteed or Reliable Estimates” appeared (JUNE and SEPTEMBER 1957 P/A) and I thank you for it. Some years ago I participated in a round-table discussion in New York, as a representative of AIA. I was severely taken to task by Zeckendorf, Dowling, and others for the general incompetence of architects in the matter of cost estimating! It was not suggested that architects be required to guarantee their estimates, but that they become proficient to the point where the professional would have a reputation for being as nearly right in the matter of estimating as it is humanly possible. Although, understandably, I could not refute the arguments of Zeckendorf and Dowling, I could at least set about to attempt to rectify the situation. To that end, we inaugurated our Cost Data Survey in the Department of Education and Research, with which you might be familiar. It is, I think, a worthy project and one which, certainly, if made use of, will contribute to the improvement of the architect’s knowledge in this field. For several years, I must have wearied the Board and the membership also with my repeated preachings on this subject.

My supplication is for you to carry on the good work of drumming into the heads of the members of the profession that it is not only highly important for architects to become knowledgeable in cost estimating, but also that those who are will probably find it rewarding. And some day I hope the profession will have the reputation of being competent of giving satisfactory advice to a client in the matter of the expenses which the client is likely to incur.

EDMUND R. PURVES
Executive Director, AIA
Washington, D. C.

design in open space

Dear Editor: You published, some time ago, at my request, a notice of my receipt of a research grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. The purpose of the research is to assemble valuable material on all aspects of Landscape Architecture, with the twin ends of producing a basic literature for teaching purposes and of ultimately publishing a series of readers.

Having gleaned from 20 years of magazines and books, it is now necessary to appeal directly to designers for material demonstrating design in open space. Many of our research titles are vital to architects—plazas and civic spaces, playgrounds and parks, neighbourhood and shopping centres, open space in housing, fountains, sculpture out of doors.

I would be grateful if you would publish an appeal in your columns requesting that architects send plans, perspective photos, reprints or cutouts of their designs for open space. This material is vital for teaching as for practice. The literature in the design of open space is negligible. It is to be hoped that, through widespread response, a contribution can be made to the literature in this field.

IAN L. McHARG, Chairman
Department of Landscape Architecture
University of Pennsylvania

plastering equipment

Dear Editor: It was with great pleasure that we read the article in AUGUST 1957 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, entitled Mechanization in Plastering.” . . .

You may be interested to know that this association has a written agreement with both the Operative Plasterers and Cement Masons International Association, and the Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers International Union, in which both of these Internationals agree that no restrictions will be placed on the use
Improve drawing board cleanliness for better prints

Poor original drawings make poor prints. No matter how good the reproduction equipment, an original that is marred by graphite smears, has become spotted through frequent handling, or has been creased too often will produce a difficult-to-read print.

The standards of drawing board cleanliness that a draftsman establishes for himself and the steps he takes to prevent smearing or spotting of his drawings are as important as his technical skills.

There are two principal causes of poor prints. First are graphite smears. As straight edges, triangles, scales, etc., are moved over a drawing, dust and graphite particles begin to smudge and smear it. In addition when the draftsman’s hands touch the drawing they often transfer body oils and tiny bits of dirt which affect reproducing quality.

Preventing smears

The easiest way to eliminate smears and spots is to prevent them in the first place. Good clean drafting habits are all important.

Probably the most important precaution to prevent smudging or spotting of drawings is to lightly sprinkle Post’s Dust-It over the surface before beginning work. Dust-It cleaning compound prevents dirty drawings (1) by picking up the dirt and (2) by cleaning drafting tools at the same time. It is free from gritty or abrasive substances and does not interfere with the draftsman’s work.

Cleaning pads

Should smudges occur they should be removed immediately—preferably with a Post dry cleaning pad. The pad contains a special compound which is sifted in a sprinkling manner through the pad over the area to be cleaned. Then, by rubbing very easily with the pad, graphite smudges disappear without damaging the drawing.

Eradicating unwanted elements

Care in removing unwanted elements is necessary to avoid marring the drawing surface of the paper or cloth. For users of Post’s popular pencil cloths, an extremely simple and satisfactory method of eradicating is the use of Post Liquidator.

Applied on POST cloths, Liquidator saves time and labor in erasing large areas. More important, it permits repeated redrawing “good as new” over eradicated areas without change of pencil degrees. This assures identical line uniformity.

For further information on these Post products see your Post dealer or write today to the Readers Service Division of Frederick Post Company, 3642 N. Avondale Avenue, Chicago 18, Illinois.

p/a views

(Continued from page 13)

of plastering machines. Addendums have been added to this Agreement to include the plastering trowel. I am sure you will agree with me, that this a progressive look, for mechanization and automation to be accepted without question by both our Association of Contractors, and the two International Unions affected by the plastering machines.

ROBERT L. MAIDT
Chairman, Promotional Committee
Contracting Plasters’ International Association
Oklahoma City, Okla.

A number of readers have requested names of manufacturers whose mechanical plastering equipment was illustrated in “Mechanization in Plastering.” They are: The E-Z-On Corp. (1725 W. Pershing Rd., Chicago, Ill.) makers of the mechanical trowel and Albert Karelius & Son, Inc. (909 S. Fremont Ave., Alhambra, Calif.) producers of the pumps and pumping machine.

Editor.

“unobtrusive” heating

Dear Editor: Proofs of “Heating Historic Structures” (AUGUST 1967 P/A) were promptly forwarded to our mechanical engineers, the Wilberding Company for comments. On follow up, Wilberding replies:

“Floors of all buildings wear out sooner or later and must be replaced. Radiant heat should be seriously considered when it is necessary to replace floors. Cast-iron radiant baseboard heat also lends itself to the interior of restorations. I do not mean the pipe type of baseboard radiation, but rather the cast-iron sections designed solely for radiant heat without consideration of convection.

“Before advocating individual plants, fire hazards should be considered. Every individual boiler and flue is a fire hazard. Modern gas and oil burners with the multiplicity of electrical controls are still fire hazards, and therefore one of the con-
Insulrock Efficiency + Insulrock Economy = More Schoolrooms for your Money

Insulrock THE MODERN BUILDING MATERIAL

Extra schoolrooms—no extra cost!
Insulrock Building Slabs, used for load-bearing, long-wearing, incombustible roof decks, sometimes cut building costs enough—by costing much less to buy, apply, maintain—to build extra rooms without extra appropriations.

Extra safety—no extra cost!
Incombustible Insulrock minimizes fire hazard for roofs, partitions, ceilings. It’s strong, unharmed by insects and fungi. Its soft, off-white ceiling finish reduces glare, increases lighting efficiency, protects youngsters’ eyesight.

Extra comfort—no extra cost!
Insulrock, honeycombed by thousands of sound-trapping air pockets, provides acoustical ceilings that reduce room noise, clutter, confusion, and nerve-strain by at least 80%. Insulrock insulates from temperature extremes, summer and winter.

And FREE ceilings—with Insulrock!
Use Insulrock, top-side, for roof deck. Use the same slabs, underside, as exposed, acoustical ceiling. No need to finish. Not even to paint. So ceiling actually is free!

Insulrock®

Extra looking, Acoustical Ceiling

Write for free Insulrock folder detailing how this most modern, economical building material meets UL standards, applies easily to any surface year ‘round, and is today’s jack-of-all-jobs for architects, builders, and planners.

Division of The Flintkote Company

INSULROCK COMPANY
Sales Office: EAST RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY
Plants: LINDEN, NEW JERSEY • RICHMOND, VIRGINIA • NORTH JUDSON, INDIANA
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considerations for central heat should be the fire angle.

"I do not think that one central plant need be inefficient. Ofttimes it is quite necessary, because of the inability to get competent labor and train men who are needed for the proper operation of any plant.

"Water as a medium of conducting heat should be considered, so as to avoid the deterioration of the underground piping. Water, if properly de-aerated and treated with chemicals, becomes an excellent heat exchanger. Pipes need not rust out when the heating medium is kept in proper condition.

"The heating and cooling of restorations requires great ingenuity. Split systems are used, coils in ducts, fan coil units to replace radiators, taking air from under windows and from the windows themselves, and all sorts of ingenious ways.

"You may recall one job we worked on together where we were able to supply the ducts on the outside and worked them into pilasters and other architectural features. In this particular case the problem was to preserve the inside appearance of the building.

"I am sorry I can't elaborate further on this problem. Each problem is a challenge."

The special case to which Wilberding refers was a Latrobe church of 1807—with buttresses not uniformly placed. Additional false buttresses served well for ducts, without disturbing the interior or injuring the exterior. In a current restoration of an 1800 house, heating risers visible in a main room were replaced by risers in center hall pilasters, with horizontal runs in baseboards to corner rooms. As of incidental interest, floors in this building had been sound-deadened by a subfloor mixture of clay and hogs' bristles.

JOHN E. SJÖSTRÖM COMPANY, INC. • 1717 N. TENTH ST. • PHILADELPHIA 22, PA.

The library trend emphasized in New Life library furniture is functional elegance. Never satisfied with merely fulfilling basic requirements for sturdiness in materials and construction, New Life goes further... adding the elegant touch.

Therefore, in setting the pace in library trends, New Life always means better library styling.

Some of the latest library pieces are exclusive, available only at Sjöström of Philadelphia, but literature describing them will be sent to you at your request.

JOHN E. SJÖSTRÖM COMPANY, INC. • 1717 N. TENTH ST. • PHILADELPHIA 22, PA.

new addresses

ROBERT ZION & HAROLD BRENN, Site Planners-Landscape Architects, 302 E. 41 St., New York 17, N. Y.

EMERY ROTH & SONS, Architects, 400 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

WATTERSON & WATSON, Architects, and RICHARD T. LESLIE, Associate, 174 Mineola Blvd., Mineola, L. I.

BELAND & GIANELLI, Architects, Suite A, 1221 Monterey St., Vallejo, Calif.

ALFRED EASTON POOR, Architects, 400 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

CARL FEISS, Planning and Urban Renewal Consultant, 1025 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
HORIZON Wall System by Hauserman . . .
greatest possible flexibility in design, function and materials

Now, you can give your clients custom-designed executive office interiors without the often prohibitive cost of custom fabrication. You can accomplish this with HORIZON because it offers you a unique method of custom selection which provides complete freedom to choose wall panel material, color, texture and arrangement.

The widest possible choice of materials is offered for HORIZON panels including genuine wood, plastic, aluminum, glass and baked-enamed steel. The shape, material and finish of posts may also be custom selected, and there is a choice of panel-joint treatment through various applications of distinctive feature inserts in any color. Various patterns of glass add yet another dimension for expressing custom design.

Like all HAUSERMAN Walls, new HORIZON components are completely movable and re-usable. And depending upon the choice of materials, HORIZON Walls can be virtually maintenance free.

Your nearby HAUSERMAN representative can quickly and graphically illustrate the complete flexibility of HORIZON. Consult the Yellow Pages (under PARTITIONS) and call today.

MOVABLE HAUSERMAN INTERIOR WALLS
National Lifetime Service... An Exclusive Hauserman Dividend

THE E. F. HAUSERMAN COMPANY
7507 Grant Avenue, Cleveland 5, Ohio
Hauserman of Canada Ltd.
91 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario

Please send your new full-color HORIZON literature to:
Name______________________________________________
Company__________________________________________
Street____________________________________________
City_________________________Zone____State_____
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new associates


Mario E. Campoli, Associate, and the following Junior Associates: George E. Via, Jr.; Robert B. Pils; Dominick L. Urho; Harold G. Collins; in the firm of Alfred Easton Poor, Architects, New York, N. Y.

George V. Whisenand, Architect, has become as Associate of Wimberly & Cook, Honolulu, Hawaii.

In the firm of Nielsen & Moffatt, Architects-Engineers specializing in design of institutional structures, Los Angeles, Calif.: John Lander, in charge of structural and civil engineering and liaison with planning commissions and other public agencies; Russell M. Ruggs, in charge of mechanical engineering and supervision of field construction; and Donald Wolverton, chief architectural draftsman.

David G. Murray, Robert Lawton Jones, and Lee C. Murray, Architects announce their new partnership. Firm will be known as Murray-Jones-Murray, 4238 South Peoria, Tulsa, Okla.

Gunther Heinzel, Architect, announces his association with Andrew T. Goettman, Professional Engineer. Firm will be Heinzel-Goettman, Architect-Engineer Associates, 151 W. Main St., Middletown, N. Y.

Carl W. Pirscher and Samuel P. Havis announce formation of partnership to be known as Pirscher & Havis, Architects, 23255 Woodward, Ferndale, Mich.

new name


partnerships end

Serge Chermayeff and Heyward Cutting have ended their partnership agreement. Chermayeff will continue architectural practice, and may be addressed: c/o The Graduate School of Design, Robinson Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Mass.

Karl Krauss, Jr. and Alvin L. Farnsworth, Architect-Engineer, have ended their partnership agreement. Sole interest in their contracts is now assumed by Karl Krauss, Jr., Architect, 214 W. Main St., Lansing, Mich.
PHILADELPHIA
INTERNATIONAL AIR TERMINAL
Carroll, Grisdale and Van Alen
— Architects
John McShain, Inc.
— Builders
Throughout this ultra-modern structure, Architectural Terra Cotta in units 16' x 16' was specified for public areas and for exterior of mirador and control tower. Right — midnight black provides striking contrast for dining room. Below — selected shading of Architectural Terra Cotta units in gray and green adjoining walls, provides added character for spacious entrance foyer.

There's no limit to what you can do
...with Architectural Terra Cotta

For plasticity of form, color and texture, no other building material gives you such unrestricted design freedom as Architectural Terra Cotta. It is custom-made for high quality and close tolerances to your precise specifications. You can select any color in the spectrum...choose any texture desired...and design in large units or small, plain surfaces or decorative sculpture. What's more, Architectural Terra Cotta enables you to keep initial costs in line and maintenance at a minimum. The original richness and beauty of its glazed surface can be retained indefinitely by simple soap-and-water washings. Whatever the buildings now on your boards, you'll find that Architectural Terra Cotta compares favorably for quality, appearance, price and permanence.

Construction detail, data, color samples, estimates, advice on preliminary sketches, will be furnished promptly without charge on Architectural Terra Cotta and Ceramic Veneer.

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORPORATION
10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
PLANTS AT PERTH AMBOY AND SOUTH AMBOY, N. J.
Freedom of design is assured with versatile, easy-to-work California redwood. Interior designer and architect alike find an endless variety of patterns and textures in redwood architectural woodwork. And they specify "CRA-Certified Dry" grades for dependable quality.
Philadelphia where the accepted word for elevators is OTIS

In the City of Brotherly Love, a new feeling of friendliness marks the widespread acceptance of completely automatic OTIS elevators. Business people enjoy touching electronic elevator buttons for themselves and other tenants. They assist visitors. Everybody likes automatic AUTOTRONIC elevators for their greater freedom of action.

In Philadelphia, 66% of the elevators are by OTIS—first to introduce completely automatic elevating. As always, progress is expected of the leader. Outstanding value has made OTIS the accepted word for elevator quality in the cities of the world.

Automatic Autotronic® or Attendant-Operated Passenger Elevators • Escalators • Trav-O-Lators Freight Elevators • Dumbwaiters • Elevator Modernization and Maintenance • Electronic Systems

The Baker-Raulang Company, an Otis subsidiary, is the maker of Baker Gas and Electric Industrial Trucks®

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
260 11th Avenue, New York, New York
Offices in 501 cities around the world

Baker Industrial Trucks
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Styrofoam* insulation chosen for housing project at Michigan State University

Class of '58 or '88—students will be assured of warm, dry rooms in this large, married students' housing project in East Lansing, Michigan. It's insulated with Styrofoam, a Dow plastic foam.

Styrofoam was specified for the Hasko-Struct building panels and as the perimeter insulation by the architectural firm of Manson and Carver Associates. It has a low K factor that stays low because Styrofoam won’t absorb water. It doesn’t rot, mold, deteriorate or warp. In addition, Styrofoam is a rigid insulation with high compressive strength. It makes panels stronger and won’t pack down. Yet it’s very light in weight.

If you need an outstanding insulation for curtain wall construction, perimeter or plaster base installations, cavity walls or low-temperature work—investigate Styrofoam. Contact your nearest Dow sales office today, THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Mich.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON DOW

The new Michigan State University Married Students’ Housing Project. There are 46 complete units housing 508 families.
Today's smartest floors wear KENTILE

This is KENTILE® cork tile for the most luxurious yet practical floors ever! So resilient! So slip-resistant! So long-wearing!

KENTILE FLOORS
available in Cork, Solid Vinyl, Vinyl Asbestos, Cushion-back Vinyl, Rubber and Asphalt Tile... over 150 decorator colors.

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES:
- 6" x 12", 9" x 9", 12" x 12", 12" x 24" (not available in 1/8" gauge.)

THICKNESSES:
- 1/8", 3/16", 5/16", 1/2" (on special order.)

COLORS:
Kentile cork tile (KenCork®) is available in separately packaged cartons of light shades, medium shades and dark shades. Has a factory finish—a specially prepared plastic fortified wax applied while hot, at the factory.
Large Jamison Sound Reduction Doors in new Test Cell at Detroit Arsenal. Construction under the direction of the District Engineer, Detroit District, Corps of Engineers. (left) Part of circular wall and Jamison Sound Reduction Doors designed to conform to it. Architects: H. E. Beyster & Associates; and Leinweber, Yamasaki and Hellmuth. Contractor: A. J. Etkin Construction Co.; and Collins and Catlin, Inc.

Jamison Sound Reduction Doors  
meet unusual requirements in new arsenal

...special design fits curved wall; doors reduce sound, resist pressure and temperature

Once again the effective stopping power of Jamison Sound Reduction Doors is being demonstrated in the new Laboratory and Test Cell of the Detroit Arsenal. Here 22 sound reduction doors are in operation, and an additional 38 Jamison Sound Reduction Doors designed to operate under specific heat and pressure conditions.

After years of study and research on the myriad problems of unwanted noise, Jamison engineers developed the "Mass Principle" to effectively minimize sound transmission through a structure. This same principle, with certain refinements, is being used today in doors that are specified again and again by airlines, engine manufacturers and the military services.

If your noise problem ranges from a quiet room or TV studio to a test cell for a 23,000 pound jet engine, come to Jamison for authoritative analysis and help. Write today for new bulletin to Sound Reduction Door Division, Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.

For 50 years the leading builder of cold storage doors
Bethlehem Slabform used in constructing floors of new Philadelphia apartment building

In constructing the floors of this apartment building near City Line Avenue, in Philadelphia, shown here during construction, the builders used Bethlehem Slabform, a sturdy, permanent steel base and form for poured floors over steel joists.

Bethlehem Slabform helped to make construction both simple and rapid, resulting in savings in time and cost, and a sturdy installation.

By eliminating the sag that occurs with flexible centerings, Slabform resulted in a saving of $1 \frac{1}{2}$ in. or more of concrete. Finishing operations could be started sooner, because of the solidity of the steel form.

Concrete leakage was prevented, greatly reducing clean-up costs. “Incipient cracking,” a common cause of trouble with flexible centering, was eliminated. And because water could not run off during curing, the finished concrete was measurably stronger.

Further, Bethlehem Slabform is so rigid that it provided a safe working platform for all trades, yet could be cut to fit around openings using ordinary tin shears.

Slabform may be fastened to joist chords by any of these three methods: Bethlehem clips, self-tapping screws, or welding.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
BETHLEHEM, PA.

On the Pacific Coast Bethlehem products are sold by Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation. Export Distributor: Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation
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New Ultrasonic Ceiling Board

is the only ceiling board made of long, strong, textile-type glass fibers. It's incombustible and permanent. It's rigid — yet can be bent without breaking!

New Ultrasonic Ceiling Board captures all the rich, classic beauty of Travertine marble . . . opens up a whole new range of architectural design possibilities!

Photo courtesy Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum (Nelson Fund), Kansas City, Mo.

for suspended acoustical ceilings, an incombustible

New type of Glass Fiber Board

It's incombustible. It's beautiful. It's tops in acoustical (and thermal) efficiency. It won't break or chip. It's easier to apply because it's flexible in application, yet rigid in place. It's available in 24" x 48" x 3/4" and 24" x 24" x 3/4" panels right now.

It's Gustin-Bacon's Ultrasonic Ceiling Board, a completely new and different kind of glass fiber insulation board for use with all standard grid suspended ceiling systems of T-bar type. Ultrasonic is the only ceiling board that possesses all these desirable properties:

TRAVERTINE FINISH, now available for the first time in a glass fiber acoustical board. Ultrasonic's surface finish is an off-white with uniformly random-fissured texture.

SUPERIOR ACOUSTICAL EFFICIENCY. NRC rating of .85.

INCOMBUSTIBILITY. Class "A" rating and listed by Underwriters Laboratories as incombustible.

IMMUNITY TO DAMAGE. Ultrasonic is the only ceiling board of long, textile-type glass fibers. It's rigid but not brittle — won't chip or break. Its resilient toughness makes it more resistant to damage in handling, shipping and in service than other acoustical materials.

HIGH LIGHT REFLECTANCE . . . averages 85%.

EASY APPLICATION. Ultrasonic can be bent without breakage during application, is easy to cut and fit around diffusers or other obstructions.

OUTSTANDING THERMAL EFFICIENCY — an important bonus benefit. "K" factor is .23 btu at 75° F. mean temperature.

WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLES AND DETAILS

Far better than words and pictures, a sample of this new ceiling board will tell you how far ahead of the times it is. Write today for samples, prices and complete information.

210 W. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Thermal and acoustical glass fiber insulations • Pipe couplings and fittings • Molded glass fiber pipe insulation
you design it...

CYCLOThERM will fit it!

Here's a steam and hot water generator that gives the architect full freedom in boiler-room design. It's Cyclotherm—the low-slung, ground-hugging boiler with its long axis parallel to the floor and very little headroom or lateral space needed. Saves one-third the space that even other package boilers may require. With Cyclotherm you can plan for the future by allowing space for an additional boiler when plant expansion calls for more power.

And there's no stack with Cyclotherm! You know how often an otherwise pleasing structure is defaced by an unsightly stack. Stacks cost thousands of dollars, too. But Cyclotherm operates with only a simple flue. It costs little to install a Cyclotherm—no special foundation, no excavation. Just set it on the floor and it's ready to go to work.

Guaranteeing at least 80% efficiency in only two passes, Cyclotherm brings substantial savings in both fuel and maintenance costs. It is fully automatic, completely safe and accords with ASME and Underwriters' Laboratories specifications. For full information, write Cyclotherm Division, National-U. S. Radiator Corp., today.

Gentlemen, Please send me, without cost, your complete new Cyclotherm booklet: Cyclotherm Cyclonic Combustion.

Name
Address
City... State...
Sedgewick County Court House and Welfare Building, Wichita, Kansas. 196,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon M-Floors and 15,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon Steel Roof Deck will provide the Electrified Sub-Floors and the Roof of this modern building. Thoma-Harris-Cahin & Associates, Architects. Martin K. Eby, General Contractor.

Sectional View of an Electrified Cellular Steel Floor Constructed with Mahon M-Floor Section #2, and Energized with a Three Header Duct Electrical Distribution System.

LONG SPAN M-DECKS
M-Decks Span from Wall to Wall or Truss to Truss—Provide Combined Structural Roof and Acoustical Ceiling. Recessed Troffer Lighting may also be Included.

ACOUSTICAL and TROFFER FORMS
Provide an Effective Acoustical Ceiling with Recessed Troffer Lighting—Serve as Permanent Forms in Concrete Joint and Slab Construction of Floors and Roofs.

CONCRETE FLOOR FORMS
Mahon Permanent Concrete Floor Forms in various types meet virtually any requirement in concrete floor slab construction over structural steel framing.
Built-In Electrical Raceway Capacity in New County Court House and Welfare Building!

In the twelve-story County Court House and Welfare Building, illustrated at the left, Mahon M-Floors will provide the light weight structural sub-floors and the built-in electrical raceways so necessary in modern office buildings today. Through his selection of M-Floors for this impressive building, the architect assured himself and the using agencies of all-over electrical availability, year-after-year electrical convenience, and adequate raceway capacity to meet any electrical demands in future years.

The 6" wide Cel-Beam Raceways in M-Floor Construction provide further electrical advantages . . . they allow greater latitude in the location and installation of Floor Service Fittings, and they permit the use of 4" diameter Hand-holes between Electrical Header Duct Access Units and the Cel-Beam Raceways. This is important . . . the larger access hand-holes save time and labor costs, not only in the initial electrical installation, but year after year, whenever changes in electrical circuits are required or additional circuits become necessary.

In the M-Floor Cel-Beam Section you get a better balanced, more efficient structural unit . . . you get electrical availability in every square foot of floor surface . . . you get greater raceway capacity, greater latitude in location of floor service fittings, and greater convenience, electrically, for the life of the building.

When you select an Electrified Cellular Steel Sub-Floor for your next building, you will want all of the structural and electrical advantages that have been engineered into Mahon M-Floors. Comparison will convince you that the basic functional requisites of a Cellular Steel Sub-Floor are more fully realized in the design of Mahon M-Floor Cel-Beam Sections.

See Sweet's Files for information, or write for Catalogue M-58.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • Detroit 34, Michigan
Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago
Representatives in all Principal Cities

MAHON

INSULATED METAL WALLS
Three Distinctive Patterns with "U" Factor Superior to that of Conventional Masonry Wall with Lath and Plaster. Erected up to 60 Ft. in Height without a Horizontal Joint.

UNDERWRITERS' RATED FIRE WALLS
Mahon Metal-Faced Fire Walls carry two Hour Rating by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., for Use on Either an Interior Dividing Fire Wall or an Exterior Curtain-Type Fire Wall.

ROLLING STEEL DOORS
Standard Manually, Mechanically or Power Operated Rolling Steel Doors and Grilles. Underwriters' Labeled Automatic Closing Rolling Steel Fire Doors and Fire Shutters.
Among the many large scale institutions which have chosen Kohler plumbing fixtures and fittings for quality, appearance and serviceability, is Milwaukee's new $6,200,000, 18-story Y.M.C.A.—outstanding in modern structural design, appointments and equipment.

More than a thousand Kohler fixtures with chromium-plated all-brass fittings were used. The Juneau vitreous china lavatories were selected for residence rooms and washrooms. The Juneau has special mounting features and extra wall-bearing surface that insure rugged stability without the need for additional support.

Completing the all-Kohler installation are Swift, Sifton and Stratton closets, Branham urinals, Rinse dental lavatories—all of vitreous china—and over 300 showers.
Notes from an architect's sketch book.

In the better restaurants

New Masonite Seadrift panels combine with all other materials and furnishings to create smart decorative schemes, economical for remodeling.

In the home

New Masonite Seadrift panels combine with wood, masonry and fabrics in family room, den, or even living room.

For dramatic background effects—

Masonite's

New Seadrift panels

Seadrift, a tempered hardboard, is 3/8" thick in 4' widths, up to 16' long. Authentic wood-grain pattern deeply embossed and random-groove pattern added. Butt joints provide a continuous pattern. Now distributed east of the Rockies, through lumber dealers.

Masonite Corporation—manufacturer of quality panel products.

Masonite Corporation
Dept. PA-12, Box 777, Chicago 90, Ill.
In Canada: Masonite Corporation, Gatineau, Quebec
Please send more information about Seadrift and other Masonite® panel products.
Name:
Firm:
Address:
City:
Zone:
County:
State:
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Wherever you are
you get
quick personal service

when you order

MicroRold® Stainless Steel Sheet & Strip

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>THICKNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHEETS</td>
<td>up to 36”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>up to 48”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIP</td>
<td>up to 23½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADES:</td>
<td>201, 202, 301, 302, 304, 305, 316, 321, 347, 403, 410, 430 and Micro-Mach (special extra-high-tensile aircraft grade)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any one of the 305 independent steel warehouse distributors stocking MicroRold Stainless Steel is ready to serve as your personal stainless procurement representative. Located strategically in the U.S.A., Canada and Europe, your MicroRold distributor carries a variety of grades, widths, thicknesses and finishes and is fully qualified to assist you in the selection and fabrication of the most suitable stainless grade for your particular requirements.

Your MicroRold stainless steel distributor assures you of the fastest possible deliveries with an absolute minimum of red tape in order processing. If he is unable to fulfill your needs from stock he has available direct and immediate service from our mill. In cases of emergency, it is possible for us to roll and ship MicroRold Stainless Steel the same day the order is received.

You can rely on MicroRold service as a dependable source of supply, either mill or distributor delivery.

Write, wire or phone today for the name of your nearest MicroRold Stainless Steel Distributor.

WASHINGTON STEEL CORPORATION
12-M WOODLAND AVENUE
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA
For Greater ECONOMY Specify POWERS 2-Temperature Control System

It Stops Fuel Losses due to wasted heat in unoccupied rooms.

17 classrooms in the Dawes School, also the gymnasium, auditorium, office, multipurpose and conference rooms, library, teachers lounge and music room...all are equipped with Powers Day-Nite Thermostats. Each is adjustable for normal temperatures during occupancy or lower temperatures during unoccupied periods.

Helps Teachers Operate at Peak Efficiency

POWERS Quality DAY-NIGHT System of TEMPERATURE CONTROL

provides utmost COMFORT and Fuel Economy

Thermal Comfort in this outstanding 25 room school helps keep teachers happy, protects health of pupils, keeps them alert and aids concentration. By preventing OVER-heated rooms Powers control also pays back its cost in lower fuel bills.

Each Powers Installation is Individually Engineered to exactly fit the requirements of each job. Simplicity and reliable year after year operation of a Powers pneumatic control system reduces maintenance.

Planning a New School? To get the biggest return on the investment in automatic temperature control ask your architect or engineer to include a Powers 2-Temperature system. For further information call our nearest office or write us direct.

THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY

SKOKIE, ILLINOIS | Offices in chief cities in U.S.A., Canada and Mexico

65 years of Automatic Temperature and Humidity Control
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The choice of Armstrong Rubber Tile for the floor of this bank was made for its durability as well as for its rich appearance. The striking “zebra stripe” design gives a “furnished” look to an otherwise open floor area. Adding to the effectiveness of the design is the coving of the flooring up the counter fronts—a smart decorating idea that also is an aid to cleaning.

The Commercial Bank of Salem, Oregon

architect: Bank Building Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri
INTERIOR DESIGNERS’ OFFICE...
the flooring spec: Armstrong Rubber Tile

QUIETNESS

Its exceptional resiliency makes Armstrong Rubber Tile one of the quietest floors to walk on, a natural choice for a library. Footsteps, chairs moving, things dropped don’t disturb readers. In the children’s reading room, shown here, Armstrong Rubber Tile withstands constant scuffing without permanent marks and indentations.

Maplewood Memorial Library, Maplewood, New Jersey


DECORATIVE BEAUTY

A modern custom floor is superbly achieved in the designers’ office. The crystal-clear colorings of Armstrong Rubber Tile add elegance. Ecru and beige tiles, installed in a handsome fret design, make the office seem more spacious.

Interior Design Office, New York, New York
designers: Kim Hoffmann, A.I.D. and Stephen Heidrich, A.I.D.

Armstrong Rubber Tile is widely recognized for its clear brilliance of color and handsome graining – an ideal floor for the finest interiors. Mechanical reinforcement in its manufacture prevents shrinkage and expansion; chemical reinforcement assures exceptional resistance to grease, oil, and solvents. Inexpensive to maintain, Armstrong Rubber Tile withstands static loads up to 200 lbs. per sq. in. It is available in a wide range of colors in 3/16” and 5/32” gauges; in 6” x 6”, 9” x 9”, 12” x 12”, and 18” x 36” sizes. Armstrong Rubber Tile can be installed over any suspended subfloor and even below grade and on grade with specified Armstrong adhesives.

Because Armstrong makes all types of resilient floors, unbiased recommendations can be made for every flooring need. For help on any flooring problems, call the Architectural-Builder Consultant in your nearest Armstrong District Office or write direct to Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division, 112 Watson Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Armstrong FLOORS

Approximate Installed Prices per Sq. Ft. (Over concrete, minimum area 1000 sq. ft.)
Classroom building of the new Westfield State Teachers College, Westfield, Mass.

Typical classroom interior. Lehigh Mortar Cement was used in attractive concrete masonry walls.

Glazed tile and glass block in gymnasium walls were also laid up with Lehigh Mortar Cement.

... LEHIGH MORTAR CEMENT gave us a high quality job ...

"We were well satisfied with Lehigh Mortar Cement," wrote Mr. E. C. Connell of the Jefferson Construction Company, on completion of this classroom building.

"We achieved a uniformity of color and texture that was not possible with a cement-lime mixture.

"The workability and plasticity of Lehigh Mortar Cement gave us a high quality job and lowered masonry costs.

"The many compliments we received on the masonry work are due to good masons and to Lehigh Mortar Cement."

This is the kind of satisfaction Lehigh Mortar Cement is giving on countless masonry jobs all over America. You can approve its use with the assurance that it exceeds the most rigid Federal and ASTM specifications.


LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
ALLENTOWN, PA.
Aetna Custom Steel Doors, built to architects' specifications, add individuality and prestige to the House of Seagram, 375 Park Avenue, New York, as they have to many outstanding structures over the past 55 years.

Architects:
Mies von der Rohe and Philip Johnson

Associate Architects:
Kahn & Jacobs

General Contractor:
George A. Fuller Company

Aetna, the most famous name in custom hollow metal products, now presents...
AETNAPAK advantages boil down to this: custom quality with stock service at stock prices.

Here's what AETNAPAK means to you, design-wise and dollar-wise.

1. Over 200 type-and-size combinations of swing and slide doors—16 basic types in standard widths and heights.

2. Ready to install. Doors and frames shipped complete with your choice of AETNAPAK hardware.

3. Available now—wherever you are—through nation-wide representatives. Aetna service is geared to meet your schedules.

4. Aetna quality has a leader's reputation to uphold. Refinements, like welds and seams dressed smooth and extra reinforcements, offer you stock packages with custom workmanship, appearance and features.

5. Custom features: completely flush design; uniform clearances; mortised flush bolts; furniture-grade steel in doors; standard bevelled door stiles; either knocked-down or set-up frames.

6. Choice of mortised or cylindrical locksets, hinges, push plates, closers, push bars, bumpers, panic devices, and other accessories.

The complete detailed facts are even more impressive. Be sure to get them for your files. Use the convenient coupon.
An easy way to guarantee your kitchen designs is to say HOBART when you specify the food, kitchen and dishwashing machines that complete your layouts.

There are several distinct advantages to all concerned in specifying Hobart machines: one source of supply for all machines with local representation as near as the phone; a broad line that offers a variety of sizes, styles and capacities—layout flexibility; the backing of a manufacturer who has earned a reputation for building quality equipment over a span of 60 years.

When you specify Hobart, you are specifying equipment that is preferred by chefs and kitchen managers. Ask the man who has used Hobart machines...he'll tell you of their ruggedness, smoothness and economy of operation, and the unequaled dependability of Hobart-built motors—outstanding design and sanitation features.

As an architect you can appreciate these facts. Check Sweet's Architectural File for complete specifications and capacities on all Hobart kitchen and dishwashing machines. Or send the coupon for detailed specifications.
MORE Daylight PER DOLLAR WITH

Glare reduced Coolite glass achieves high levels of illumination without heat and glare for Ford Motor Company Garage, Dearborn, Michigan.
Glazier: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Detroit


Send for free Catalog.
Address Department 8.

MISSISSIPPI
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIF.
WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
TRANSLUCENT GLASS

Modern Buildings Utilize Diffusing Glass to Make the Most of Daylight

These outstanding buildings enjoy more and better daylighting per glazing dollar because translucent glass diffuses daylight deep into interiors to achieve even, comfortable, overall illumination at low cost. Areas are flooded with inexpensive, natural lighting, free of raw glare. Sharp shadows and contrasts are reduced to make seeing tasks easier. Translucent glass helps create a feeling of spaciousness and comfort. Occupants see better, feel better, work better under improved daylighting. The resulting efficiencies and improved morale make it good business to install translucent glass.

Today's leading architects are taking fullest advantage of translucent glass to achieve interesting, highly functional structures that provide high levels of low cost, natural illumination. Specify glass by Mississippi. Available in a wide range of patterns and surface finishes to solve any daylighting requirement.

GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis 7, Mo.
ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
Youngstown steel pipe

... Gives Long, Maintenance-Free Life to Radiant Heating Installations

Modern residential developments—like this 60-unit project off Cincinnati's Winton Road—demand only the most modern heating facilities. So, to afford these new homeowners warm, draft-free rooms of equalized temperatures, invisible radiant heating systems utilizing Youngstown Steel Pipe were installed.

For years Youngstown Steel Pipe has been specified by leading architects as well as progressive plumbing and heating contractors for its dependability and long life. That's because it's made of only the finest steel by steelmen with over half-a-century of steelmaking knowhow. All Youngstown operations from ore mining to finish threading are closely quality-controlled to give you the best piece of pipe obtainable anywhere. Why not make Youngstown your specification for long, trouble-free installations?

For additional information or service, contact your local Youngstown distributor—or phone our nearest District Sales Office, today.

Specify Youngstown and secure these 7 Points of uniform goodness
uniform ductility uniform wall thickness and size
uniform threading uniform strength and toughness
uniform weldability uniform roundness and straightness

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY
Manufacturers of Carbon, Alloy and Yoloy Steel
General Offices - Youngstown 1, Ohio
District Sales Offices in Principal Cities
planned . . . for minimum maintenance

Careful planning of schools, hospitals and commercial buildings calls for windows and window wall systems that save important maintenance dollars year after year.

"Quality-Approved" aluminum windows — double-hung, casement, awning, projected or sliding — are rustproof, rotproof . . . never need painting or expensive maintenance . . . retain their modern appearance and operating efficiency for the life of the building . . . save money every year.

For latest copy of "Quality-Approved" window specifications, consult any manufacturer listed below, or write to Dept. PA-712.
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Although it does not have air conditioning, this handsome beam-ceilinged home designed for himself by Architect Herbert L. Smith III, A.I.A., Norfolk, Virginia, is often 10 degrees cooler in summer than older homes nearby.

Credit for this built-in comfort goes to Insulite Roof Deck—a 3-in-1 material combining decking, insulation and finished, prepainted ceiling. With Insulite Roof Deck, no roof boards, no added insulation, no plastering or painting are needed.

Yet the comfort, beauty and character of Insulite Roof Deck are not expensive. For a 90-home project at Virginia Beach, Architect Smith has designed very striking $15,000 homes with similar open-beam ceilings. On these, builder Frank Whitehurst, Jr. reports that Roof Deck saves him more than $400 per home.

In warmest and coldest climates, Insulite Roof Deck is now being specified in homes priced from $10,000 to $100,000 . . . in schools, churches, auditoriums . . . and in many types of commercial buildings.

Want more information? Write us—Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

Three bedrooms, a living-dining room, kitchen, family room, 2% baths and garage are included in Architect Smith's attractive home. All rooms except one bath and a corridor have open-beam ceilings. Roof is 2" Insulite Roof Deck, on beams made of double 2"x8's with bottom closure.

Easy-handling 2'x8' panels of Insulite Roof Deck are fabricated as shown in cross section at right above. Tongue-and-groove joints on long edges make snug fit. Ceiling surface, including bevels, is prepainted. Made 1¼, 2 and 3 inches thick, with vapor barrier available in 2 and 3-inch sizes.
The Beacon Building in Columbus, Ohio, is the new home office for the Beacon Mutual Indemnity Company. It is the city’s first new office building in over 20 years to offer public rental space. • Overly crafted stainless steel into 10 different forms for this new structure: marquee fascia, louvers, pylons, coping, window frames, flush hollow metal doors, door frames, sidelights, borrowed lights, and entrances. • Stainless steel was selected for beauty; it combines well with the exterior of Indiana limestone and red polished granite. Stainless was also chosen for its ability to stay new-looking for the life of the building, without maintenance. • Place your next stainless steel job in Overly hands—pioneers in fabrication of architectural stainless steel. Write today for our new catalogs. Address Dept. A-12.

OVERLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GREENSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA

Architects for the Beacon Mutual Indemnity Company’s new home office building: Benham, Richards & Armstrong, Columbus, Ohio
This heavy-duty cylindrical lock line has earned a schoolwide reputation for being rough-resistant...a point to consider when specifying doorware for any type of institutional or commercial building.

A close check of Stilemaker construction will reveal the advantages of such features as...a full 5/8" throw permanently lubricated latch bolt; concealed knob retainers; long knob shank bearing for knob rigidity and many others. All the facts are available in concise form. Consult your Russwin Specialist or write Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Conn.

As well as Attractively Styled

- Era Design in cast brass, bronze or aluminum
- Comet Design in cast brass, bronze or aluminum
- Flare Design in wrought brass, bronze or aluminum
- Cosmic Design in wrought brass, bronze or aluminum
- Bristol Design in cast brass, bronze or aluminum
- Hadram Design in wrought brass, bronze or aluminum
- Mono Design in cast brass, bronze or aluminum

"Can be furnished in stainless steel"
The Quality Verification Program conducted by "the man in the white coat" is a continuing program of checking and inspection of member-company joist manufacturing processes and materials. This program is administered for the SJI by a nationally known testing laboratory. In the photo above, the inspector is measuring accuracy of fabrication at several points along the length of a Truscon "O-T" Steel Joist, Short-Span Series.

REPUBLIC

World's Widest Range of Standard Steels
Truscon steel-joist dependability

Thorough inspection on an unscheduled basis protects the integrity of the Steel Joist Institute Seal of Approval. It's another safeguard to assure you predictable and dependable load-bearing. Don't take chances with just any joist. Specify Truscon® "O-T"® (Short-Span) Steel Joists, manufactured according to the standards of the Steel Joist Institute and fully qualified to bear this seal . . .
Surely one may accept as valid the earnest advice of coaches and physical education authorities, regarding gymnasium and multi-purpose floors. That’s why we polled hundreds of them. Practically unanimously, they said: “Maple, by all means!” Their reasons? Maple is resilient—has a “live” rather than “dead” feel underfoot. It is bright, scuff-resistant, splinter-free. Painted court lines contrast clearly, greatly aiding players’ peripheral vision. Its tight grain repels dirt; smoothness minimizes floor-burns and infections. “Shin splints” (bane of trainers!) are far fewer. And—MAPLE ENDURES! With simple maintenance it will outlast the building, since “there’s always a new floor underneath.” The MFMA mill mark guarantees dimension, grade, seasoning, species. Specify it confidently.

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Suite 583, Pure Oil Bldg., 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.
Four stories, 120 feet wide, up in 11 days! That's the record of Brown & Grist Window Walls in downtown Norfolk's first post-war office building.

And fast is only half the story. For Brown & Grist Walls are engineered to last. Any inside or outside panel materials you choose are sealed in at the factory for an enduring weatherproof job.

Let our engineers work with you to provide custom design at stock prices. No obligation. Send for B & G Sweet's Catalogs today.

BROWN & GRIST, INC.  25 TYLER AVENUE, WARWICK, VIRGINIA
NEW!  
18 TO 92 HORSEPOWER

FORCED-DRAFT

NEW 605,000 TO 3,060,000 BTUH CAPACITIES: Forced-draft package teams low pressure Kewanee Scottie Jr. Boiler with Iron-Fireman Micro-Mist Oil Burner. Exclusive burner principle completely atomizes and carburets No. 5 or lighter fuel oil before combustion.

Kewanee - IRON FIREMAN

Now... 8 popular sizes are available in both high pressure and low pressure models.

Forced-draft firing keeps combustion air supply constant, regardless of location or atmospheric conditions. Vent pipe only is needed—eliminating added cost and unsightliness of a stack.

Fuel flexibility is offered by proved burners built on exclusive principles to completely carburet either light or heavy oils. Gas and gas-oil combination units are also available.

Kewanee factory-assembles the entire unit before shipping. Boiler is fitted with burner and controls at factory. Fire-tested if desired. Package is shipped complete—or if job conditions require, the burner may be field mounted at a later date.

The coupon at right brings complete information. Mail it today to your nearby Kewanee Man, or to: AMERICAN-STANDARD, KEWANEE BOILER DIVISION, 101 Franklin Street, Kewanee, Illinois.
GAS-OIL COMBINATION FIRING in the new Kewanee-Iron Fireman package series is provided by the Iron Fireman Model C-240-50 Combination Gas-Oil Burner, with simple valve control for fuel changeover.

PACKAGE UNITS

NEW 18 TO 92 HP Capacities:
Forced-draft package combines all-welded high pressure Kewanee Scottie Jr. Boiler with matching Iron-Fireman C-240 high pressure Oil Burner—with exclusive Whirl-Blast combustion—for No. 2 oil or lighter. Provides 125-150 swp...high temperature water above 260°F.

OTHER LARGER KEWANEE-IRON FIREMAN FORCED-DRAFT BOILER-BURNER UNITS range up to 651 hp for high pressure...21,855,000 Btuh for low pressure. For No. 6 or lighter fuel oil, gas and gas-oil combination firing.
On new tract site, Mr. Byrnes (left) discusses telephone service with Mr. Charles Wirtle of Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone Company

On new tract site, Mr. Byrnes (left) discusses telephone service with Mr. Charles Wirtle of Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone Company

"Concealed telephone wiring helps me stay on top of the market"

— says Mr. Chas. F. Byrnes, Builder, of Cincinnati, Ohio

"I believe in getting the newest features into my homes," says Mr. Byrnes. "One of those features is concealed telephone wiring. It helps me stay on top of the market.

"Telephone outlets are a definite sales point. They're one of the first things we emphasize when talking with customers. Also, we mention concealed wiring and multiple outlets in our advertising, because we know they're conveniences that people are looking for. I wouldn't think of building a house today that didn't have telephone facilities built into it."

Your nearest Bell Telephone business office will help you with concealed wiring plans. For details on home telephone wiring, see Sweet's Light Construction File, 3i/Be. For commercial installations, Sweet's Architectural File, 32a/Be.

Working together to bring people together

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
The engineering and fabrication of custom-designed architectural aluminum shapes is another Metal Trims, Inc. service designed to assist architects and engineers designing in aluminum. Two decades of manufacturing experience give Metal Trims, Inc. the knack and know-how for translating ideas or drawings into realities... to assure the architect that his every requirement for economical, well-finished and structurally-sound architectural aluminum fabrications will be fully met.

Metal Trims, Inc.'s engineering staff and shop technicians will develop architectural aluminum shapes from the basic metal to the end product. A complete, up-to-date plant with modern automatic equipment means one-source responsibility for the completion of your fabrication order.

METAL TRIMS, INC.
P. O. Box 632, Jackson, Miss.

"CRAFTSMEN IN ALUMINUM"
LIGHTSTEEL FLOOR SYSTEM
cuts 55% from insurance rates
for apartment development

Fireproof construction offered twin advantages for the owners of the Shirley Park apartment development, Arlington, Virginia. It could mean big annual savings in the cost of insurance, and obvious rental benefits.

A problem was the type of floor system to use. Wood joists were out. Their initial cost was right but they did not qualify for the lowest insurance rates. The only possibility was a system utilizing steel and concrete — but economically.

Penmetal’s LIGHTSTEEL floor joist system did the trick. It afforded all the advantages of conventional steel joists, but without the waste and high costs of overdesign. Insurance rates were 55% lower than a system using wood. In 13 years, insurance savings alone will pay off the small added cost of LIGHTSTEEL.

And the owners saved in construction, too. Economies included: speed of erection, availability of materials, and light weight which eliminated the need for heavy erection equipment. The job superintendent’s records show that an entire floor joist system for one apartment building (area 75’ x 38’) was erected in two hours by four men.

M. T. Broyhill & Sons Corporation of Arlington, builders, owners, and operators of these ultra-modern apartments, feels that the LIGHTSTEEL system is the most economical for apartments, as well as for commercial and institutional buildings.

Architects: Here is a place you can design for real savings. For further information, send for catalog and technical manual.

PENN METAL COMPANY, INC.
General Sales Office:
40 Central Street, Boston 9, Mass.
District Sales Offices: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Dallas, Little Rock, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Parkersburg
Here, at the University of Michigan, is an outstanding example of forward thinking in competitive pool planning. Nothing has been overlooked in making this installation the country's finest. Its unique design—with the diving area adjoining, but outside the main tank—makes possible its uniform five-foot depth throughout the entire six-lane course. Both beauty and permanence were achieved through the use of Romany•Spartan small unit tile for runway and tank lining.

From natatorium to auditorium, classroom to kitchen . . . Romany•Spartan's wide range of colors, sizes and shapes, glazed and unglazed, offers tile for every purpose. For design help or information, call your nearby Romany•Spartan representative. United States Ceramic Tile Company, Dept. P-18, Canton 2, Ohio.
LATEX PAINT FACTS FOR ARCHITECTS

New 16-page booklet tells why and where to specify latex paints

Now in one easy-to-use booklet you can get answers to your questions on latex paints—their uses, benefits and limitations. "Why and Where To Specify Latex Paints" was written to serve as a helpful guide for architects, specification writers and contractors.

This booklet answers such questions as: On what interior and exterior surfaces can I specify latex paints? Where should they not be specified? Why can they be applied over freshly dried plaster? Why don’t surfaces need to be primed before latex paints are applied? Can coats of latex paints and oil paints be applied alternately in successive coats? What controls chalking in latex paints?

Get the answers now to these and the other questions you have about latex paints. For your copy of this booklet write to THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, Plastics Sales Department 1836VV-1.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
SKYPORT ONE

This project, designed by James Darford, English Architect, on behalf of the Glass Age Development Committee*—sponsored by Pilkington Brothers, Ltd.—proposes architectural means of answering the air-travel requirements of tomorrow. It is assumed that aircraft capable of vertical landings and take-offs will be in operation by 2000 A.D., making it feasible then to locate air terminals in the center of towns. "Skyport One," prototype for a number of similar air-stops in the London area, was designed for St. George's Circus. The 500-ft high flight deck would be supported by three shafts. At its base the port might have hotel, office, and garage facilities, straddled by the massive shafts.

Plans for the new unit terminal for Trans World Airlines, to be built at New York International Airport (page 75) were heralded at a mid-November press conference in New York. Designed by Eero Saarinen & Associates, the reinforced-concrete, "bird in flight" scheme will occupy a prominent site at the port (No. 1 on site plan, page 79) immediately north of the central International Arrival Building and foreign-flag Airline Wing Buildings (page 86). Amman & Whitney are Structural Engineers for the terminal.

The scheme consists of a 315-ft-long, central, public-use area, roofed by four interacting, thin-shell concrete vaults and two finger, waiting-room structures, each of which serves seven plane stations. The finger structures are connected to the main building by 125-ft-long, glass-ceilinged, covered bridges, which will contain two-way moving sidewalks, as well as a stationary walk at the center. The huge, cantilevered vaults, the larger two of which soar to a height of 54 ft, rest on four points and are articulated by bands of skylighting.

Outbound passengers enter the right-hand wing of the building at grade beneath a 12-ft cantilevered canopy and check in along a 150-ft-long counter immediately inside the building. At the center of this level will be an information desk and bulletin board listing flight arrivals and departures. From this level, on gentle-rise steps, passengers ascend to the lobby level, the oyster-white terrazzo-finished walls and floors of which will echo the white-painted surfaces of the vaults above. On the side toward the field, in a sunken, plant-bordered waiting space, carpeted in TWA deep burgundy, they may lounge in upholstered chairs, arranged theater fashion, and watch field operations while awaiting announcement of flights. Along the entrance side of this main waiting area, organized beneath a balcony, will be a series of service shops. If time permits, passengers and their friends may continue to an upper-level coffee shop, cosmopolitan restaurant, bar, and Ambassadors Club.

When flights are announced, passengers proceed by the covered walkways to the appropriate boarding room in the finger structures, planned around landscaped, interior courts. Inbound passengers follow this same general procedure in reverse and claim their baggage and proceed to ground transportation through the left-hand wing of the terminal. Above the wings at either end of the main structure are observation decks for airport visitors.
WASHINGTON REPORT

by Frederick Gutheim

Among the new buildings announced here during the last month, the five-story annex to the present Soviet embassy is probably the most interesting. It will replace a much smaller part of the embassy, and add 5000 square feet of office space. An architect has still to be engaged for the addition, on which construction is to start next spring. The embassy was built in 1910 as a residence for Mrs. George M. Pullman, widow of the sleeping-car manufacturer, but was almost immediately occupied by the Czarist embassy. In 1934, following our diplomatic recognition of the U.S.S.R., the building was redecorated under the direction of Eugene Schoen, and became the Soviet embassy. It is located on Sixteenth Street, half a dozen blocks from the White House, directly opposite the National Geographic Society, in a district that has rapidly become a center for professional and trade association headquarters.

Immediately north of the embassy, for example, is American Chemical Society, whose building is about to be replaced by a new one designed by Faulkner, Kingsbury & Stenhouse. These architects recently designed the nearby headquarters building of American Association for the Advancement of Science—with automatic, movable, exterior, vertical louvers. The Chemical Society building is currently testing a prototype unit of horizontal louvers to be operated by a combination clock and photoelectric cell control.

Two other projected embassies almost certain to be of architectural interest are for the Danish and Swedish delegations. The Danes have acquired an outlying two-acre site in the 3900 block of Whitehaven Street and propose a combination embassy and chancery building for a 40-man staff. Plans are now being drawn in Copenhagen. The Swiss propose to replace their present small chancery at 2900 Cathedral Avenue, this spring, with a residence for their ambassador. A new chancery is being planned for later erection.

Other embassy building plans reported in a recent State Department survey, which includes work currently anticipated, even if construction is years off, are for Australia, France, Italy, Lebanon, New Zealand, Union of South Africa, and Venezuela. As we go to press, West Germany, Greece, India, Iran, Israel, Japan, Laos, Mexico, Saudi
Arabia, and Turkey were added to the list of countries reporting possible building projects in Washington. Most were in the site-selection stage: none had architects or formulated building plans. The survey was occasioned by unfavorable reactions to the building of the Canadian military mission, and the announcement of plans for a new addition to the British embassy. Both are office buildings located in residential areas of the city. Neither could have been built under existing zoning and building regulations. Little effort was made in design or the provision of off-street parking to minimize the impact upon the area in which they are located. Such embassy building plans are possible because of diplomatic immunity from local building regulations, a situation tolerable so long as embassies had inconsequential staffs, but objectionable in this day of large diplomatic delegations. This immunity, however, is a one-way street. Our own embassy program does not proceed with the freedom we allow other nations in Washington. The State Department is fully aware of the reciprocity possibilities of the survey as to intentions of foreign nations here.

• National Archives has announced expansion plans which illustrate how rapidly the growth of Government’s essential records has outstripped the capacity of John Russell Pope’s ceremonial building on Constitution Avenue. Now, in addition to the space in 11 regional storage centers throughout the country, a new building with twice the capacity of the main Archives building, is planned for the Washington area. One wonders if, before this project goes much farther, it would not be well to re-examine the idea that was in mind when the Pentagon was planned; its eventual use as a documents storehouse. It has always seemed to me far better for that purpose than it is as an office building.

• After a long period of relative inactivity, the Smithsonian Institution has embarked upon a comprehensive building program. Farthest along is probably its new building on Constitution Avenue that will house the Museum of History and Technology. The ambitious structure for the Air Museum, published two years ago, seems dormant for the present. Indeed, a bill to be introduced in the coming Congress will allocate its site facing the Mall south of the National Gallery of Art to a proposed National Auditorium. A third Smithsonian project, for which the Washington architectural firm of Mills, Peddicord & Mills last month began preparing plans, will extend by more than half a million square feet the area of the Smithsonian’s Natural History Building. The original building designed by Hornblower & Marshall was completed in 1910, and was planned on a module based on the dimensions of a unique museum storage case, designed by G. Brown Goode, a pioneer museologist.
Nominations for 1958 R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award—$25,000 for architect making "most significant contribution to use of aluminum" in building field—will be received by AIA until Jan. 15, 1958. Competing architects must be nominated by AIA Executive Committee, recognized architects' society or group outside U.S., or any university or college. Final entries must be received by April 15, 1958.

Industrial Designer George Nelson is currently giving lecture tour in Japan on life in America. . . . Arthur J. Benline, Technical Director, New York State Building Code Commission, will receive 1957 Sidney L. Strauss Memorial Award of New York Society of Architects, Dec. 12, for his service to architectural profession. . . . Hideo Sasaki has been appointed Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, Harvard School of Design, announces Dean Jose L. Sert.


Architecture of Antoni Gaudi (1852-1926) will be exhibited at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Dec. 18-Feb. 23. Examples of Spanish architect's work—surrealist and sculptural in concept—include unfinished Cathedral of Sagrada Familia, two apartment houses, public park—all located in Barcelona, and full-size casts of architectural details. Prof. Henry-Russell Hitchcock is assembling the exhibits, to be installed by Arthur Drexler.

Junior Council of Museum of Modern Art, New York, is gathering entries for 1959 exhibition "Recent Sculpture U.S.A." Sculpture executed since Jan. 1, 1950, in round or relief, by citizens or permanent residents of U.S., may be entered. Photographs must be submitted from which examples will be chosen. Entry cards, obtainable from Junior Council Sculpture Exhibitions, The Museum of Modern Art, 21 W. 53 St., New York 19, N. Y., must be returned by Jan. 6, 1958.

Brick Industry
Announces New Prefab Panel

A new, prefabricated, loadbearing, brick panel, developed by Structural Clay Products Research Foundation, brings this most-common building material strongly into the Modular Assembly picture. As announced by Robert B. Taylor, Foundation Director, the new assembly, called the SCR Building Panel, is composed of 36 special Norman-face bricks, 2 1/2" thick, assembled into a unit, 1' x 8'. Photo shows use in a test house at Geneva, Ill., where loadbearing panels totaling 1200 sq ft were erected in eight and one-half hours by five men. Taylor calculates that this is equivalent to 30 cents per sq ft of erected and mortared wall. Panels were raised by a hoist with a vacuum device, and bolted to horizontal steel angles at top and bottom of wall. Thus roof trusses could be installed immediately, and interior and exterior joints between panels power mortared at appropriate times.

Yamasaki Warehouse
Designed "To Be Seen"

Parke-Davis & Co. will occupy, in the spring, this branch office and warehouse at Menlo Park, south of San Francisco. Architect Minoru Yamasaki has raised the entire structure on a 200 x 160 ft podium (to compensate for a sloping site, and to place the building level with an adjoining highway) and roofed the warehouse with 16 groin-vaulted units to be prefabricated in quarter-sections. Separated from the warehouse area by a walk, the administrative section of the plant gains light from all sides. The structure is located in Bohannon Industrial Park—a planned, landscaped, light-industry sector.
• Ground-breaking ceremonies recently took place for $6,500,000 Cambridge Electron Accelerator (left), to be operated jointly by MIT and Harvard University. Scheduled for completion Jan. 1960, accelerator will concentrate on basic, unclassified research on properties, forces of sub-nuclear particles. Synchrotron, formed by ring of magnets in circle of 236 ft diameter, will accelerate electrons to speed of light, increase mass 12,000 times. Circular tunnel building for accelerator will be below ground, covered with concrete; 5-ft earth fill above. Concrete blocks forming portion of wall can be arranged to allow narrow amount of radiation to flow into experimental building for tests. Radar techniques, new devices will be used. Design is being directed by Dr. M. Stanley Livingston, Professor of Physics, MIT, in conjunction with scientists from both schools.

• Excavation has begun on site of 18-story addition to The (Daily) News Building, New York. Proposed building (left) will be completely air conditioned, will give 50% additional space. From third-story, addition will be set back 40 ft from building line. Vertical lines will be emphasized by projected splayed piers, using gray-white brick face, aluminum sides. Pivoted-reversible type hung windows are planned. At same time, extensive modernization is taking place in original building. Addition was designed by Architects Harrison & Abramovitz; Mechanical Engineers—Meyer, Strong & Jones; Structural Engineers—Lockwood-Greene.

Corning Constructs
Fifth Avenue Tower and Plaza

Construction has begun on New York's newest high-rise office building, sponsored by Corning Glass Works. Architects Harrison & Abramovitz & Abbe have designed a tall shaft rising above lower structures in such a way that a corner at 56th Street and Fifth Avenue will be left a landscaped plaza. Sheathed in a curtain-wall system using—for both vision and non-vision panels—green-tinted heat-absorbing glass in aluminum mullions, the building will be completely air conditioned. It is planned that lobby floor and ceiling, as well as draperies and hardware, will demonstrate new uses of glass.
Purchasing power of the dollar has dropped 129 cents since 1896. This seems an impossibility: are today's dollars worth 29 cents less than nothing? No, the picture is not quite that bad. The figures are from the carefully wrought table prepared by the Research Council, American Bankers Association, and are based on a 150-year average of the Wholesale Price Index. Resultant dollar purchasing values are 46 cents for 1956 and $1.75 sixty years ago. This index, having to do with wholesale commodity markets in general, does not betray the yet more spectacular decline of dollar purchasing power in terms of building construction, particularly since 1932. The '32-'56 period reflected an average annual buying power decline of 0.033%, as compared with 0.142% for 1860-65. Glimpsing the past decade, the 1947-49 dollar will buy 85 cents' worth of food or 94 cents' worth of apparel, but only 80 cents' worth of housing.

When these otherwise substantial percentages are laid alongside a Dow Jones Index chart of stock-market prices, we are impressed with how high security prices have been and how far they may yet fall before they reach a stabilized level. Even after an 80-100 point downside, the Index still ranges above 430. Now that the sputniks have sputtered and the Great Bear no longer terrorizes Main and Wall, economic common sense fosters the view that neither stock prices nor commodity prices can be artificially controlled, and that inflation is not an enemy to be fought but a symptom to be noted. As a symptom, it will disappear only when the causative condition is corrected. In plain language—we must save more, produce more, cut down wasteful spending, print fewer dollars. The American Bankers Association, at its recent convention, voiced the belief that "creeping inflation" is not inevitable, as many would have us believe. Already this group's position is being justified by current facts. Call it by what name you will, a readjustment has set in.

- Aluminum, progressive construction material, is in serious oversupply; steel ingot output is down some 19% from a year ago, though construction orders are improving; general wholesale price index has declined 6% from last year, though still around 277 on 1930-32 basis; freight-car loadings have slid 14%; lumber production was 5% below a year ago, notwithstanding shipments up 11%, according to Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.; corporate profits and profit margins are leveling off and will doubtless close the year on the downgrade.

- Housing starts, after their long decline, seem to be increasing again with starts on private residences passing the one-million annual rate for the first time this twelvemonth, Chase Manhattan Bank reports in its latest business survey. The same authority expects a continuation of state and local spending for schools. Municipal bonds, large in volume, are holding up remarkably well.

- A $15-billions market in the home-improvement field is foreseen by Roy F. Cooke, Assistant Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration's property improvement program. This agency is presently insuring more than 5000 loans a day. Since 1934, it has insured more than 20 millions of loans, totaling $10-billions net proceeds.

- Bank deposits are down $11 billions since the beginning of the year, principal decline being in demand deposits of businesses and individuals, reflecting strong deflationary trends. Nevertheless, deposits are still 1% above 1956 figures, according to most recent data of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. As a result, banks have the highest capital ratio since 1941. Dollar volume of new loans exceeds the '56 figures by 9%.

- "Unidentified Flying Objects" have invaded the architectural and banking fields simultaneously. Central Bank & Trust Co. of Denver has installed five "flying saucer" rooftops on its new island drive-ins as part of a $2-millions expansion program. These provide convenient shelter for customers, in addition to infusing the structures with an interplanetary spirit. Another definitely upward-looking bank is the First National of Menominie, Wisconsin, which has installed what its executives call a "magic ceiling." Translucent fluted-panel sheets cover hundreds of fluorescent tubes and give to the ceiling a glow effect.

- Residential construction was first to feel the deflationary impact. It should therefore be the first to experience the upward trend of recovery. Highly placed banking economists look confidently for a 1958 dollar-volume 10% greater than in '57. The mounting pressure of population shift and increase must produce a residential rebound in the near future.

- "Are we overdoing the rush to suburbs and rural areas?" asks the Boston Banker and Tradesman in a recent editorial. That publication suggests a revival of interest in the twofamily house, which could be built on urban odd-parcels to meet the double needs of those who want to own in the city and those who want to rent in the city. Rural (farm) population is decreasing at a 2 millions annual rate.

- Balancing the equities, as the law writers say, the general economic outlook is mixed, but not gloomy. A few things are fairly certain: 1958 will not be another boom year; neither will it be a twelvemonth of stagnation. In the building field, new mortgage terms and stiffer down-payment requirements have shaken loose the marginal buyers, and "the whole market is healthier," says a veteran New England authority. Meanwhile the perils of re-inflation are being stubbornly resisted by Federal Reserve Board. Total output of goods and services approaching a $440-billions annual rate, represents a 5% gain over last year.

- As we go to press: Federal Reserve discount cut will have stimulating effect on building construction; but bankers generally are cautious as to long-range effect of easier credit policy.
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4900 acres
decentralized terminals
140 gate positions
Back in 1942, the Idlewild Golf Course occupied land adjoining marshy tidal meadows and the placid waters of Jamaica Bay, in the southeastern section of New York's Queens County, 15 miles from midtown Manhattan. Today, this vast, 4900-acre area is not only the setting for the continual air activity serving the New York International Airport, but also is the site of one of the most impressive construction projects ever undertaken. The N.Y.I.A. is operated by The Port of New York Authority, under a lease agreement with the City of New York.

Located within perimeter areas (see site plan on following spread) where runways, a federal building, a hotel, and huge hangar structures either exist or are under construction—is a central, 660-acre core, officially named Terminal City, which is served by an elaborate 10-mile intercommunicating roadway system. Terminal City was planned by the Port Authority's Aviation Planning Division, headed by Thomas M. Sullivan, in consultation with Architect Wallace K. Harrison, with detailed design and construction supervised by John M. Kyle, Port Authority Chief Engineer. In this area, in addition to numerous buildings (either existing or scheduled) that serve air passengers, are extensive landscaped areas, reflecting pools, fountains, and parking for 6000 automobiles, all of which will be bathed at night in a "blanket of never-ending daylight" by a specially designed lighting system.

Most prominent of the structures either built or planned for the core area are the 11-block-long International Arrival Building and Airline Wing Buildings (above) that serve all foreign-flag airlines and all passengers requiring customs clearance or other federal inspection services. Detailed discussion of this giant complex appears on subsequent pages.

Approximately in the middle of the area is a Central Heating and Refrigeration Plant (also shown on later pages) that serves the entire Terminal City area. On the perimeter of the roughly oval area, adjoining aprons that feed via taxiways to the runway systems, are sites for unit terminals to serve the domestic needs of major U. S.-flag lines. Reading clockwise from the huge International Arrival and Airline Wing Buildings (site plan), these sites have been leased to Pan American World Airways (Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton, Architects-Engineers; Ives, Turano & Gardner, Associate Architects; See later pages); Northwest Orient Airlines (Architect unannounced); Eastern Airlines (Chester L. Churchill, Architect); United Air Lines (Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects); American Airlines (Kahn & Jacobs, Architects); and Trans World Airlines (Eero Saarinen & Associates, Architects).

Some critics have argued that such a system of decentralized terminals for the different lines inevitably results in difficulty for passengers arriving on one line and planning to transfer to another. But statistics indicate that a peculiarity of the New York port is that as many as 85 percent of the air passengers at International either begin or terminate their trips there; comparatively few travelers go through New York without at least a brief stopover. Furthermore, of the 15 percent who do transfer, two thirds of them change to flights operated by the same airline. Thus, only 5 percent of the total passenger traffic will have to take a taxi or other form of transportation to go from one unit terminal to another.

Advantages claimed for the scheme are that it allows each airline to express its own preferences in design of its terminal, and the passengers of each carrier will
pass through the port without being thrown with passengers of other lines. For the present (none of the unit terminals is yet above ground), the various lines use a temporary, overcrowded terminal building. In all, the port will eventually provide 140 gate positions.

When completed, this 660-acre core of the N.Y.I.A. will, according to Port Authority figures, represent an investment of some $150,000,000, including $30,000,000 in the International Arrival and Airline Wing Buildings; $97,000,000 in individual airline terminals; $16,000,000 in roadways, taxiways, utilities, parking lots, and landscaping; and $7,000,000 in the Central Heating and Refrigeration Plant.

The lighting of the 6,000,000 sq ft of the Terminal City area—conceived by Thomas M. Sullivan, Chief of the Aviation Planning Division of the Port of New York Authority, and worked out with Abe H. Feder, Lighting Consultant, and General Electric Outdoor Lighting and Large Lamp Departments—is one of the most dramatic aspects of the port. It was early determined that a blanket-type illumination was needed, one that would be virtually glareless, provide sufficient illumination, and be as pleasing from the air as from the ground. To answer the problem, a new lamp was developed, a floodlight rated at 81,000 lumens that uses a 1500-watt mercury charge as a light source. The lamp, which provides approximately three times as much illumination as a 1500-watt incandescent floodlight, is housed in a 54-pound metal fixture, 22 inches in diameter. At N.Y.I.A., these fixtures, in clusters of from 6 to 12, are mounted on 75-ft painted steel tripod standards (photo acrosspage), 43 of which, supporting 338 of the floodlights, are spaced 320 ft on centers throughout the area. Depending on the area to be lighted, the maintained level of illumination varies from about 1.5 footcandles up to approximately 5 footcandles.

As with any major airport, the handling of passengers, mail, cargo, etc., at N.Y.I.A. has skyrocketed in a brief space of time. In the port's first year of full operation (1949), there were 18,115 plane movements; in 1956, there were 149,825. Passengers in this same period jumped from 222,620 to 4,490,050; and it is anticipated that by 1965, 11,000,000 passengers will use the port annually. Air cargo has zoomed from 9,159,766 pounds in 1949 to 131,202,600 pounds last year; and air mail, from 2,300,158 pounds to 41,211,700 in 1956. At present, 35 airlines are certificated to serve the port—15 United States-flag certified airlines and 20 foreign-flag lines.

The standards that hold the lights bordering the roadways at N.Y.I.A. are not unlike giant plant forms, some with single "blooms" (left); others sprouting in pairs (right of photo, acrosspage). In front of the 11-story control tower, that is joined to the main concourse or "great hall" of the International Arrival Building, is a 220-ft-diameter pool, bordered by a spiral ramp for visitors, A fountain soars from 916 nozzles to a height of 60 ft and is illuminated at night by 308 lamps in five colors, installed on the floor of the pool. These produce an ever-changing spectacle on a repeating, six-minute cycle.

Photos: The New York Times (Ed Hauser)
4. Central Heating and Refrigeration Plant
George Cooper Rudolph rendering

5. Eastern Air Lines unit terminal
Adolph Studiy photo of Farno, Kempa & Schwartz rendering

6. Concourse of International Arrival Building
George Cooper Rudolph rendering
central heating and refrigeration plant

architects | Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
engineers | Seelye, Stevenson, Value & Knecht

Occupying a prominent site at the north end of the central mall of Terminal City, this sparkling showcase, built by The Port of New York Authority, both houses and puts on display the heating and cooling system that serves the International Arrival Building; the Airline Wing Buildings; and (eventually) all of the unit terminals. The system is not only the largest, single, absorption-type air-conditioning system yet built but also is the first in which a high-temperature hot-water system has been used for cooling as well as heating (*full discussion in a later issue*).

The building design was based on the premise that the clean operation of a modern power plant is something that airport visitors would enjoy viewing; hence, the entire south wall is windowed, and the absorption machines, pumps, etc., are arranged in orderly fashion along the space within. The L-shaped plan, with refrigeration units in one leg; boilers in the other, anticipates ready expansion when needed. The structure consists of exposed, black-painted steel columns and beams, with concrete-plank roof. Filler areas are gray-glazed cavity-brick walls, fixed glass, or operable sash panels. To withstand the wind load on the south glass wall, a structural steel junior beam was used as a stiffener, with the glass held in an assembly of stock aluminum extrusions behind the steel section. Release of heat within the structure was a conditioning design factor. To allow heat to dissipate through the roof, no insulation is used, and a white marble-chip roof surface reflects solar heat. A penthouse, of aluminum cellular panels, has continuous aluminum louvers, which, with dampers opened, provides a positive draft action. The building is actually flashed both from outside elements and inside condensation, and the condensate travels through the cavity walls to weep holes at the base.
The various feed lines to the on-display mechanisms—condenser water, chilled water, hot water, wiring conduit—are painted in bold, distinguishing colors: blue, green, red, orange. Thus the entire “stage set” becomes a bright, colorful pattern of fascinating shapes. The 5000-barrel fuel storage tank at one side of the building (below), an oblate spheroid 32 ft high and 40 ft in diameter is painted ice green.

Photos: Gottscho-Schleisner
The unit terminal for Pan American World Airways, Inc. (right of photo), will occupy a 16-acre site directly west of the building for overseas travelers (left of photo and subsequent pages). In its initial stages the terminal is to have 9 gate positions, later to be expanded to 12—the maximum number possible on the site. The basic design of the terminal was influenced to a great degree by the client’s wish (1) to provide permanent weather protection on the apron side for both passengers and the servicing of aircraft, and (2) his desire to contribute toward the convenience of passengers by eliminating long sheepruns and stairways. Of numerous proposals, six schemes (left)—three finger plans and three circular plans—were studied in detail. Finger schemes 1 and 5 were considered favorably since both of the buildings could easily be expanded and, due to their large perimeters, more planes could be accommodated. “Scheme 1 was finally chosen since it was inherently the most cohesive and elegant,” write its designers, “and least interfered with the sightlines from the control tower.” The planning of operations within the building was based on three major considerations: 1. complete separation of passenger traffic from operational traffic; 2. minimum walking distances and stair climbing for passengers; 3. separation of inbound and outbound passengers to the greatest extent possible. Outbound passengers will arrive by car, taxi, or bus at the second floor level, where tickets and baggage will be checked immediately on arrival. Passengers will then proceed to individual waiting areas near gate positions. Planes are to be boarded under cover of the canopy via a mobile gangplank which bridges the concourse level with the aircraft entrance. Inbound passengers will enter the main concourse level, again across the bridge, then descend to ground level. There baggage will be claimed and carried to nearby local transportation. A restaurant on a mezzanine level above the concourse will offer passengers and visitors a view of the great room as well as of the airfield. Administration offices are to be located in the south wing; operations offices at apron level.
Particular effort was made in the design of the roof to make the 110-ft roof overhang seem as light as possible. To this end a series of skylights will pierce the reinforced-concrete roof slab. The openings are to be lighted at night to appear as a bright necklace from the air. Radial girders, supporting the vast roof, will be only partially visible on the underside of the roof. Purlins will also project above the roof slab—again to reduce the apparent weight of the roof. The girders are to be supported on 32 piers. The weight of the overhang will be resisted by cables carried from the end of the cantilever over a king post and back to the tension ring. Excess downward thrust of the large overhang will be made up by tension columns at the center of the building.

A 100-ft-wide air curtain will take the place of doors at the entrance to the main concourse (above). The opening will be protected by a steel-framed glass screen which will bear the name of the airline as well as bronze castings by sculptor Milton Heblard.

Mobile gangplank (below), shown here in preliminary design stages, is required to bridge the gap between concourse level and aircraft door. Shuttles may be adjusted to the proper doorsill height of the various airliners. Fully extended, the shuttle will measure 85'-0".
gateway for overseas travelers

client | The Port of New York Authority
architects | Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
partner-in-charge | J. Walter Severinghaus
project designer | Charles E. Hughes, Associate Partner
project manager | Albert Kenney, Associate Partner
Aerial photo: The New York Times

Major completed element at the New York International Airport is the immense International Arrival Building, with its arched-roof main concourse and 11-story control tower, and the flanking, three-story Airline Wing Buildings, built by The Port of New York Authority. In all, the group, which is situated at the south end of the central mall of Terminal City, is eleven city blocks (2300 ft) long.

The twin wing buildings house the stations and offices of all foreign-flag airlines serving the port and will be used by all travelers departing on foreign-flag carriers. The huge central building and the wings extending out on the field side of the structure will be used by all incoming overseas flights or any passengers requiring customs clearance or other federal inspection services.

Enplaning overseas passengers come directly (by bus or taxi) to the individual stations in the wing buildings, proceed with ticketing details and baggage checking, go up to a second-story waiting room, and come down to the adjoining plane station when the flight is announced.

Deplaning passengers (plans, over-page) will be channeled into the field-side wings of the Arrival Building, through public-health and immigration offices, and so on to two-story-high customs space, where they pick up their baggage, have it inspected—and see friends meeting them who use a glass-enclosed gallery bordering the space at the second-floor level. After clearance, they join their friends and exit—or enter the USA, as you will—through the great arched-roof hall, from the ceiling of which is suspended a huge (40-ft wingspread) mobile sculpture by Alexander Calder.

Functional and physical plans for the building group, as well as its construction, were carried out by the Port Authority’s Aviation Planning Division and Engineering Department, while Architects for the complex were Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, and individual foreign-flag airline stations are the work of the following architects or designers: Michael Saphier Associates, Inc. (Sabena); Peter S. Hopf (L.A.I.); Kahn & Jacobs (S.A.S.); Itkin-Affrine-Becker Design Associates, Inc. (Air France, Argentine Airlines, Venezuelan Airline); G.B. & R.M. Ollinger (D.L.H.); LaFarge, Knox & Murphy (B.O.A.C.); Haeferl, Moser, Steiger and John R. Weber (Swiss Air); Kemp & Schwartz (Iberia Air Lines, Icelandic Airlines); Kelly & Gruzen (El Al Israel); Raymond & Rado (K.L.M.); and Charles J. Lane (Varig Airlines).

Visitors to the port may enter the group by means of a spiral ramp (adjoining parking lots) and so, at a mezzanine level, through the control-tower structure, over a bridge, and along a gallery bordering the great hall. From here they can ascend to the roof level, where they may watch field activities from a 4000-ft-long observation deck extending the full length of the buildings. Also at roof level is the terminal’s bar and restaurant, which enjoy an unhindered view of the field.

Materials and equipment used in the construction of the steel-framed buildings are listed on a subsequent page. For discussion of the modular and prefabricated aspects of the curtain-wall system see NOVEMBER 1957 P/A.

December 1957 87
The larger of the two sectional drawings is taken through the central International Arrival Building and shows the routes followed by incoming passengers and their friends or relatives who come to meet them. The other section, which is typical of either of the Airline Wing Buildings, indicates the routing of outgoing passengers and their guests.

On the following four pages are photographs taken by Gettsch-Schleisner in mid-November, when the buildings were nearing completion. Elements shown are the parabolic-roofed main concourse; public-health and immigration areas; and offices of one of the foreign-flag airlines.
In the two field-side wings of the International Arrival Building, there are duplicate facilities for inbound travelers—among them, public-health waiting rooms (right) and immigration offices (bottom).

For outbound passengers each foreign-flag carrier has facilities in Wing Buildings. First completed was for KLM (above) designed by Architects Antonin Raymond & L. L. Radu.
Materials & Methods

construction


equipment


* Not including foreign-flag airline stations in wing buildings.
one-level finger system: Mexico, D.F.

Architects for this international airport terminal were first-prize winners in a competition for its design conducted among Mexican Architects in 1949 by the Ministry of Communications and Public Works. Final design and construction were carried out by Architects Alvarez; Carral; Paez; Olagaray; and Flores.

Initial concept called for a frontal scheme to accommodate 24 DC-6's parked in line along a 1500-ft building. For greater efficiency, a more compact rectangular building was developed, with fingers on the field side supplementing plane stations paralleling the terminal.

The 924-ft-long, reinforced-concrete structure is divided into three basic parts—a 132-ft-bay at the center which contains main entrance lobby, field manager's offices, waiting room for distinguished travelers, and (on the field side) restaurant, cafeteria, and bar; and equal spaces at either side (four 99-ft bays each) that serve local flights on the one hand, and international flights, on the other. For future expansion, additional 99-ft bays at either end would not disturb the basic organization, while more fingers could be added on the field side.

Departing passengers using the international side of the building check luggage at the pertinent counter and travel, with their friends, to one of the field-side waiting rooms. When time to pass customs and immigration arrives, they leave their friends, go through the required checks, and continue to a separate passengers' waiting room, where they can see their parties in the adjoining room through a glass partition. Arriving passengers follow the procedure in reverse. Similar large waiting rooms are provided in the other wing for local passengers.

At the front of the building is ample parking space. Here, also, is a 4-story Civil Aeronautics office building, the open ground floor of which is used for official ceremonies and from which the main lobby is reached directly.
1 field manager's office
2 shops
3 waiting room
4 immigration
5 customs
6 lobby to upper restaurant
7 soda fountain
8 control tower stairs
9 "Distinguished Travelers" room
10 kitchen
11 cafeteria
12 restaurant
13 bar
14 concessions and phones
15 patio
16 control and radio rooms
17 government offices
18 airlines offices
19 kitchen
20 employees' restaurant and restroom
A great hall (above) containing the counters of the various airlines, as well as concessions, runs the entire length of the front of the building.

Each of the building wings (international wing, left) has separate canopied entrances to the several airlines.

In the central plaza, glimpsed through the windows of the great hall (below) is the 4-story Civil Aeronautics office building.

Photos (except as noted): Limon-Flores
Floor-to-ceiling windows on the field side of the terminal border waiting rooms of both local and international areas; landscaped gardens occur between the covered walkways that lead to the plane stations.
Climate was an important, if not the most compelling, factor in the design of this new airport, which was needed to serve the fast-growing tourist traffic at this popular resort on Mexico’s Pacific coast. Both approach and field faces of the building, developed within a lightweight concrete structure supported by two elliptical concrete arches, consist of double layers of hollow clay tile. These not only provide the desired cross ventilation, while screening out rain and strong sunlight, but they also constitute a highly decorative wall pattern.

One end of the great hall beneath the elliptical shell is set apart for the required customs inspection and clearance for visitors from foreign countries; a wall of ochre-colored local stone separates this section from the larger space provided for passengers using local flights. A mezzanine above the customs space is occupied by the airfield offices. Flooring throughout is of stone.

Beyond the vaulted enclosure at one end of the scheme is a patio, bordered by the airport restaurant and bar. On the flat concrete roof above is a visitors’ viewing terrace. At the other end of the group is the freestanding control tower which, like the main building, is enclosed by pierced-screen walls.

The port is located between the Lake of Tres Palos and the sea, and enough land was acquired to take care of foreseeable future expansion.

architects | Mario Pani & Enrique Del Moral
Traffic circulation is of the simplest sort for national travelers, who merely go to one of the five ticket counters, check their baggage, and walk out to the field. Plan key: 1 restaurant; 2 bar; 3 kitchen; 4 counters for five airlines; 5 waiting room; 6 magazine stand; 7 customs; 8 health office; 9 monetary exchange; 10 parking.

Photos: Erwin Lang
smooth flow of passengers and baggage: London, England

architect  Frederick Gibberd
Sir William Halcrow & Partners

consulting engineers  G. H. Buckle & Partners
Ewbank & Partners
This building is a part of the central terminal area of London Airport which stands like a diamond-shaped island in the midst of the 2827-acre airfield. A 680-yard tunnel runs beneath the runways and connects the terminal buildings with the outer road system. The South East Face Passenger Building (shown here) is equipped to handle 1,250,000 passengers a year. Passengers comprise three categories: 1. those traveling on overseas routes, subject to clearance through customs, health, and immigration formalities; 2. transient passengers; 3. those traveling within the United Kingdom. The building also provides offices, restaurant and service facilities, storage and minor maintenance space for aircraft, and areas for the accommodation of spectators. The ground floor is devoted to baggage handling, rooms for technical staff and equipment, food preparation, and other services. The main functions of passenger handling are concentrated on the first floor. This level is subdivided into a series of transverse bands, containing in sequence, the concourse, customs, immigration, health and waiting rooms. Ten parallel passenger handling channels (as shown in the isometric drawing, below), cut through these bands at right angles between the landside and airside of the building. Channels are self-contained, the route being unmistakable and free from interruption by cross flow. Each channel is served by a baggage conveyor belt which runs beneath the first floor but ascends to the first floor for customs inspection. Channels are paired to be used in tandem for unusually large passenger loads. Since inbound and outbound traffic peaks seldom coincide, channels are reversible. Two separate lanes appended to one end of the building serve local travelers not requiring customs inspection. Transit or inter-line passengers have their own suite, containing restaurant, shops, and rest rooms, at the field side of the building. Restaurant and roof gardens on the third floor are intended for visitors and spectators.
Passenger and baggage circulation is particularly well organized in this Swiss terminal designed to accommodate up to 3000 passengers per hour, the equivalent of 40 plane loads. Outbound passengers enter the terminal building under the protective cover of an aluminum canopy (below), check tickets and baggage on the main concourse, proceed through the great hall, then down stairs to the ground level, and into the waiting room for outbound and transient passengers. Shortly before take-off time travelers are collected into one of two departure rooms. Meanwhile, outbound baggage has been dispatched from the ticket counter via the basement to the aircraft. Inbound passengers enter at ground level, go through a centralized customs inspection station to which their baggage has been forwarded, and pass through a lounge to local transportation. The wings extending from this central building portion contain restaurants and offices. In the design of such architectural elements as the observation terraces, outdoor dining areas, the skylighted central hall, dramatic stairs, the architects kept in mind not only the passengers who must pass through the building but also the many visitors who come to the terminal for pleasure and entertainment. Of equal importance to the designers was the siting of the terminal and its related structures. The buildings have been consciously decentralized for best adaptation to the natural setting. New landscaping and forestation will further minimize the scale of the structures, and at the same time diminish the noise.
Outbound passengers enter terminal at main concourse level (above). Airline ticket counters are to the right, concessions to the left.

Inbound passengers leave from the lower level (left) where baggage is claimed and customs inspection takes place.

Rest room (below) is part of waiting area for outbound and transient passengers.
Outdoor restaurant (above) is connected by stairs to observation terrace.

Restaurant (right), on mezzanine level, overlooks airfield and main concourse.

Stairs (left) descend from main concourse to waiting room for outbound passengers. Tower (below) is control point for aircraft take-offs and landings.
tomorrow's airport

This project was prepared for Universal Atlas Cement Company as part of a promotional program to explore new structural possibilities for reinforced concrete. The data presented focuses more specifically on the basic ideas of this scheme. The Editors feel that this proposal may influence the design of future airports and revise the present pattern of planning for the Age of Flight. Victor Gruen, Architect, whose work greatly affected the development of another 20th Century building type—the shopping center—is author of this scheme. Excerpts from a report by Edgardo Contini, Associate-in-Charge, follow:

PREMISE Today’s airport is not much more than a larger image of the old barnstorming day. It has grown by emergency measures rather than by local evaluation of its functions and potentials; to accommodate increasing volumes of passengers and larger airships, it has become bigger and more complex, at the expense of passenger convenience and operational efficiency. Ultimately, when dimensional growth has defied reason (as in Idlewild), it renounces its function of a centralized terminal and explodes into a series of satellite junior terminals loosely connected by parking lots.

Had the growth of the airport been guided by, and paralleled more closely, the development of the railroad station of half a century ago and, at the same time, had a more perceptive self-analysis anticipated the needs and demands of the fast approaching future, we would not have invested so substantially in structures and systems that are obsolete the day they are open for service; we would not face with apprehension the operational effectiveness of our air terminals in the coming age of jet engines and vertical take off.

PRINCIPLES 1. The terminal space required by one 100-passenger aircraft is today approximately 60,000 sq ft. (Jet planes and vertical take offs will, in all probability, require more terminal space.) On the other hand, the corresponding terminal space for 100-passenger railroad car is approximately 2000 sq ft, and for a 50-passenger bus it is approximately 1000 sq ft. (The ratio of terminal space per passenger between airport facilities and railroad or bus facilities is approximately 30 to 1.)

2. Physical dimensions of passenger aircraft have increased over the last quarter of a century, and all indications
Diagram of proposed air terminal (above): 1 approach, exit roads for cars, buses, taxis and path of moving sidewalk; 2 parking; 3 heliport; 4 terminal; 5 passenger loading; 6 maintenance-hangar areas; 7 maintenance-hangar expansion; 8 taxiway; 9 runway. Terminal consists of concrete vaults, intersected by a continuous, annular cross-barrel. Structurally self-stiffening, the system provides an open, continuous space that visually identifies each airline's passenger facilities and other conveniences. Development by stages can be accomplished by building a portion of the ring, and adding by increments as increased passenger volume warrants.
are they will continue to increase; concurrently, terminal-operation techniques will vary greatly as new types of aircraft, especially jet engines, come into service.

These two principles seem evident and elementary; their influence on the planning of an air terminal should have been obvious. In fact, however, we have failed either to formulate them or to heed their significance.

SIGNIFICANCE 1. With the growth of air traffic, the space required to accommodate the number of simultaneously departing or arriving aircraft soon forces intolerable dimensional extension (excessive walking distances) from terminal to planes.

2. In the complex of an airport terminal, facilities dedicated to passenger processing are relatively permanent and, given reasonable opportunity to expand, need not reflect the rapidly changing aircraft dimensioning and operational techniques. On the other hand, aircraft landing and servicing facilities are subject to a rapid rate of technological obsolescence.

The only satisfactory solution for tomorrow's airport plan will be based on the concept of physical separation of the two functions, combined with proper operational connection. Unless this is accomplished, the entire investment in new terminal facilities will be subject to the rapid obsolescence dictated by technological advances.

CONCLUSIONS The major air terminal should include:

1. A permanent passenger-processing terminal, located near (though not necessarily within) the landing field, and planned for maximum passenger convenience and operational efficiency.

2. A relatively nonpermanent installation of facilities for landing, parking, and servicing of aircraft, planned for maximum operational flexibility.

3. A transfer system between the passenger terminal and aircraft facilities.

ADVANTAGES OF SEPARATION

1. The passenger terminal, proper, insured of a longer effective life, will be easier to finance and will acquire far greater civic significance than under present conditions.

2. The terminal—designed and developed with maximum compactness and minimum waste of space for intercommunication—can process, in a concentrated area, an extremely large volume of passengers (as, for instance, in Grand Central Station in New York). The passenger in transit will be able to find his transfer destination easily; the passenger seeking available space on alternate airlines will be spared long runs through corridors or separate buildings. 3. It will be possible, conveniently, to develop the passenger terminal by stages, as passenger volume demands.

4. When the terminal is freed from the immediate proximity of aircraft (with its high noise level), it will lend itself to becoming the center of a new civic core—the air-terminal nucleus—just as half a century ago the railroad station became the core of much civic growth. Around the permanent passenger terminal could be developed not only the usual restaurant and other service facilities but also hotels, motels, office, and other buildings, and their related commercial installations. Thus, the passenger terminal building could become the catalyst for one of the most lively cores of suburban activity.

5. The aircraft will be able to reach the terminal pads on its own power, regardless of engine type, with a minimum amount of taxiing and maneuvering.

6. Each airline's terminal pads can be located in the immediate proximity of its hangars and servicing facilities. By keeping the aircraft available for servicing until the last minute before loading, servicing operation will be more economical and scheduling time reduced. The proximity of the service hangars will minimize delays when last-minute mechanical checks are required.

7. When properly planned and coordinated, the transfer system will do away with the swarm of little vehicles descending on the aircraft to bring mail, luggage, and lunches to the airplane. (Bring, in fact, everything but the poor passenger who is expected to walk, often unprotected from weather, exposed to the noise and wind created by departing aircraft, and climb long ramps or stairs to board his plane.) The transfer system can be effected by two-level carriers which will carry simultaneously the passengers (at the upper level), and all luggage, mail, and other pay-load (at the lower level). A single driver will deliver the complete load to the airplane, minimizing confusion and duplication of functions. Luggage is carried to the aircraft arranged on detachable pods or racks suitable for expeditious loading into the airplane. The carrier's upper level can be adjusted in height to match the door height of the aircraft, so that passengers can transfer directly from carrier bus to airplane without exposure to weather or walking steps or ramps.

PROBLEMS As with any change of operational method, a number of problems will be encountered: the primary obstacle will be overcoming inertia created by the existence of a prevalent pattern of operation and by the existing investment in such system. It is difficult, however, to believe that air transportation industry—so young and vigorous—will resist a change that would provide it with immediate and long-range benefits.

A BASIC SOLUTION In this scheme, the passenger terminal will consist—at its ultimate stage—of an annular building with two operating levels. At the upper levels are all passenger processing facilities for each airline. Passengers reach the upper level by escalators or, in the case of major airports where this is dimensionally feasible, by ramps leading passenger vehicles directly to the upper level. On the lower level are all servicing facilities (personnel, luggage, mail, etc.) and independent direct access is easily available. On departure, the passenger is processed by the terminal facilities of the airline he is using; his luggage is transferred by chute to the lower level for stacking in the appropriate racks. After processing, passengers board the upper level of the bus while luggage is simultaneously loaded in the lower level. From the moment a passenger has boarded the bus, he is officially checked in.

On arrival, passengers disembark the bus at the upper level of the terminal; luggage is simultaneously discharged at the lower level and carried by conveyor belt to the upper level's receiving area where it is picked up without any wait. Terminal building will contain all normal service facilities related to airport terminals (restaurant, drugstore, other convenient installations); it can be adjacent to or surrounded by large, properly planned parking areas which—in case of major installations with excessive distances—can be serviced by moving side-walks or jitney trains to carry passengers and luggage directly to the upper level.
In recent years, a tremendous amount of new information about soil mechanics has been accumulated. One area of study which has resulted in data of immediate importance to the majority of architectural practices in this country is that of expansive clays. Since their shrinking and swelling are evidenced as structural damage, the architect and engineer must know how to design structures to avoid or minimize these effects. In this article, the author discusses "active soils," forces and movements, influences which cause movements, identification of active soils, recommended design and construction practice, and repair of damaged structures.

Expansive Clays: Their Effects on Structures

by David E. Greer*

In many areas of the United States—as well as in many other countries—the soils which support the foundations of structures have the very important (and distressing) property of swelling when they become wet, and shrinking upon drying. This soil property affects all types of structures, from the frame residence and the corner filling station, to the multi-story building downtown and the factory that is being built in the country near-by. Since these effects cause structural damage, often of a very unsightly and detrimental sort, it is important for both structural architect and engineer to know how and why the damage occurs; how to design their structures to avoid or to minimize these effects; and what remedies or treatments should be applied to structures where damage has already occurred.

"active" soils

"Active" soils—as the materials under discussion are called—have an affinity for water far beyond their mere ability to receive and contain it in their voids. This affinity belongs to the clay portion of the soil, so that a soil's tendency to swell and shrink with wetting and drying depends upon the proportion of clay particles present. There are many kinds of clays, however, and some are more active than others; so the kind of clay, as well as its proportion in the soil, has much to do with the activity of a soil. Further, a clay can be altered in its degree of activity by chemical treatment (base exchange); this is what the farmer does when he "sweetens" his land by spreading lime. Reasons for the tendency of some soils to swell and shrink are, therefore, very complex and not entirely understood. But some aspects of the phenomenon are very familiar; for example, everyone has noticed the shrinkage cracks that appear in a mud flat as the surface dries.

forces and movements

The soils engineer is often asked: "How much pressure will this soil develop on swelling?" or "how many inches will it expand if it is unrestrained?" Unfortunately there is no definite answer to this kind of question: it is like being asked "how far it is to the end of a one-in. rope?" The answer, of course, depends on where you start. A highly active soil, at the end of a long rainy season, may be fully expanded and capable of developing no further expansive pressure; at the end of a long dry season, may be fully expanded and capable of developing very large: pressures of five or six tons per sq ft; or if it is allowed to expand freely, might increase 30 percent in volume.

The important fact for the designer or builder to realize is that the forces which can develop, if an active soil is expanding from a very dry condition, may be very large: pressures of five or six tons per sq ft are not unusual, and pressures twice that magnitude have been observed in the laboratory. Similarly, volume change that may take place between a very dry and a very wet state may be surprisingly large: changes of 10 percent in volume are not unusual, and three or four percent are very common. Comparing these forces and movements with the vertical loads on footings, grade beams, and floors, and considering the limited tolerances for structural distortion implicit in most structural designs, it is easy to see how serious structural damage can be produced by soil activity.

Influences causing movement

Any event, natural or man-made, which produces a change in the moisture content of an active soil, will cause the soil to change in volume, or to develop pressure against resistance. Let us list some of these influences:

Weather: Rain, wind, sunshine, heat and cold, snow and ice—all of the phenomena of weather affect soil moisture. Most important, the long-term weather cycles produce temperature and moisture variations which reach deep into the soil mass. The difference between a rainy season and a dry spell may cause moisture differences five ft below the surface; between a wet year and the end of a sequence of dry years, 10 or even 20 ft below. Because of shrinkage-cracking, the effects of wet and dry weather extend very much deeper in soils of high activity than in inert soils.

Drainage: Building or earth-moving operations which change the rate of runoff, or which create temporary ponding conditions where none existed before, will quickly affect the moisture content of shallow soils. Changes in the moisture content of deeper soils, not only directly below the pond but also at considerable distance laterally, will take place over a long period of time.

Grading and elevation changes: By affecting evaporation, grading work may produce radical changes in soil moisture conditions. Soil which was once deep but is now near the ground surface, may dry out or may become subject to seasonal moisture changes. Soil which has been recently covered by fill may swell or shrink, depending upon its condition before the fill was placed.

Gardening or lawn-watering: A very common cause of soil movement is the establishment of a flower garden or lawn next
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to a new building. Frequent watering of the planting, especially because it is continued through what would normally be periods of evaporation and loss of soil moisture, produces swelling of deep soil and differential upward movement of adjacent foundations. This trouble is especially common in semi-arid regions.

**Lowering of water table:** Any construction operation which results in a lowering of the water table near a structure supported by active soils, will result in a reduction of soil moisture, with consequent shrinkage of soil beneath nearby foundations. Some of the operations which can produce this result are: road or railroad cuts; tunneling operations; street-level changes; sewer construction; drainage of nearby marsh; basement excavations; stream diversion; or even heavy withdrawals of well water.

**Growth or removal of vegetation:** Deep-rooted plants, especially trees, are very effective in removing soil moisture. As an illustration, it will always be found that the soil moisture content at four to 10 ft in depth, beneath a large tree in an open area, will be lower than that at the same level in the open a 100 ft away. In areas of active soils this phenomenon often shows up very strikingly in the form of a dip in street and sidewalk pavement, adjacent to each shade tree along the street. Conversely, when a large tree is removed and its site covered by a building, active soils which had previously been partly desiccated by the roots of the tree will begin to take on moisture from below by capillary action, and will swell slowly.

**Plumbing leaks:** Rapid and disastrous changes in soil moisture content can be caused by leaks in water or sewage pipes, either beneath or outside a building. Since the backfill around pipes is rarely compact, water from a leaky pipe may travel some distance from the leak, producing soil heave under remote footings. The resultant heave of the structure may produce more pipe breaks, with consequent acceleration of the damage.

**Covering by building or pavement:** An active soil, in equilibrium with its environment—vegetation, weather, climate, etc.—will have some depth through which seasonal moisture content changes will be perceptible. Below that level, moisture content will be virtually constant, at some value which is governed by the averaged effects of rainfall infiltration, capillary rise, and evaporation. When a large area of such soil is covered by an impervious barrier, such as a building or a pavement, the average soil temperature is changed and both infiltration and evaporation are reduced, but capillarity is not affected. As a result of capillary action, thermal gradient, and vapor-phase movement, there is usually a tendency for the protected deeper soil to become wetter and to swell. Because the capillary movement of water through clays is very slow, the resulting soil-heave is also slow. Damage in the form of lifted floors, interior footings, and partitions, may not show up for many years. Since soil under the exterior footings of the structure is only partially protected from weather and seasonal effects, the outside footings may not move at all, and will almost certainly move less than those within the building. Consequently, the reasons for the interior wall cracking and floor movement, occurring many years after the building is completed, are often completely misunderstood and the trouble is attributed to settlement of the outside walls. The appearance, of course, would be the same for either case: heave of center, or settlement of outer walls.

**Exposure during construction:** For various reasons, it sometimes occurs that a building or footing excavation becomes flooded at some stage of construction. Where the exposed or underlying soils are expansive clays, this flooding usually results in movements which are, at best, troublesome, and which can be disastrous. While the swelling that occurs in these circumstances is usually apparent immediately, it should be remembered that the action can continue for long periods, as moisture migrates under the influence of capillary forces. In some cases, sand or gravel fill under footings or floors can become saturated, and act as a reservoir to feed water to underlying active clays for weeks or even months afterward. The most common cause of this difficulty is lack of care in disposing of surface drainage during construction.

There is also a construction practice, common in some areas, and even required by the specifications of some architects, which will usually produce trouble if the soil at the site is an active clay at a low moisture content. That is the practice of flooding or "puddling" a sand or gravel fill, which is to support some structural element, in order to densify it. The saturated fill provides a reservoir of water, which can keep underlying clay swelling months after construction.

An equally damaging, though less sudden, sort of movement, can result from the exposure of a completed excavation to drying. The dried and shrunken clay will, subsequent to construction, swell again. Result: heaving floors; broken walls; and general structural damage.

**Drying from hot-process units:** There are many recorded cases of settlement of boiler foundations or boiler-room floors, where furnace heat has been transmitted to foundation clays through foundation elements or combustion chamber floors. This danger is present in any installation where hot-process units are supported by active clay soils, or where other structural elements are in contact with such soils, which can receive heat from hot process units. Because drying from such sources can be more severe than that produced by weather cycles, foundation movements can be very large.

**Use of active clay fill:** Where granular-fill soil is scarce, floors are sometimes supported on fill composed of active clay soils. Although subsequent swelling or shrinkage can be minimized by care in controlling moisture and compaction, this is often—or usually—neglected and trouble results. The trouble often appears as floor-heave or settlement before construction is complete, but it may not develop until long afterward.

### Identification of active soils

As explained earlier, expansion tests on undisturbed (or compacted) soil samples cannot be used directly for predicting pressures or movements after construction, unless the test conditions accurately duplicate the moisture content, density, and conditions of confinement which will affect the soil before, during, and after construction; this is usually difficult or impossible to do. This means that design and construction measures to eliminate or compensate for the effects of expansive soils must be applied empirically. The soils engineer’s first problem becomes one of identifying soils which are active enough to cause trouble under the cli-
mature, weather, and construction conditions that will probably prevail.

Two of the most useful tests for this purpose are the routine determination of plasticity index (PI) and shrinkage limit (SL). Since these test results have to be correlated with the natural moisture content of the soil at the time of construction, and then considered in relation to the climatic cycle of the region in which the structure is to be built, no fixed limits can be set for distinguishing between "active" and "inactive" soils per se. In general, if the PI is greater than 20, or the SL less than 10 percent, the soil is likely to be troublesome; but soils outside these limits can also cause trouble under certain conditions.

A word of caution should be injected here: Soils are considerably altered (usually decreased) in their activity by oven drying. For this reason, the tests mentioned above, when they are to be used for judging the relative activity of soils, should be run from natural moisture content rather than on samples which have been oven-dried and pulverized as required by ASTM or AASHO tests. It must always be remembered, in judging the activity of a soil, that consideration must be given to climatic and construction conditions as well as to the properties of the soil itself.

soil action on structures

Case I: A school building in the Texas Gulf Coast area was constructed in a dry summer, in an area of deep active clay. Footings were drilled and belled out, at about eight-ft depth below final outside grade; exterior walls were carried on grade beams, poured on a one-ft sand "cushion" resting on natural soil at two-ft depth; the building floor was poured on top of a two-ft sand fill. Just before the floor was poured, the contractor flooded this sand fill to settle it, then poured the floor immediately. Lightweight masonry partitions were then started; when some of them were half-built, the contractor went home for the weekend. When he returned on Monday, the floor had heaved, rising varying amounts between ¾" and 1⅛". All of the interior partitions were broken, some with cracks ½" wide at the top. The contractor was baffled, the school board furious, and the architect frustrated.

Case II: A brick church building in Central Texas was constructed in a region of very hard dry active clay. The water table was several hundred ft below the surface. Activity of the surface clay was demonstrated by the tilted positions of the tombstones in the adjacent graveyard (frost action was not a factor). The structure was supported on continuous footings about eight ft below the surface; the floor, of concrete, rested on fill composed of dry clay taken from the surface of the ground adjacent to the church. The fill was compacted, dry, by tamping; however, the fill outside the footings was not compacted at all. Roof drainage was not carried away, not even by sloping the ground away from the structure. At the time of the writer's inspection, a year after construction, the drainage water had begun to find its way into the under-floor fill by capillary action; the floor had risen amounts varying from ½" to 2½; one outside wall was out of plumb by about ¾"; and the floor, in swolling, had lifted a cloakroom partition, which in turn had lifted the bell tower, cracking its brickwork in tension about 30 ft above the ground.

Case III: A series of eight boilers in a steam-generating plant, supported on footings resting at various depths in a hard clay, were converted from oil to gas as fuel. Because of the difference in combustion of the burners, the floors of the combustion chambers were now subjected to the flame, whereas before, they had been cooled by the air entering the chamber. Although they had operated satisfactorily for over 30 years before the change-over, soon afterward they began to settle. After they had been repaired and leveled many times, with corrections accounting for differential settlements as high as two in. between front and back of the same boiler, an investigation was made. It was found that heat from the boiler floors had completely desiccated the underlying clay to a depth of 20 ft, and that shrinkage in the clay had reached a total of more than four in., leaving the boiler-room floor supported only by casual contact with footings, walls, etc.

recommended practices

1. Soils Investigation and Report
   Obtain a complete soils investigation and report. This study should give the following information:

   a. Horizontal and vertical distribution of soils, over the entire building site and to the greatest depth that will be appreciably stressed by building loads.
   b. Natural moisture-content profile for each boring.
   c. Liquid and plastic limits for each stratum of cohesive soil encountered.
   d. Special expansion-pressure and volume-expansion tests, where liquid and plastic limit tests, or local experience, suggest that expansion and contraction may be a problem.
   e. Consolidation and strength test data as required by details of structure.
   f. Depth of water table, at the time of the investigation; with data on water-table variation, if available.
   g. Climatological data—rainfall records, etc.—if the site is unfamiliar.
   h. Records or observations of behavior of nearby structures.
   i. Engineering analysis from these data, giving recommended design data, and construction practices.

2. Footing Depths and Pressures
   If practicable, footing depth should be below the zone of seasonal moisture change; and even this may not be deep enough, since clays are sometimes desiccated by average climatic conditions, to depths far greater than those reached by seasonal variations. In such a case, a structure which changes the moisture equilibrium over a large area, or even a small building with a large paved area adjacent—may cause a slow swelling of deep clays, with consequent heave of footings which would have been at a perfectly safe depth under a small structure. Where there are deep, continuous, foundation clays, in an arid or semi-arid climate, it is sometimes prudent to take footings to extraordinary depths. In San Antonio, Texas, for example, footing depths of 40 or even 60 ft are not uncommon, although seasonal moisture variations probably do not reach more than half that depth.

   In many instances, it is impracticable or uneconomical to take footings down to soil that will not try to expand. An alternative is to place them at higher levels, but to keep footing pressures high enough to impede expansion. This is an instance where expansion tests on undisturbed samples taken from proposed
footing depth can be useful. It must be remembered, however, that the high-expansion pressures developed in tests under conditions of no volume change, are often very much reduced if very slight expansion is permitted. Because of this, the expansion-test values should not be taken too literally, in design.

It must be remembered, further, that the expansive tendencies of an undisturbed sample of soil, even if it is taken from exact footing depth, are representative only of the moisture condition of the soil at the time the sample was taken; some weeks or months later conditions may be quite different.

As a general rule, the nearer the surface, the greater the effect of seasonal moisture change; and, therefore, the higher the unit pressure on the footing must be to prevent seasonal movement.

Interior footings can be put at shallower depths than exterior, or can have lighter unit loads if at the same depth, if constructed when the soil is at its peak moisture content. If construction is done when the soils are dry, interior depth and loading conditions should be the same as for the exterior.

A continuous footing around the outside of a structure can be founded on a somewhat shallower depth than equivalent spot footings, since its continuity has some effectiveness in diminishing seasonal moisture variations in the supporting soil. Spot footings are of negligible effect in this direction.

3. Protection of Footing Columns

Deep footings in expansive-clay soils, which were discussed in the preceding section, are usually poured in a drilled and belled-out hole, a type of construction which is particularly economical because such soils can always be drilled by means of a large-diameter auger machine. In many parts of the country, notably Texas and California, this construction is very common. Machines are available for drilling the shafts to as much as 200 ft in depth, and “belling out” to diameters of 108 in. or more.

However, the fact that the belled footing is deep enough to be safe from soil movement does not necessarily assure that the footing column will be stable at its top; for, if the column is poured in contact with the ground (i.e., without forms), the frictional hold of the soil on the column will be very high; and on swelling, the soil may even lift the column, breaking it in tension.

To avoid this, a variety of expedients have been used. The one which is, in the writer’s opinion, the most satisfactory, is to pour the footing and let it take its initial set; then center a cylindrical fiber form of suitable size, but several inches smaller than the shaft hole, and pour the column; then center a larger cylindrical fiber form around the column, spacing it with blocks, and fill the annular space with a plastic compressible material. Suitable filling materials are: asphalt; vermiculite; pellet-type mineral wool; or glass-fiber insulation. Sand and pea-gravel are sometimes used, but are of questionable value, since repeated cycles of movement could pack them to a tight condition.

4. Use of Piles

When piles are used to transfer loads down through expansive soils to more stable materials, they are subject to exactly the same action as that described in the preceding section: seasonal uplift and downdrag due to expansion and shrinkage of the soil through which they are driven. It is rarely, if ever, possible to relieve a pile completely of this reversing frictional force. The use of properly designed footings is usually cheaper than driven piles under these conditions, and will result in a safer and more stable foundation.

5. Grade Beams

A common and very economical type of construction, particularly in those areas where large-diameter auger machines are available for filling and belled-out footing holes, is that of supporting walls on reinforced-concrete grade beams, which transfer the load to the drilled footings.

Although the footings may be taken as deep as is necessary to avoid the effects of expansive soils, the grade beam is necessarily placed close to the surface of the ground. When this beam is poured, it is usually supported by the ground until the concrete sets. If the pour is made at the end of a long wet season, when the ground is as wet as it will ever be, then soil activity will not damage the completed structure by uplift on the grade beam. But if it is poured on an active soil when the soil is dry—and it need not be completely desiccated—then, when soil moisture increases again, the soil will swell; uplift pressures are generated; and something has to give. Usually the result is that the grade beam is broken upward, halfway between footing columns; sometimes the footing columns themselves are broken in tension.

The most common attempt to avoid this takes the form of placing, below the grade beam, a layer of sand, which is usually eight to 12 in. in depth. This is usually referred to as a “sand cushion,” and it is commonly supposed to compress with the uplift of the underlying clay when it swells, thus relieving the grade beam of uplift pressure. No doubt it serves this function to some extent but the “cushioning” effect is very slight and many failures occur in spite of the “sand cushion.” Probably its principal effectiveness is to replace an equal volume of expansive soil by an inert material.

Because of the general unsatisfactory behavior of the “sand cushion,” a number of other devices have been introduced in attempts to avoid uplift on grade beams. One of these, a “V” bottom on the grade beam, is supposed to cleave and deflect the rising soil. Unfortunately, this does not work. Another device is to support the grade beam on a loose course of light-weight hollow-clay tile, which may be laid either with the axis vertical—so that the soil pushing up from below will fail in bearing under the thin tile edges, and force itself up into the hollow of the tile—or horizontally—so that the tile will crush before lifting the grade beam. Considerable force may be required to accomplish either result; whether this force will be sufficient to damage the grade beam should be examined carefully before reliance is put on either system.

The logical solution to this problem is to support the grade beam on something that will just support the weight of the fresh concrete, but which will compress appreciably under any additional forces. Several means for accomplishing this have been found recently, and are coming into general use in the southwest. One of the most satisfactory is the use of cardboard support forms.

6. Earth-supported Floors

The effects of moisture changes in active soils below soil-supported of fill-supported floors can be vertical movements
of the order of several inches; and such movements are never uniform throughout a large floor area.

Design and construction means to eliminate or minimize such effects should include:

a. Removal of as much active soil as practicable.
b. Replacement by fill of inactive soil, which must be properly compacted.
c. Completion of fill to floor level with properly compacted inactive soil.
d. Separation of floor slabs from contact with walls, footings, etc.
e. Support of floor slabs on cardboard-carton forms, which crush under upward expansion pressures.

Because inactive fill soil is scarce and expensive in many areas where active soils are prevalent, compromises are often made to reduce the amount of high-grade fill required, at the expense of risking the possibility of small floor movements later. Such measures include:

- Ponding the stripped area, either before or after the foundations have been constructed. This will saturate the inplace soils, and allow them to swell before the fill is placed. If ponding is continued too long, it may cause so much swelling that the softened soil will consolidate and settle under the weight of the fill and floor. This should be closely supervised by a soils engineer.

- Use of local soil for the fill, with interruption of capillary rise into the fill by making the bottom foot or two of the fill of clean granular material; then continuing upward with cheaper local material; and topping off with a course of sand at least eight in. thickness, just below the floor. In this case, the undesirable portion of the fill should be compacted to 90 percent of Modified AASHO optimum density, and at two to three percent higher than optimum moisture content. In cases where unusually high floor loads are anticipated, as in some warehouses, compaction should be to a minimum density of 95 percent Modified AASHO, and at the same moisture content as above.

In compacting under-floor fills, special precautions have to be taken to avoid breaking the enclosing walls outward; for the lateral pressures developed by such compaction are very high.

7. Hot Process Units

A variety of means can be used to prevent the heat from furnaces, etc., from desiccating underlying or adjacent clay soils. These include: the use of insulating materials; provision of air space, with forced or natural circulation; use of cooling water; and even irrigation of the surface clay to prevent its drying out.

8. Bench Marks

It is not generally realized that most bench marks, in areas of shallow active clays, are unreliable for elevation measurements. Since usual plant or municipal bench marks are rarely founded more than three or four ft deep, they are subject to seasonal vertical movement due to the swelling and shrinkage of soils below that depth, and even to some extent from those above that level. This movement is very commonly more than \( \frac{1}{2} \)", and may, in some instances, be two or three in. Such movements, of course, confuse settlement observations hopelessly; unless the bench mark can be relied on to remain stable, any attempt to determine vertical movements of building elements is useless.

To obtain a reliable bench mark for level observations in active clay areas, it is necessary (1) to found the bench mark at a level below the effect of seasonal moisture variations and (2) to relieve the vertical shaft of the bench mark from contact with the surrounding active soil. A satisfactory and inexpensive installation can be made by drilling a hole, using drilling rig or auger, to a depth sufficient to reach nonactive soil; then driving a \( \frac{3}{4} " \) pipe, or rod, into the ground at the bottom of the hole to serve as the bench mark proper; then slipping a larger pipe over the first one, to protect it from contact with the sides of the hole. The shield pipe should extend within one ft of the bottom of the hole, at which point it may rest on a cushion of sand poured in after the first pipe is driven. Annular space between pipes should be filled with grease or heavy oil. The top of the reference pipe must be far enough below the cap so that it can never come in contact with it as the casing moves up and down. In some climates or in areas of deep clay, it is necessary to take such bench marks to 40 or 50 ft in depth, in order to be sure of their reliability.

repair of damaged structures

Building damage due to the action of swelling clays is likely to be very unsightly. Often it appears as diagonal cracking in the outer masonry walls, the cracks sometimes opening up so wide that one can "see daylight" from inside. There is a tendency, on the part of the building owner, to insist on immediate repairs, which involve filling the cracks with mortar. This is often a mistake.

It should be recognized, when building cracks appear, that motions which produced them may be continuing, or may be reversible. Immediate filling of cracks may be followed by further opening so that the repair has to be repeated. More important, in case the movement which produced the damage is capable of reversing itself, as for example when it is caused by seasonal swelling or shrinking of clay soils, the reversed movements acting on mortar-filled cracks will produce a new set of cracks at roughly 90 degrees to the original set; structural damage is compounded.

What, then, should the building owner do when cracks appear? Obviously, the first requirement, before any repairs are attempted, is an accurate determination of the cause of the movement that is producing the trouble. This is a task for a soils engineer—not an architect, or a structural engineer, or a contractor, but a specialist in the behavior of soils and foundation media. Crack patterns produced by settling of footings with respect to grade beams may be identical with that caused by lifting grade beams by swelling soil, where the footings do not move. Actions required to cure the two kinds of fault are entirely different.

At best, the cure of structural damage due to expansive clay action is likely to be expensive. Repair measures may include underpinning; removal of contact between soils and grade beams; correction of drainage conditions; location and repair of water leaks; establishment of evaporation barriers; alteration of thermal gradients; and a variety of other operations—followed, finally, by structural repairs.

In some cases, where foundations are too shallow, or where other conditions are unfavorable, adequate repairs are too costly and the building has to be abandoned; more often it is given a quick surface treatment, and sold quickly.
Many roof forms exist for wide-span structures. Two of these, the funicular (as in suspension systems) and the antifunicular (represented by the shallow arch) are the essence of this discussion; not when acting alone, however, but when working in combination. Here, the author reveals the motives that led him to a study of “suspenarch” systems, states his views on elasto-mechanical design, and suggests future applications for supporting units composed of axially-stressed arch and suspension components.

Axially-Stressed Wide-Span Structures

by Paul Chelazzi*

When the roof-structure designs were being developed for China’s War Air College Plant in 1931, a structural-steel version of the bridge-type, single-web, inclined upper-chord truss was considered a satisfactory competitive solution. Only three years later, however, such a design proved to be uneconomical for similar wide spans on a major Chinese aircraft manufacturing plant. A more economical solution was evolved in specially designed reinforced-concrete tee-girders (Figure 1) featuring round openings in areas of lower shear stresses; reinforcement was placed in the solid sections to resist whatever shear that would develop (Figure 2). Immediate advantages were: 30 percent reduction in dead load and greatly improved natural lighting. This kind of design (over-all span was 85 ft), perhaps, extended conventional concepts of co-action to a maximum, since co-action had to be assumed to exist not only between the upper and lower zones of the rib, but also with a width of the roof slab. Even though these girders behaved remarkably well under actual load tests, there has been some question whether the application of these principles would still be as valid for the ever increasing spans of contemporary hangar design.

*Engineer-Architect, Member, American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, N. Y.
Due to this uncertainty, an incentive to investigate the potentials of axially-stressed structures was established. As the behavior of these structures becomes intuitively clearer, their advantages—provided they are properly shaped to follow pressure lines of carried load—become a self-evident fact in mechanical economy.

An initial step in this investigation was a tentative hangar design featuring a suspended roof with a skylight over the central area (Figure 3). Later a tied-arch system with a reinforced-concrete ring was considered. Eventually, mating two established structural concepts—the arch and the suspension system—bred a "suspenarch" approach to design.1

The suspenarch principle, as applied to wide-span structures, was first embodied in multipurpose truss types including a 1936 design for bridges (Figure 4). One-half of the gravity load is supported by a three-hinge arch while the other half is carried by a suspension system. The latter is connected to the arch by hinges at the supports so that the two systems should, under prevailing loading conditions, produce reversed-balancing, horizontal components of thrust.

For hangar structures, bent-type framing has disadvantages, since the span...
must accommodate maximum wing spread—normally larger than nose-tail length. It was reasoned that if planes could be housed tail-to-tail, shorter free spans would be required. This led to the concept of symmetrical, centrally-pivoted arched structures connected by loadbearing cables and stabilized longitudinally by tie-downs (Figure 5).

Pursuing this same idea in yet another study, an upper suspension system was combined with a lower three-arch system to form the principal supporting units for a multilevel air-marine terminal (Figure 6).

Similar approaches in more recent years have led to the realization of impressive developments in contemporary wide-span design (Figure 7).

**elasto-mechanical review**

Postwar research has produced some significant developments in suspension structures. In order to gain a clearer understanding of these later studies, a review of basic elasto-mechanics should prove helpful.

Means of supporting gravity load along free spans—evolved intuitively through the ages—are of three basic categories: (1) solid-section beams made of naturally or artificially homogenized material (stone, timber, steel, reinforced or prestressed concrete); (2) open-web structures (represented primarily by statically-determinate types of trusses—still based on Palladio’s concepts of triangular rigidity—and secondarily by quadrangular-indeterminate trusses); (3) arches and suspension systems.

Let us examine some of the advances in research aimed at a higher utilization of resistance potential for structures in the first two categories. In an earlier discussion by the author, the geometrical and elasto-mechanical facts restricting the utilization of the potential resistance in homogeneous material sections—particularly reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete—were reviewed. An attempt to explore further possibilities for tapping

---

2 In 1941, the author was granted patents from the United States Patent Office on the structure illustrated in Figure 6 and two other variations of the suspension principle.
additional resistance potential has led to concepts of limit design.\textsuperscript{8} When analyzing homogeneous or homogenized sections prior to the idea of limit design, a material was generally considered capable of working at the maximum allowable stress below the elastic limit set by the stress-strain ratio. However, beyond that point there still remains a substantial margin of resisting forces that over-conservative building codes deny to the structural designer. By challenging these restrictions, limit designers deserve high commendation—even though some of the theoretical concepts advanced are, perhaps, not so evident to those who may be accustomed to search for a confirmation of the validity of principles in evidence of real, physical behavior, as intuition may visualize it.

Let us approach the subject from this angle: Assume a section of a homogeneous-material beam, loaded so that bending produces maximum elastic stresses in top and bottom fibers. If a further increment in loading would cause stressing in the plastic range, then, according to limit designers, the section becomes partly plasticized (Figure 8). However, as shown, there still remains a substantial elastic resistance potential which is unused; whereas top- and bottom-fiber stressing has reached values in the plastic range. Such a reservoir of wasted internal resistance may not amount to much in I-beam sections; in rectangular sections, however, the quantity is appreciable. When further loading causes maximum plastic stresses in all fibers, the section becomes fully plasticized (Figure 9). A plastic hinge apparently forms making the beams unstable, since the two halves rotate around a point on the most stressed section. Let us visualize this stage of behavior in the sequence of stressing and failure. Assume a beam with a width, $b = 1$, is made of a perfectly elastic, homogeneous material breaking at the same stress—whether in compression or tension—when loaded as shown (Figure 10). Loading can be increased virtually up to the split second preceding the appearance of the first cracks or other indications of failure. Only in that instant is the section about to become fully plasticized, yet still physically performing its loadbearing function as a homogeneous-material beam. At that moment all fibers are supposed to flow freely, the total resistances $C$ and $T$ have reached a near-limit ultimate stress, and the arm has decreased to $d/2$—smaller in comparison with arms contributing to resistance during the partly plasticized stage of stressing shown (Figure 8). Because $b = 1$, the area $A/2$, of each half-section above and below the neutral axis, is equal to $d/2$ (Figure 10, section A-A). Should $c$ be the value that the ultimate stress attains immediately before failure occurs, the resisting moment would be

$$M = cd/2 \times d/2 = cd^3/4$$

which has to balance bending moment

$$M_R = MP = Pd/2 - Pd/4 = Pd/4$$

so that for stability: $Pd/4 = cd^3/4$, or $P = cd^2$ (Equation 1).

Now, let us increase our load just enough to cause the initial appearance of cracking. This effect should extend an equal distance from both the top and bottom of the section—provided that the ultimate strength of the material, in tension or compression, is actually the same. Should there be no additional loading, the beam may continue to be serviceable—as is often the case in actual construction—and can still perform its loadbearing function in spite of having lost some broken-fiber layers (Figure 11).
axially-stressed wide-span structures

actual depth of the beam is reduced from \(d\) to \(d'\) with a consequent arm of \(d'/2\), while the moment due to loading is larger even though by the small amount caused by the load increment. At this point, intuitive mechanics would lead one to consider that resisting resultants \(C'\) and \(T'\) should be larger than \(C\) and \(T\) before the first cracks began to appear (Figure 10). In fact, resultants \(C\) and \(T\) could not prevent the cracks from appearing, whereas \(C'\) and \(T'\)—representing resistance on a reduced section—and a smaller arm are required to produce a moment that will resist a larger loading and arrest cracking. As a result of further increases, one might expect the broken-fiber layers to extend further toward the neutral surface and even smaller arms \(d'/2 > d''/2 > d'''/2 \ldots > d^{n-1}/2\) multiplied by correspondingly larger resistances \(C' < C'' < C''' \ldots < C^{n-3}\) and \(T' < T'' < T''' \ldots < T^{n-1}\) would have to produce the necessary resisting moment which lets the beam perform (Figure 10). Thus, one may be led to the conclusion that in the split second preceding total collapse of the beam, the single remaining fiber layer has to develop infinitely large couple forces, \(C_n = T_n \equiv \infty\), which, when multiplied by an infinitely small arm, \(d_n \equiv 0\), could produce an internal resistance of such magnitude to carry the ultimate load.

If such an analysis is acceptable, it would then follow that the so-called neutral-surface fibers—which in conventional elasticity have so far been regarded as unstressed, even under ultimate loading—actually become the most stressed ones in the split second preceding total failure. Would one not be further justified in considering a "hyperplastic" range of stress which commences when the plastic range ends (at appearance of initial cracking) and is concluded at the moment preceding total collapse? An asymptotic-curve diagram (Figure 12) may represent this "hyperplastic" range.

Even though the cut faces of broken fibers are the only physical evidence, failure might have been caused by higher stressing than the plastic limit.  

resistance potential
As shown (Figure 13), increased utilization of resistance potential in solid sections results in a reduction of arms. On the other hand, developments in open-web structures (category two, above) have followed the concept of combining larger arms and smaller sections axially stressed. Under the latter conditions, the resistance potential can be totally utilized within the allowed limit below yield point. Thus, there remains in the section a margin of safety that may be considered far too conservatively by some building-code regulations; however, a realistic and long-overdue re-evaluation of the governing codes could permit a further use of this resistance potential. The immediate advantages that could result from the application of this concept may be readily observed by comparing a beam of solid, natural, homogeneous material (A in Figure 13) with an open-web beam hav-

---

*In this connection, the author has made an interesting though controversial speculation. "If such be the case, could failure be visualized as a 'bombardment' of a 'neutron'—represented as internal hyperplastic resistance by a 'neutron' in the form of a bending moment due to external load? And, could the thunderous sound marking rupture of fibers be the audible evidence of energy release? This hypothetical reaction is expressed by Equation 1, \(P_1 = cd^2\). Is the similarity of this equation with Einstein's, \(E = mc^2\), purely coincidental?" Further investigation along this line might lead to elaboration on nuclear physics which is far beyond the province of this author. He does believe, however, that the problem might be approached from the viewpoint of Newtonian mechanics by applying the "principle of least work" in visualizing possible changes in the beam behavior after the initial cracks have appeared.

Editor
ing the same arm of resistance (A in Figure 14). As shown (Figure 15), the total sectional area, A', required for the two chords of the truss is one-half of the area, A, needed for a solid-section beam equally resistant.

In the truss, of course, the connecting-web system that must be provided partly offsets the above savings in material; furthermore, the remainder of the savings is mostly expended when wider-span requirements must be satisfied by deeper panel depths necessitating heavier webs and bracing (Figures 14B and 14C). By uniting axially-stressed arch and suspension systems in suspenarch, or similar types of supporting units, the arms may be extended considerably, no web-work is theoretically required, and smaller sections are adequate.

**future applications**

A comparative study was made between such a hypothetical structure (D in Figure 14) and a hung roof spanning 700 ft, supported on a conventional suspension system (Figure 16). The disadvantages of the latter—heavy lateral cables and anchorages—are immediately evident. If the same load were distributed between the component arch and suspension system of a suspenarch supporting unit (Figure 17), a mechanically economic structure could be formed requiring no lateral cables or anchorages, since reverse thrusts would balance horizontally (A and B in Figure 18). This design would also prove to be advantageous for roof structures in the 100- to 150-ft span range (Figure 19).

Although expressed in other geometrical forms, similar mechanical concepts could be incorporated in a proposed hangar design (Figure 20). In this case the cables, supported on two central columns and connected to two twin arches, are shaped to produce external balanced co-reaction.

---

5 A design of this kind was demonstrated and successfully tested on a 1:20 scale model at the laboratories of John A. Roebling’s Sons, Corp., last summer; September 1957 P/A.
in the supporting unit. Thus, each of the component systems becomes stressed evenly under loading. On site prefabrication is intended and the units would become elastically adjusted while being hoisted into position. Another mechanically similar structure is shown (Figure 21). In a study for an international airport terminal building, it was found possible to eliminate the middle arch, since the weight of the floors in the central core of the building could be supported on inclined struts producing outward horizontal thrusts required to balance those of the lateral arches (Figure 22). As shown in the structure the lateral arches are connected to the inclined struts by collars which permit the site-prefab units to be lifted into place. The weight of the central floors, being transferred to a system of connecting tie-down cables, provides the stabilizing forces under prevailing load conditions.

An overhanging type of structure (Figure 23) features a diamond-shaped framing plan and is suggested for the support of a hung roof over a grandstand for race tracks, or for covering a hangar building. Also axially stressed are the members of a cable structure supporting the roof covering for a sports arena, circular in plan (Figure 24). The principal, radial supporting cables are strung over peripheral, curved reinforced-concrete struts and then continued down their exterior surfaces to subsurface anchorage.
No outer compression ring is necessary and the dome may be opened in fair weather.

conclusions

Let us compare the diameters of three sections of steel bars: structural steel, 0.332"; high-strength steel, 0.192"; and experimental steel, 0.094". Maximum tension load that can be sustained is the same for each bar—all basically made of the same material. Concrete still lags behind steel in strength/weight/cost ratio. Developments in cement manufacture, advances in mixture design, and new concreting techniques, however, justify the expectation that concrete may still remain usable as a compression component of resistance, when present cable wire is utilized for tension members of axially-stressed structures.

Yet, should an experimental steel of such a high strength prove convenient for architectural structures, would plastic resins, or other modern materials, respond more efficiently to that elasto-mechanical function in the higher than present ranges of stressing?

Or, should future structures be conceived as having a framework of all-tension members to carry the load along the span, with anchorage, towers, and/or vertical means for transferring it to the foundation where the cheapest compression material component of stability can be provided?
In the beautiful functional buildings now rising, tomorrow is already here... and so are tomorrow's floor problems.

The past 50 years has seen unbelievable progress in the development of new forms, new materials, new harmony of design — and the unveiling of new concepts of floor treatment which makes the modern functional floor practicable.

Hillyard, celebrating its 50th Anniversary, pledges significant contributions in continuing development of safe, economical floor treatments with proper built-in light reflective beauty. Limitless research, farsighted management and a nationwide staff of experts in floor treatment will guide Hillyard's second fifty years to new heights of service. Working closely with architects, builders, administrators and custodians, we are confident we shall help achieve yet higher standards for functional floor use and beauty in buildings "Where Tomorrow Begins."

HILLYARD CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. JOSEPH, MO.
Passaic, N. J.  San Jose, Calif.
DEPT. A-4

BRANCHES AND WAREHOUSE STOCKS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
Weathering of Porcelain Enamel by Harold J. Rosen

The use of porcelain enamel in curtain-wall construction has gained considerably in recent years, with the trend toward color in modern architecture increasing its use over other materials. A timely test report on the weather resistance of porcelain-enameled steel panels—evaluating the results of 15 years of exposure at four different sites—has been issued by the National Bureau of Standards in Building Materials and Structures Report No. 148 (June 1957) entitled "Fifteen-Year Exposure Test of Porcelain Enamels." This report should aid manufacturers of porcelain enamel in the preparation of frits which will prolong the life of porcelain enamel, increase the color stability, maintain its initial gloss and its ease of cleaning. The report should also guide specification writers in specifying porcelain enamels which will have these additional attributes.

The more important requirements of a porcelain-enamel finish that is to be exposed to the weather are (a) corrosion protection, (b) color stability, (c) ease of cleaning, and (d) absence of major changes in initial gloss.

To increase corrosion resistance, the 15-year exposure test shows that two coats of enamel should be applied to the back surfaces of panels subjected to weathering. In addition, attachment clips should likewise be enameled. This latter provision was brought home forcibly when several test panels at Atlantic City were blown away in a storm. This occurred when attachment clips which had been spot-welded to the panels prior to enameling did not receive adequate enamel coverage, with resultant corrosion and loosening of the clips from the panels. Where panels had but a single ground coat of enamel applied to the backs, spalling of the enamel on the face side occurred after the corrosion on the back though the inadequate ground coat had progressed only part way through the thickness of the steel.

Color stability was determined by comparing the exposed test panels with panels that had been stored at the National Bureau of Standards. Change in color is apparently due to three causes. Color fading results first from the slow leaching of soluble materials from the porcelain enamel. The third factor is the oxidation of pigments used for coloration. Use of ceramic pigments which are chemically stable should result in colors which are more resistant to fading.

Ease of cleaning porcelain-enamel surfaces after long exposure is a feature which makes this material popular for architectural installations. Most full glosses and semi-mat finishes clean easily when first installed. Full-mat surfaces do not possess this characteristic. As exposure time increased, it was noted that the ease of cleaning varied with the acid resistance of the enamel, the surfaces of high acid resistance being easier to clean than those of poor acid resistance. As exposure time increased, the finishes of poor acid resistance became etched and cleaning became more difficult. However it was noted that cleaning was not a problem even on those finishes of panels located in areas where there was little atmospheric contamination by soot particles.

Changes in initial gloss were found to bear some correlation as to its acid resistance. Except for some isolated cases, the percentage of gloss retained was considerably higher for enamels of high acid resistance than for the non-acid types. It was also noted that the gloss changes at a faster rate in the earlier stages of exposure than it did later.

Changes in gloss and color are obviously the criteria for weather resistance. With few exceptions it was found that a direct relationship exists between acid resistance and weather resistance, those panels having a high acid resistance were least affected by weathering. Ease of cleaning was found to be related to weather resistance, the enamels showing large losses in gloss being more difficult to clean than those that showed only minor losses.

It is therefore recommended that only enamels of Class A and Class AA acid resistance (Porcelain Enamel Institute test) should be used in any architectural installation where general appearance, absence of fading and ease of cleaning are important. Where appearance is important, full-mat enamels should not be used for outside installations, since they tend to accumulate dirt and fade after short exposure periods. At least two coats of enamel should be applied to the back surfaces so as to insure good coverage and prevent damage by corrosion. When red, orange, or yellow is selected, only those which will give a weight loss of less than 1.0 milligram per square centimeter when subjected to a solution of boiling 10% nitric acid for 2½ hours should be used.
CENTRAL HEATING AND REFRIGERATION PLANT, New York International Airport, N. Y.
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects
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Cut Costs with FORMICA® On-the-Job WALL APPLICATIONS

New methods of applying Formica to wall areas with Formica Fast Dry Cement have architects and building management specifying huge areas of what was once considered a luxury material.

It is no longer necessary to pre-veneer Formica in a shop. Contact bond adhesives permit fast low pressure application at the job site.

By using two or more colors of Formica, endless numbers of interesting personalized designs can be created. Your local Formica representative can suggest fresh new Formica wall treatments.

Full "how-to-do-it" information on applying Formica to walls is included in a new booklet "Vertical Surfaces". Write for form #670.
Louise Sloane  shopping center stores

From the new Eastland Shopping Center in Detroit, Michigan, Victor Gruen Associates, Architects, we show interiors in four stores: J. L. Hudson and Siegel's, designed by the Gruen office; Englander Furniture Shops, with interiors by Staff Decorator Andre de Grohe; and Phillips Shoe Store, interiors by Latham, Tyler, Jensen.

In the light of today's broad concern with the relationship of the architect to interior design, it is particularly interesting to examine these contrasting examples of method: the Hudson and Siegel interiors designed by the interior design department of the architect's own office; the Englander interiors by the company's decorator; the Phillips interiors by an outside firm. The results—all tasteful, functional, original—nonetheless recognizably reflect the differences in method.

It is quite clear that the Gruen interiors, diversified through each store and the various areas in both are, present a planned unity of design that joins architecture and interiors in a totally related whole. It is just as clear that the de Grohe and Latham, Tyler, Jensen interiors apply the techniques of interior design, separately from the architecture, to create specific atmospheres that are equally valid design statements.

All accomplish their common purpose—to provide retail establishments with backgrounds that encourage customer traffic and purchasing, facilitate store operation, minimize maintenance costs, "showcase" merchandise. We are impressed with the exceptionally thorough research into available resources for furnishings, resulting in the presence of apt and fresh-looking materials, selectively chosen.

Design of dining rooms in J. L. Hudson Eastland store was based on the Great Lakes Seaway. Sliding panels may be opened to connect main area with fast luncheon area. Walls are vertical teak planking, furniture smoked oak with marine blue upholstery. Featured mural, by Janet Bennett, is constructed in metal, mounted against blue and green glass mosaic wall, day-lighted by overhead plastic skylight, night-lighted by incandescent spots and fluorescent strips.

Photos: Alexandre Georges
p/a interior design data

shopping center stores

client | J. L. Hudson Company
location | Eastland Shopping Center, Detroit, Michigan
architects | Victor Gruen Associates
associate-in-charge | Richard S. Beaudet
interior designers | Ron Fidler, Charles Jones
children's department
Designed as a complete children's center, with related adjoining departments arranged according to age groups. Color plan is one of many bright colors in bold stripes and geometric patterns, creating a youthful and gay atmosphere.
Carpet: James Lees & Sons Co., E. Fourth St., Bridgeport, Conn.
Store Fixtures: Ettl Furniture & Manufacturing Co., 1921 N. 12 St., Toledo 2, Ohio.

blouse department
Located next to escalators in order to take advantage of heavy customer traffic. Foliage-impregnated plastic screens, set in brass frames, serve as background against escalator. The curtain-wall is a series of co-ordinated display niches separated by Pandamus cloth panels. Vertical framing along back wall is painted rust-red, low front panel on showcase is deep blue-green.

millinery department
Located at a corner on the mall level, with glass walls on both sides, permitting the complete department to function as a large display. Color scheme includes white, pink, deep brown. Furniture is white natural wood, with brass trim.
Drapery: Konwiser Fabrics, Rowen, Inc., 1 E. 53 St., New York 22, N. Y.
Carpet: James Lees & Sons Co.
Lighting Fixture: designed by Victor Gruen Associates/Litecraft Mfg. Corp., 8 E 36 St., New York 16, N. Y.

silverware department
Curtain wall separating this department from related china, glass, linens, bridal registry is divided into equal panels, with silver-finished hallmarks mounted in each one. Large chandelier located under concave dropped ceiling is in satin chrome, with inverted shades in bright blue. Light and dark mahogany are combined throughout.
Carpet: James Lees & Sons Co.
# Shopping Center Stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>B. Siegel Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Eastland Shopping Center, Detroit, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architects</td>
<td>Victor Guren Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate-in-Charge</td>
<td>Richard S. Beaudet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Designers</td>
<td>Ron Fidler, Charles Jones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Image of a shopping center store](image1)

![Image of a lounge area in a shopping center](image2)
data

lingerie department
Located in a rather secluded area behind the feature stairway, the department is screened from general sales area by the two-story high curved glass mosaic wall. A series of floor-to-ceiling walnut dividers sections off the glass-enclosed wallcases.

Carpet: Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y.

gown salon
Located on second floor, looking out over two-story glass-enclosed entrance-way. Walls are a series of floor-to-ceiling panels covered in gold-tone silk paper, and divided by thin walnut strips. Carpet is Alabaster white; sofas and chairs are upholstered in bright red-orange and warm gray-white.

Carpet: Firth Carpet Co., 295 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Furniture: Dur, Inc., 390 Ninth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.

staircase area
Staircase is reinforced concrete set against a curved two-story mosaic wall, in blues and greens. Carpeting is dark blue-green. A small pool, lined with glass mosaic, is set beneath the stairway. The two-story lighting fixture, specially designed, has white opal cylinders.

Carpet: Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc.

shoe department
Cage-like island encloses a central seating arrangement, includes a large planting unit and overhead decorative lighting. Recessed displays, with cut-out forms creating a sculptured effect, function as a decorative element. Color scheme is in tones of green, with walnut and cherry woods.

Furniture: Lehigh Furniture Corp., 16 E. 53 St., New York 22, N. Y.
Upholstery: Paul Rich Assoc.
Fabrics: Henry Calvin Fabrics, 412 Jackson St., San Francisco, Calif.
client | Englander Furniture Shops, Inc.
---|---
location | Eastland Shopping Center, Detroit, Michigan
architects | Victor Gruen Associates
co-ordinator | Marvin I. Danto
designer-stylist | Andre de Grohe

**Theme and Color Plan: Romanesque courtyard setting for contemporary furnishings.** All-white background, with sharp accents of red, black, and gold for contrast. Central highlight of room is sculpture of Hebe, goddess of water, with fountain and planting. Marble column flanks architectural mural.

**decorating studio**

**West Wall:** gold tortoise-shell Pompeian foil.

**East Wall:** off-white casement cloth, fine sack weave/ F. Schumacher & Co., 65 W. 49 St., New York, N. Y.

**Center Wall and 8' of East Wall:** Piranesi Heroica mural/ Laverne Inc., 160 E. 57 St., New York 22, N. Y.

**Ceiling:** The Celotex Corp., 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

**Flooring:** white vinyl-tile, classic black-and-gold metallic border/ "Amtico"/ American Biltrite Rubber Co., Trenton 2, N. J.

**Fountain:** constructed per designer's specifications/ Raphael Groppi Studio, 1757 N. Sedgewick, Chicago, Ill.

**All Furniture:** "Tomorrow's Classics"/ Valley Upholstery Corp., 428 W. 14 St., New York, N. Y.

**sales area**

**Ceiling, Wall Dividers:** flexible modules, with colorful panel inserts/ Unitrust Prodcut Co., 933 Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill.


**Carpet:** "Gulistan"/ A & M Karagheusian, Inc., 295 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Theme and Color Plan: An Oriental theme is expressed through the general use of natural materials (hemp, silk, teak, tongue-and-grooved redwood) and such specifics as Shoji screens, wallpaper mural, character of furniture and lighting. The color plan is monochromatic, with beige carpet, black slate floor, off-white upholstery, accented by Persimmon and brass.

**walls**
Hemp: Pritchard & Roberts, 626 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.

**furniture, fabrics**
Women's Chairs: Ficks-Reed, 424 Findlay, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Men's Chairs: Milwaukee Chair Co., 3022 W. Center St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Fabrics: Stroheim & Romann, 35 E. 53 St., New York 22, N. Y.

**lighting**
General: Max Grove, 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Decorative: New Metal Crafts, 812 N. Wells, Chicago, Ill.

**flooring**
Carpet: "Greek Key"/The Slater Co., 300 W. Hubbard, Chicago, Ill.

---

**client** | Phillips Shoe Company  
**location** | Eastland Shopping Center, Detroit, Michigan  
**architects** | Victor Gruen Associates  
**store architect** | Harry S. King  
**interior designers** | Latham, Tyler, Jensen
Danish Office Furniture: (below) secretarial-desk combination from Torben Strandgaard's "Executive Office Group"/ flexible collection includes desk tops, pedestals, storage units, chairs, tables, in components for custom assembly/ tops and cabinets are teak, with h miraculous finish, frames are smoked oak, hardware is brass/ pieces are finished on four sides, for free-standing use/ Hagen & Strandgaard, Inc., 416 Jackson Sq., San Francisco, Calif.

Executive Office: (above) brilliant blue fabrics, accented with muted turquoise, used with warm tones of walnut woods in an otherwise all-white room/ furniture is Paul McCobb's "Area Plan Units," modular components that include desk tops, pedestals, cabinets, and seating pieces/ case pieces are American walnut on satin-chromed steel frames, desk tops are walnut-grain "Parkwood" high-pressure plastic, upholstery fabrics are "Naugahyde" and "Textileather" in high style colors/ B. G. Mesberg National Sales, Inc., 160 E. 56 St., New York 22, N. Y.

Executive Desk Center: (below) designed for Executive Furniture Guild, color plan is warm gray and soft green, with Primrose yellow in the predominantly black upholstery, and pewter-finished desk accessories/ desk, of hand-rubbed walnut, embodies the "Mark II Sigmacon," completely mechanized unit for push-button control of doors, draperies, lights, temperature, electronic equipment (detail photo)/ furniture, designed by George W. Reinoehl, is from "Predictor" series/ Stow & Davis Furniture Co., 8 Front Ave., S.W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Modern Management Group": (left) integrated, interrelated metal components include drawer units, file units, cabinet sections, all of steel, with tops of laminated plastic or wood/ side units may be used either attached or in L-arrangement, free-standing/ finished in six colors, Charcoal gray, Sandstone tan, Tangerine red, Mustard yellow, Turquoise blue, Olive green/ designed by George Nelson/ Herman Miller Furniture Co., Zeeland, Mich.
This photograph of a mock-up explains the principle of Gotham's new 841/851 Recessed Pin-hole Downlites. A precision Alzak reflector and double-convex lens project light (from an ordinary 100-watt inside-frosted lamp) through a 2½" aperture resulting in a wide-angled cone of illumination, uniformly distributed.

The high efficiency and low maintenance cost provided by this new inconspicuous recessed ceiling unit make it ideal for many lighting applications.

*For data write: Gotham Lighting Corporation

37-01 THIRTY-FIRST STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK
How to deliver

high velocity air to schoolrooms

Shown here are two ways of using the Anemostat All-Air High Velocity system of draftless air distribution for heating and ventilating schools. Under-the-Window units (above) are the most practical for colder climates. Corridor distribution (below) is preferable in warmer climates.

Advantages:

- All-Air High Velocity units require smaller than conventional ducts, thus save space and money.
- All-Air HV units can be used for individual or zone control, in single or dual duct installation.
- Since air is supplied from the main equipment room, there is no need to break through the outside of the building for prime air make-up. This eliminates grilles, dampers, possibility of leaks.
- The Anemostat All-Air HV system can be simply installed by the sheet metal trades. No supply or return pipes are required. Units are quiet, need a minimum of maintenance from custodians.

For latest data on All-Air High Velocity units, write on your business letterhead for new Selection Manual 60 to Anemostat Corporation of America, 10 E. 39 Street, New York 16, N. Y.
NEW DESIGN "C" SONOFACED ACOUSTICAL TILE

The modern ceiling with a bright, cheery lift . . . working conditions couldn't be better under a ceiling of New Design "C" Fiberglas® SONOFACED Acoustical Tile. It's a brighter and whiter tile designed to give a brighter outlook to the people who work under it. Here is a ceiling that performs two vital functions wherever it's installed—(1) it turns down the decibels (2) it turns up the beauty and contrast needed for high productivity. Only new Design "C" Sonofaced tile wraps up so many desirable properties in one ceiling.

- bright textured design
- incombustible
- washable
- noise-reducing efficiency of 65-75%
- available in 12" x 12", 12" x 24", 24" x 24", and ceiling board sizes

For complete data on this new tile design write to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Dept. 63-L, Toledo 1, Ohio, or check the yellow pages for your local approved Fiberglas acoustical contractor.
HOPE'S CUSTOM STEEL
WINDOWS AND FRAMES

Liberty Life Insurance Company of Greenville, South Carolina take pride in the beauty of their office building and its functional utility and convenience. On each of its four floors long runs of Hope's Custom Steel Windows, fixed and vertically pivoted sash, are fitted in Hope's Pressed Metal Framing. In the building there are also large installations of direct glazing in these custom-built subframes. The flexibility of Hope's products for layout purposes helps the architect greatly in designing the large glass areas in contemporary style buildings, especially as the fixed window requirements of air conditioning are now always a consideration in a modern office.

Both architect and owner may take extra satisfaction in the assurance that when Hope's Steel Windows are specified either as Window Walls or in individual openings, the maintenance costs will be low and the window operation dependable for the life of the building. Make full use of Hope's engineering and planning assistance. It is always yours without obligation. You will find further information on Hope's Windows in Sweet's File. Hope's latest catalog is 152-PA. Write for it now.
Recently completed St. Paul’s Church, with a seating capacity of 650, is of modern American-Gothic architecture. Exterior is hand cut granite with limestone trim, designed to blend with general surroundings in Princeton.

All heating products were supplied by Dunham-Bush, not only for the church but also for adjacent new rectory and convent. Dunham-Bush hot water specialties, unit heaters, convectors, Fin-Vector and baseboard were used in the modern heating system. Reason for one supplier? Dependable products... “one source—one responsibility” supplier!

It will be advantageous for you to investigate Dunham-Bush heating and air conditioning products for your next job. May we send the nearby Dunham-Bush sales engineer your way? Write for his name.

Dunham-Bush, Inc.

WEST HARTFORD 10 • CONNECTICUT • U. S. A.
Recently released Guide Specifications for Typical Low-Pressure Commercial Heating Plant has been published by Bituminous Coal Institute to aid consulting engineers and architects in specifying coal-fired heating plants for such applications as schools, factories, apartment buildings, warehouses.

Specifications are given for design heating load of 20,000 Btu/hr, to be supplied by two steel firetube boilers of 893 sq ft heating surface fired by 500 lb per hr undersized stokers. Boiler, stoker, bin size can be adjusted up or down, depending on load necessary. General data stresses low initial cost and clean operation as well as low fuel and maintenance costs.

Items specified, with alternates, include: fuels, boilers, stokers, overfire air systems, fuel-handling equipment, fuel storage bin, ash-handling equipment, furnace drafting system, controls, incinerators, ventilation. Appendix features tables for equipment sizes, stoker setting data. Drawings show typical boiler rooms, overfire air system, boiler controls, and stack.

Copies of Guide Specifications for Typical Low-Pressure Commercial Heating Plant (AIA 30-A) may be obtained from: Bituminous Coal Institute, Southern Bldg., 15 and H Sts., NW, Washington 5, D. C.

260. T-Chord Longspan Joists, AIA 13G, 32-p. booklet describes structural system for giving clear span to large column-free space. Fabricated from structural split beams and angle web members, welded to form shallow Warren-truss system, joists are rigid, resistant to warping, shrinking, etc. Can be used with various roofing materials. Accessories, components, applications explained: specifications with graphs and tables shown. Design data, moment table, estimate check list given. Brochure includes joint load tables for various sizes, photos of installations. Properties and standard dimensions featured. Haven-Huseh Co., 3443 Chicago Dr., S. W., Grandville, Mich.

261. Apparatus for Engineering Tests of Soils, Concrete, Asphalt Materials, 130-p. catalog illustrates complete line of soil testing equipment. Latest types of equipment are explained in detail, described by photos, including triaxial, pore pressure, direct shear, compaction, consolidation, permeability, etc., apparatus. General information given includes data on scales and balances, proving rings, mixers and crushers, water stills. Portable concrete testing machines—use, operation, accessories—featured, as well as other test apparatus. Bituminous testing equipment discussed, illustrated. Mobile testing laboratory available. Soiltest, Inc., 4711 W. North Ave., Chicago 39, III.

doors and windows

323. Naturalite Dome Skylights, Ceiling Domes, 12-p. booklet describes pre-assembled skylights made of acrylic plastic. Available in two types: clear-colorless said to admit 92 percent visible light, filters ultraviolet rays; white-translucent gives diffused light, reduces heat transmission, filters infrared rays. Flashing frames are of extruded aluminum unless otherwise specified—have built-in condensation gutter and drainage system. Ceiling domes suitable for ceiling with light wells are mounted with full span, piano-type hinges. Installation illustrated in detail. Various kinds available: burglar resistant, automatic fire vent, circular dome skylight and ceiling domes, power-vent skylights; components given—curbs, scuttles, shades, combination units. Drawings, specifications, sizes shown. Plastic Products of Texas, 5115 E. Grand Ave., Dallas, Tex.

324. New Modernaire Wood Windows, AIA 16L, 6-p. brochure gives installation and frame details for series "D" window—awning, casement, hopper applications. Accessories, four types of operating mechanisms are illustrated. Various combinations of units shown; dimensioned drawings for awning, hopper, fixed casement windows given. Specifications, features such as narrow sightline, shadow box frame, prepitched sub sill surfaces listed. Modernaire Corp., 8400 Kinsman Rd., Cleveland 4, Ohio.

electrical equipment, lighting

424. Panelescent Lamp, 4-p. brochure details construction and characteristics of new ceramic-on-metal panel lamp using electroluminescence principle—for low brightness surface lighting. Among applications suggested in photos are: radio-cloak face, radio dial, thermometer, luminous house numbers, glowing switch plate, self-illuminating sign. Also illustrates ceiling panel for soft-interior lighting. Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1100 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.


426. Modular Lighting Systems, AIA 31-F, 12-p. pamphlet discussing features of modular ceiling lighting systems and pendant lighting units. Describes and illustrates systems designed to coordinate acrylic diffusers, suspended acoustical baffles, spirals, air diffusers, and cable partitions. Photos show actual installations; drawings explain assemblies. Catalog section shows variety of pendant lamp designs; includes engineering data. The Wakefield Co., Vermilion, Ohio.


428. Sola Fluorescent Ballasts for Plastic Signs, 4-p. folder lists electrical, mechanical specifications for 15 ballasts for outdoor nonweatherproof service. Wiring diagrams for various types of ballasts are featured. Data concerning indoor fluorescent ballasts and constant wattage mercury vapor lamp transformers for indoor-outdoor service also included. Sola Electric Co., 4633 W. 16 St., Chicago 50, III.

429. Extended Area Lighting, AIA 31-F-2, 12-p. bulletin describes line called Luma Ceiling. General information given shows characteristic of line—soft, diffused light obtained from reflective surface of corrugated rigid vinyl plastic. Extruded aluminum channels have standard satin anodized finish; are spaced on 2' centers. Low flammability, uniform air distribution, acoustical properties described. Installation details are stressed, illustrated by detail drawings. Photos of applications, engineering data included as well as coefficients of utilization tables, maintenance instructions, accessories. Pittsburgh Reflecto Co., 421 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

finishers and protectors

539. The Multi-Clean Method, 4-p. brochure is guide to maintenance of terrazzo and oxychloride floors. Method is designed for both old and new floors. Initial treatment of floors is detailed in 10 steps (Continued on page 144)
—maintenance operation, restoration of old floors also fully described. Folder lists incorrect materials for maintenance, as well as possible cleaners, wax removers, sealers, wax, floor dressing. Data on floor and scrubbing machines, vacuum cleaners also included. Multi-Clean Products, Inc., 2277 Ford Pkwy., St. Paul 1, Minn.

540. Epoxy Paints Have Wider Applications... Longer Life... With Thiokol Liquid Polymer, 2-p. leaflet describing properties of epoxy paint modified with liquid polymers. Advantages of process include resistance to water, oil, chemicals; adhesion to wood, metals, concrete; impact resistance. Applied with conventional spray equipment; air-drying. Sample coated metal strip is enclosed. Useful in industrial maintenance, marine, and railroad applications. Thiokol Chemical Corp., 780 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton 7, N. J.

541. Glaflah Torch Tape, 4-p. leaflet describing moisture and corrosion protective tape. Tape made from loom-woven open-mesh glass cloth filled to a thickness of 60 mils with plasticized coal-tar pitch. Type of waterproofing is useful for spandrels, flashings, roof drains. Tape is resistant to abrasion and chemical fumes. Installation described; examples of uses cited. Twineburg-Miller Corp., P. O. Box 107, Twinsburg, Ohio.

542. Baldwin-Hill Perimsul, AIA 37-B-3, 4-p. bulletin describes perimeter insulation which is felted from spun mineral wool fibers; lists properties and uses. Five methods of application are illustrated and statement of testing results are included. Use of insulating material under concrete floor and in crawl space is stressed. Baldwin-Hill Co., 500 Breunig Ave., Trenton 2, N. J.

748. Unitron Chair Carriers and Closet Fittings, AIA 29-11-8, 32-p. catalog presents data for complete line of carriers and closet fittings. Features include: reversible closet carrier to fit all types of closet fixtures; vertical adjustment from to 4 3/8" provided by reversible foot; connection allows 4" adjustment between face of fixture carrier and wall line; adjustable-reversible face plate, double fitting; to provide ease of installation. Common vent gives air circulation for fixture and branch. Assembly of components shown in detail. Series of chair carriers illustrated by drawings, application information—for closet bowl, single and double closet fittings (horizontal and vertical); installation diagrams, suggested layouts; other types of lavatory carriers given. Josam Manufacturing Company, Michigan City, Ind.


How busy places keep their dressed-up look with beautiful Weldwood real wood Paneling

In offices, stores, or institutions—wherever practical considerations such as durability and easy maintenance are as important as handsome appearance—Weldwood Paneling is often the most effective solution.

Whether the desired effect is simple or splendorous, Weldwood offers you three ways to provide the low-maintenance beauty of natural wood interiors:

- Weldwood Paneling in easy-to-install panels.
- Weldwood Flexwood for real wood paneling even on curved walls.
- Weldwood Movable Partitions that let you change office layouts overnight.

Whichever you select, for business or home installations, Weldwood Paneling is guaranteed for the life of the building.

FREE WELDWOOD BOOKLET. "Functional Beauty for Business and Institutional Interiors." Write for your copy. We will be glad to have a Weldwood Architects' Service Representative consult with you—no obligation. United States Plywood Corporation, Dept. PA12-57, 55 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.


WELDWOOD FLEXWOOD®—selected wood veneer backed with cloth—comes in more than 40 woods, can be hung quickly on curved or flat walls for low maintenance, real wood luxury. Shown: Korina® Flexwood, Altman Galleries, Metropolitan Museum of Art, N. Y. Installed by Kalflex, Inc.
DESIGNED TO FIT

THE finest DECOR

This smart, colorful setting of American-Olean Tile shows how well a Halsey Taylor cooler can adapt itself to modern treatments.

Whether it's a cooler or fountain, Halsey Taylor streamline styling is an important advantage to you!

The Halsey W. Taylor Co., Warren, Ohio.
Underwriters' Rated **FIRE WALLS**

Mahon Underwriters' Rated Metalclad Fire Walls are now available for use as interior dividing fire walls or as exterior curtain-type fire walls. They can be installed in old or new buildings, of either steel or reinforced concrete construction, where a fire hazard may exist, or where the requirements of Fire Insurance Underwriters or Building Codes must be met. The Mahon Metalclad Fire Wall is field constructed. It has been tested by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., and has been given a Two-Hour Rating for use as either an interior or exterior fire wall. When employed as an exterior wall, Fiberglas insulation can be inserted between the interlocking ribs of the inner wall plates, thus providing insulating properties superior to that of a conventional masonry wall with furred lath and plaster. Exterior Wall Plates may be Aluminum, Stainless Steel or Enamel Coated Cold Rolled Steel. The important feature of the Mahon Fire Wall is the Impaling Clip with its Stainless Steel Spike (Patents Pending) which permits construction of the wall with a minimum of through metal. Mahon engineers will cooperate fully in supplying information and assistance in adapting this product to your particular requirement. See Sweet's 1958 Files for information, or write for Catalogue W-58.

**THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN**

Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago • Representatives in Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Underwriters' Rated Metalclad Fire Walls; Insulated Metal Curtain Walls; Steel Roof Deck and Long Span M-Decks; Acoustical and Troffer Forms; Electrified M-Floors; Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Fire Doors and Fire Shutters.

*Section of Mahon Metalclad Fire Wall showing Construction Features. Four layers of 3/4" Plaster Board are sandwiched between Roll-Formed Steel Wall Plates. All Joints in both Wall Plates and Plaster Board are Offset.*
The J. R. Moore Junior High School, Tyler, Texas, is equipped with B&G Boosters where low heads and small motors are adequate and B&G Universal Pumps where high heads and capacities are required. B&G Airtrol Fittings and Compression Tanks are also installed for effective control of air in the system.

ARCHITECTS-ENGINEERS:
Caudill-Rowlett-Scott, Bruce and Russell, Associated, Bryan and Tyler, Texas

MECHANICAL ENGINEER:
J. W. Hall, Jr., Bryan, Texas

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR:
Leon Southall Plumbing Co., Longview, Texas

A COMPLETE LINE OF EQUIPMENT FOR HEATING AND

Water Heaters  Monoflo Fittings  Relief and Reducing Valves  Flo-Control Valves  Compression Tanks  Centrifugal Pumps

A COMPLETE LINE OF EQUIPMENT FOR HEATING AND
The satisfactory performance of a circulated water system for heating or cooling is essentially dependent upon the pumping equipment.

Quiet pump operation is all-important. Transmission of pump noise through the piping system can create an annoying condition which penalizes careful designing and installation.

B&G Booster and Universal Pumps are engineered and built to meet the exacting demands of water heating and cooling systems. These are not run-of-mine centrifugal pumps...they are distinguished by numerous features which assure silent, vibrationless operation. Among these are specially built, more costly motors, tested for quietness—oversized shafts of hardened alloy steel—long sleeve bearings—noise dampening spring couplers—oil lubrication and leak-proof mechanical seals.

That's why B&G Circulating Pumps are preferred...they're quiet where silence counts!
Here’s where Gold Bond’s meant economy.

Suburban Community Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.

Holostud with Gypsum Lath

Construction savings count — and the money saved by Holostud in Cleveland’s new $2,000,000 Suburban Community Hospital was then available for other vital hospital facilities.

Gold Bond’s Holostud Wall System for non-load-bearing partitions makes installation faster — the new combination stud shoe and starter clip shown here, for example, saves up to 2½ minutes on every stud. Holostud’s open-strut-type construction speeds and simplifies routing of utilities horizontally as well as vertically.

Gypsum lath was used with Holostud here — a system that gives a sound transmission loss rating up to 50 decibels. Gypsolite, the mill-mixed lightweight Perlite plaster, was used as base for Gold Bond Hydrated Finish Lime.

Holostud’s fast clip holds the stud and starts the gypsum lath — in one operation.
Holostud wall system
strength and versatility

No special tools are needed to install Holostud as neatly and firmly as this.

Holostud with Metal Lath

The new Southdale Medical Building in Minneapolis is another place where Gold Bond Holostud gave exceptional strength and rigidity to non-load-bearing partitions — with substantial savings.

Gold Bond Holostud, composed of prefabricated steel studs, tracks and shoes, is available in 2\(\frac{1}{2}\), 3\(\frac{3}{4}\), 4\(\frac{1}{4}\) and 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) widths. Studs are made with \(\frac{1}{2}\)\(\times\)\(\frac{1}{2}\) angles securely braced by struts welded at 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) intervals. Floor and ceiling tracks are one-piece channel-shaped units with \(\frac{1}{2}\) flanges, perforated at intervals for easy lath attachment.

Gold Bond® 3.4 diamond mesh lath was used here, saving labor and material costs because it lies flat, has straight and true edges and laps evenly.

For more information on how Gold Bond’s Holostud Wall System ... with either Gypsum or Metal Lath ... can add economy, strength and versatility to the next building you plan, write Dept. PA-127, National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 2, New York.
Carpet—for better sound control, lower maintenance costs

Recent studies at a nationally-known acoustics laboratory prove that carpet is a highly effective sound control agent.

Carpet has a sound absorption coefficient equal to many materials used exclusively for sound control and it virtually eliminates floor impact noises.

Combined with the 50% reduction in maintenance costs that carpet achieves in heavy traffic areas, its two-fold importance to your clients becomes apparent.

And, of course, your clients benefit from the increased safety and prestige carpet brings to an office—not to mention the effect of its beauty and comfort on employee morale and efficiency.

Send today for your file copy of "Sound Conditioning With Carpet", the complete study of carpet's ability to control airborne and impact noises. You'll discover that, in addition to the beauty, dignity, safe footing and maintenance economy carpet gives to your clients, it is the only dual-purpose sound control you can specify.

If you don't already have your copy of "Cutting Costs With Carpet", a comparative study of the maintenance costs of carpeted and non-carpeted floors, ask for that, too. Write Dept. A-4, Carpet Institute, Inc., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Specify carpet designed and made for the American way of life by these American manufacturers: Artloom Beattie • Bigelow • Cabin Crafts-Needletuft • Downs • Firth • Gulistan • Hardwick & Magee • Hightstown • Holmes Karastan • Lees • Magee • Masland • Mohawk • Philadelphia Carpet • Roxbury • Sanford • Alexander Smith

CARPET INSTITUTE, INC., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
Another of the many modern schools with aluminum curtain walls by Cupples

McCluer Junior High School
Ferguson-Florissant
School District R.2, Missouri
Charles W. Lorenz,
Architect, St. Louis

Curtain wall construction permits more light, more space at minimum cost. That's why it's perfect for today's new schools.

The Cupples' aluminum curtain wall system for the McCluer School consists of tubular vertical mullions, double-hung windows and blue porcelain enamel panels. Interior aluminum trim at windows and aluminum sub-sills, also by Cupples.

From single-story schools to multi-story commercial buildings, Cupples is foremost in curtain wall design, fabrication and erection. Cupples, also, is one of the nation's largest manufacturers of aluminum windows, doors, Alumi-Coastic grid systems and special ornamental products. Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's.
How to make your space fit your needs

Johns-Manville Asbestos Movable Walls can be quickly changed at will

You can make your offices completely flexible with J-M Asbestos Movable Walls. They are readily movable, yet have the stability and appearance of permanent and solid wall construction.

Johns-Manville Movable Walls can be erected, disassembled and relocated time and again—wherever a change in space is required. This time-saving and money-saving flexibility permits quick and economical alterations in size, arrangement or type of layout.

J-M Movable Walls are prefinished in stippled, textured colors of light green, light tan and light gray, with other solid colors available on order. Their hard, tough finish is scratch and stain resistant. These walls lend dignity and beauty to any type of office interior.

Made of asbestos and cement J-M Movable Walls are strong, rotproof and long lasting. Wall changes can often be made in a few days or during a weekend. You save construction dollars. For free brochure "Asbestos Movable Walls," write Johns-Manville, Box 158, New York 17, N. Y. In Canada, write 565 Lakeshore Rd. E., Port Credit, Ontario.

Johns-Manville flush or glazed partitions are furnished and erected by J-M's own Construction Department, complete with doors, door hardware, glass and trim.

Johns-Manville congratulates the American Institute of Architects on its 100th Anniversary.
— Consult an architect— use quality materials.
These and many, many more incandescent fixtures are included in this new Brascolite Catalog by Guth. A complete working tool, it contains all information needed to figure any incandescent lighting job.

Write on your letterhead for your complimentary copy.

THE EDWIN F. GUTH COMPANY
2615 Washington Blvd. • St. Louis 3, Mo.
in the world

the largest and most modern sanitary-ware pottery

...to serve you better...
With the dollar volume for school projects remaining high for next year (see "Business Forecast for 1958," November 1957 P/A), architects will continue to search for environmental-control systems that insure superior performance at installation costs in keeping with established budgets.

Such a system (above) was successfully used in the Seventh Day Adventist Elementary School at Lincoln, Nebraska. Architect H. O. Potter specified a gas-fired, forced-air heating and ventilating system—installed along the outer walls—to fulfill all requirements of automatic heating, ventilating, and filtering utilizing both outside air and recirculated room air. Forced-air distribution, carried by ducts behind multipurpose bookshelf sections, emerges topside through 2" x 12" registers spaced 42" on centers. Window areas are thus blanketed with controlled, tempered air that stops cold air before it enters the room. Air is diffused upward and outward at correct angles to prevent drafts and assure continuous circulation. The conditioned air automatically compensates for variations in room requirements due to size, occupancy, solar gain, outside changes, and other considerations. Each room has its own system, eliminating need for costly additional space of separate building to house a central heating plant. Any number of classrooms can be added without change of basic system; three furnace sizes are available for installation as left or right hand units.

Norman Products Co., 1150 Chesapeake Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio.

Acoustiflex plastic (below) is a brand new retaining material for glass-fiber acoustical blankets. Product is odorless, nontoxic, and nonflammable; available in chrome, silver, gold, brass, and copper; variety of perforations possible. Metallic Plastic Corp., 27-10 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, New York.

Curtain walls of green-tinted glass block (above) have been erected at New York School of Printing, New York; Architects: Kelly & Gruzen. These walls provide an abundance of glare-free light, are almost maintenance free, and cost-in-place is considerably less than conventional walls (no back-up here). Pittsburgh Corning Corp., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Standard aluminum-grating panels were used at Temple University, Philadelphia, by Architects Nolen & Swinburne as sun shades (left). Hot air circulates freely through open mesh. Panels can also be used as window-cleaning walkways. Irving Subway Grating Co., Inc., Long Island City 1, New York.
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Jamaica Ave., Queens Village, N. Y.

Electric Class Heater: newly designed 1500-w radiant-glass heater features built-in deflector on top to keep metal frame cool. Radiant surface is Pyrex glass; heat-resistant gray satin finish with chrome-plated guard completes unit. Measurements of unit: 38-1/2" x 12-1/2" x 3-7/16". Particularly adaptable to limited-space installations. Berko Electric Mfg. Corp., 212-40 Jamaica Ave., Queens Village, N. Y.

**BUILT TO LAST A LIFETIME!**

**P-H Quality Refrigerators and Freezers**

A feature by feature comparison will prove to food consultants, architects and food management that Puffer-Hubbard Refrigerators and Freezers are superior in many ways. Their lifetime construction, modern streamlined appearance and many convenience features make them the ideal refrigerators for schools, restaurants, food stores, bakeries and institutions. It will pay you well to investigate P-H Refrigerators before you specify.

**Genuine Porcelain or Stainless Steel Finish**

**ONLY P-H GIVES YOU ALL THESE FEATURES**

- Exclusive "Grad-U-Matic" and Dual Fan Mullion Coil cooling systems assure positive cooling top and bottom.
- Choice of various combinations of Porcelain, Stainless Steel and Aluminum finishes — exteriors also available in colors.
- Heavy Electric-Welded Steel Frame Construction.
- 31⁄2" to 4" Vapor-proofed Fiberglass Insulation.
- All Mullions Protected From Sweating.
- Heavy Duty Condensing Units pull-out for cleaning — all units tested 15 to 24 hours with operation chart.
- Optional Vap-O-Matic Drain requires no plumbing hook-up.
- Interchangeable Interior accessories include adjustable Shelves, Salad Tray Racks or Bun Pan Slides.
- Complete Sales and Field Service in every state.

**Concrete Dissolvent:** chemically compounded concentrate of organic and inorganic synthetics called Disolvex has been successfully tested as dissolvent for hardened concrete. Working by catalytic action, liquid begins to act immediately on contact; material does not affect aggregates. Liquid must be used as a bath—cleaning time from four hrs to overnight, depending on age of concrete, Dissolvent can be used on all concrete mixes, except those including rubber—has no effect on most metals. Available in concentrate form, recommended dilution is one-part solvent to five-parts water. Caustic material is not dangerous to hands or clothing. Industrial Synthetics Corp., 2000 W. Walnut St., Chicago, Ill.

Adjustable Shim: recently developed metal shim has advantage of being adjustable. Unit (above) can provide from 3/4" to 2" of shim by adjusting to various notches—is easy to use. Need for wood shims is eliminated for most applications. Loxit Systems, Inc., 1217 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill.

**Industrial Lo-tran:** gray-tinted glass for use in factory, warehouse, industrial building windows is said to reduce glare, transmit 12.5% visible light. Glass has heat absorbing properties equivalent to 1/4" plate glass with 58% absorption of solar energy. Neutral tint eliminates see-in ability under daylight conditions; see-out ability perfect under controlled conditions. Color is not distorted. Sizes up to 60" x 38" available. Houze Glass Corp., Point Marion, Pa.

**Lighting**

"Super-White" Reflector Lamps: color-balanced incandescent reflector lamp for window and interior displays blends with fluorescent lighting. Light has pale blue-white cast instead of usual red-yellow of incandescent bulbs. Unit is achieved (Continued on page 161).
CURTAIN WALLS
WITH ALUMINUM REVERSIBLE WINDOWS
by GENERAL BRONZE

FOR NEW I.B.M. OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD, CONN.

"CURTAIN WALLS by GENERAL BRONZE"
is more than just a phrase. Like the hallmark you find
on fine silverware, it has become a mark of quality recognized
throughout the entire construction industry. More than that, it is
a sure indication that the architect, the contractor and the owner
recognize that the quality of their completed building
can be no better than its component parts. And that's why so many
of America's finest new buildings feature "Curtain Walls by General Bronze."

As the foremost producer of curtain walls, windows and architectural
metalwork in either aluminum, bronze or stainless steel,
General Bronze is always ready to serve you. See our catalogs in Sweet's.
through process of ceramic fusing—light-blue filter is sprayed on bulb; then bulb is baked almost to melting point to insure effectiveness of filter. Life expectancy of lamp is 4000 hrs; available in 75, 150, 200 w. Duro-Test Corp., 2321 Hudson Blvd., North Bergen, N. J.

Futurliter: fluorescent fixture features "flexible foot-candle package." Functional luminaire adaptable for 100% downlighting, or combination up and down lighting. Features available: louver diffuser, metal cross baffles, 35° x 25° or 35° x 45° lamp shielding, low brightness lenses, ribbed albalite and skytex glass bottoms. Pendant type or close-ceiling installation. Sizes: 4-8 ft lengths; rapid start or slimline series available. Edwin F. Guth Co., 2615 Washington Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

KEEP IT CLEAN

Get crisper cleaner drawings with CASTELL

In engineering, designing and drafting rooms all over America, skilled craftsmen are at work with the incomparable Castell—the only drawing pencil with all these qualities:

Clean-Neat Tracings — graphite-saturated CASTELL gives blacker, denser coverage that minimizes graphite stain, keeps your drawing crisp and clean.

Easy Erasability — CASTELL's exclusive microlet milling produces graphite granules that strike an ideal balance between coverage and easy, ghost-free erasability.

Unvarying Uniformity — smooth, grit-free CASTELL gives identical degree of excellence in pencil after pencil, lead after lead.

Correct Grading — based on original standards established by world's foremost drawing lead manufacturer.

Reproductive Supremacy — the world's best natural graphite containing more than 99% carbon, gives a light-proof, impenetrable adhesion that produces the highest number of sharp blueprints.

Castell in 20 superb degrees — 8B to 10H — is the ideal working tool. Order from your Dealer today.

A.W. FABER-CASTELL PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3, N. J.

finishers and protectors

Orostone: protective and decorative coating is plastic cement with appearance of stone. Material is achieved by mixing crushed colored stones with clear acrylic plastic—no pigment is used. Coating is said to be waterproof, flexible, maintenance-free, nonfading; not affected by weather conditions. Applicable to walls, panels, columns, and soffits, finish will adhere to concrete, brick, wood, asbestos board, metal. California Stucco Products of New England, Inc., 169 Waverly St., Cambridge 39, Mass.

Wet Surface Coating: newly developed coating and roof cement gives same protection from leaks as asphalt roof coatings. Special additive gives durable bond for all surfaces—wet or dry. Containing asbestos fiber, coating displaces water from surface on contact. Application by brush or spray. The Warren Refining & Chemical Co., 5151 Denison, Cleveland, Ohio.

insulation (thermal and acoustical)

Duct Insulation: improves efficiency of distribution system by preventing heat transfer between conditioned air in ducts and ambient. Lightweight—7 lb per cu ft—insulation also has attractive finish even on curved surfaces. Speed clips hold semi-rigid insulation to surface of duct. Insulation may be painted if desired. Baldwin-Hill Co., Trenton 2, N. J.

sanitation, plumbing, water supply

Customatic: water softener is enclosed in appliancelike cabinet, 59" x 19" x 14". Feature of unit electrically operated control valve, balanced hydraulically and insulated with nylon. Automatic back-washing takes place at end of regeneration cycle. Tank insulation reduces sweating. Can be used on hard water up to 10 parts per million iron content. Bruner Corp., 4763 N. 32 St., Milwaukee 9, Wis.

Water Sterilizer: ultra-violet radiation device is contained in new Model "SS" sterilizer. Constructed of stainless steel, tank has four 60" ultra-violet tubes, special baffles to guide water through unit. Up to 9600 gal of water can be purified per day. Operation is electrical, automatic—no taste, odor is added; minerals are not lost. Unit may be connected to any water supply system, uses common electrical current. Solenoid-operated safety devices do not allow untreated water to leave unit. Sepco Corp., Cross St., Pottstown, Pa.

specialized equipment

Mastermade Movable Desk: Desk constructed of steel and Northern Hard Maple gives lasting service. Book box is 21" x 18" x 5 1/2" of one-piece steel; base of unit is 16-gage pressed steel; frame: 11-gage tubular steel. Maple seat swivels 45° in either direction. Model is adjustable, available in 3 sizes. Metal finished in baked-on enamel, wood in natural lacquer. E. W. A. Rowles Co., 104 N. Hickory St., Arlington Heights, Ill.
Modern in design, Houston's new Bank of the Southwest uses wrought iron pipe for hot and cold water lines, vent piping, all downspouts, and drain piping from air conditioners.

Wrought Iron guards this bank's corrosive piping services

Designers seeking piping permanence for this new bank in Houston, Texas, chose wrought iron pipe. Service records of wrought iron pipe's performance in these corrosive trouble-spots vouch for the durability of this material. Annually, wrought iron pipe's corrosion resistance results in great savings for building owners. Such savings make wrought iron pipe low in cost, per-year-of-service. Our booklet, Piping for Permanence, reviews a wide range of wrought iron installations which may help you in your planning and design. Write for a copy. A. M. Byers Company, Clark Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

Bank of the Southwest, Houston
Architect: Kenneth Fransheim
Mechanical Engineers: H. E. Bovay, Jr., Consulting Engineers

BYERS Wrought Iron Tubular and Hot Rolled Products

ALSO ELECTRIC FURNACE QUALITY STEEL PRODUCTS
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books received
$4.50
$7.50
When completed, this new International Arrival Building at the New York International Airport will have 138,000 square feet of these (below) SIMPLEX aluminum acoustical ceiling panels.
They will:
1. help tame noise with a high 85% N.R.C.,
2. provide attractive, durable concealment for the maze of pipes, wiring and ducts,
3. allow 100% access for maintenance and repair, and
4. never rust or deteriorate in the damp Long Island climate.
To fit all layout requirements panels were made in sizes 12" x 24", 12" x 36" and 12" x 42"—at no premium in cost. All SIMPLEX panels are available in permanent aluminum finishes or baked enamel. They are square edged for almost invisible fine line joints and may be scored to simulate 12" x 12" squares.

SIMPLEX
SIMPLEX
CEILING CORP.
552 W. 52 St., New York 19, N. Y.
Please send me AIA folder 39b.
Name
Firm
Address
City State
Send coupon for 8 page illustrated folder with details and specifications to the SIMPLEX Ceiling Corp., 552 W. 52 St., New York 19, N. Y.

(Continued on page 166)

The central thesis of Zevi's new book, implicit in the title, is an important one: namely, that in terms of actual sensory experience, architecture can only be apprehended as the manipulation of space. And this experience, Zevi correctly insists, can come only from moving through that space. No verbal description or two-dimensional pictorial representation can be other than a poor substitute. This is an obvious point (to architects, at least) but an extremely difficult one to document within the limitations of the printed page. The only medium which could make the point convincingly would be the sound and color movie, since only it could communicate the experience which Zevi is talking about—actual movement through real, three-dimensional architectural space. The distinction is not unimportant: as Zevi points out, this is precisely what so many art critics and art historians fail to recognize and why they persist in analyzing architecture on exactly the same basis accepted for painting and sculpture.

His book is aimed at the layman, whose lack of interest in architecture (as compared to painting, music, drama, etc.) disturbs Zevi, as it disturbs us all. He is convinced that this indifference is not "inevitable and inherent in human nature, or in the nature of building." Hence, he tries to find some new method of approach to that layman, which will be more effective than that ordinarily used by the architect, historian, and critic. Obviously, this is no simple matter. How can one expose this layman to the first-hand experience of great architecture? "It is possible to gather from all over the Western World the paintings of Titian or Brueghel, and so reveal their special qualities in single great exhibitions: it is possible to perform the works of Bach or of Mozart in concerts devoted to
The magnificent sense of order that dominates the design of this fine structure is expressed by the attractive grid of aluminum and stainless steel window enframements. Almost 53,000 lineal feet of these members were shop fabricated into unit frames for the International Arrival Building and Airline Wing Buildings and erected by FLOUR CITY.
reviews

(Continued from page 144)

them." But an analogous first-hand experience of architecture comes only from actually visiting it. Lack­ing that possibility, what is the average layman to do? How can the critic, through the inadequate means of words and pictures, excite the lay­man's interest; if not enough to travel to great masterpieces, at least enough to analyze the architecture around him?

Zevi thinks that his spatial inter­pretation is the answer. It is not that architecture is not susceptible to other interpretations. "Every build­ing can be charcterized by a plurality of values . . . anyone is free to write economic, social, technical, or volumetric histories of architecture in the same way that it is possible to write a cosmological, Thomistic, or political analysis of The Divine Comedy." But, taken individually, Zevi finds these approaches are too narrow or too specialized to explain the reality of a work of art, especially for the layman. A spatial inter­pretation of architecture, on the other hand, deals directly with the phenomena of whose impact upon his senses the layman is aware.

The largest, and by far the most inter­esting section of Zevi's book, is devoted to a demonstration of this technique. His field of investigation covers all the great architectural systems of expression since the Greeks. Although the material is organized chronologically, it is not a history but a systematic attempt to analyze the spatial concepts of each period. Zevi here is often genu­inely brilliant, as are many of the photographs he has selected to docu­ment his points. As might be expected, most of his illustrations are drawn from Italian or Graeco-Roman experience. He devotes only four pages to the Gothic—though it must be admitted that they are scintil­lating pages. Gothic architects, he says, "for the first time in the general history of architecture, con­ceived spaces which were in deliberate antithesis to human scale, which induced in the observer not a sense of peaceful contemplation but a mood of imbalance, of conflicting impulses and emotions, of struggle . . . two directions, the vertical and the longitudinal, co­exist in silent but acute antithesis."

Having demonstrated the efficacy of his system of critical analysis, Zevi then proceeds to pinpoint the shortcomings of all other methods of interpretation. Here the going gets much rougher. It is true that, unlike Geoffrey Scott, he specifically does not call them "fallacies": they become instead, "partial" truths. He lists eight such interpretations: political, philosophic-religious, sci­entific, economic-social materialist, technical physio-psychological, and formalist. All eight are disposed of in 25 pages of text! Though these pages prove that Zevi is an extreme­ly intelligent and well-read man, (Continued on page 148)
A Modern "Air Curtain" Entrance...
Normal Access Doors Controlled by LCN Closers Concealed in Head Frame

BERGNER'S DEPARTMENT STORE IN SHERIDAN VILLAGE, PEORIA, ILLINOIS
LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Construction Details on Opposite Page
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this sort of compression leads less to enlightenment than to caricature. Inadequate or fallacious though they may seem to him, each of these interpretations or points of view represents a perfectly legitimate approach to the criticism of architecture. They cannot be convincingly demolished in an average of three pages each.

Even this treatment, however, might be logically defensible, provided that Zevi's own interpretation emerged as a system which was in fact a synthesis of all the truths which characterise a work of art. Unfortunately this is not the case. Zevi's space, as it turns out, is still the esthetic space of the art critic. It has three dimensions, instead of two, so that the spectator walks through it instead of merely looking at it; yet, like the art critic's, Zevi's space is only visually perceived. It has no other sensory dimensions. Obviously, this leaves him in much the same position as the critics whom he distrusts. For the sunbeam which enters his cathedrals has not only light but heat as well; it is perceived equally by the eye and the skin. And the enclosed volumes it traverses are not vacuums: they are filled with air. For live men this air has movement and temperature, carries sound, is freighted with odors. And all of these properties of architectural space modify (under extreme conditions, determine) men's total esthetic reaction to it. Zevi, certainly, is aware of this: but to admit it is to disestablish the supremacy of his own interpretation and to open the door to some of those other interpretations he has so impatiently dismissed.

Or again: the men who enter his buildings are not like unexposed photographic film, ready to register a set of clear and undistorted impressions. The devout Catholic who enters St. Peter's sees it from a profoundly different perspective than from that of the agnostic. And the invisible chains which tie the dome together will disturb the modern architect but not the lay admirer of Michaelangelo. This, too, Zevi would surely admit; but in so doing, he opens the door to still another set of dismissed interpretations. His criteria, in short, are neither as universal nor as absolute as he claims.

Architecture as Space is thus an interesting but uneven book. It is aimed at the layman, yet much of its material is highly technical (e.g., the section called, "The Representation of Space"). It is polemical in tone yet the polemic itself is not logically constructed: it ends, anticlimactically, with an extensive yet far from definitive bibliography, and a final, bulky section of "Notes." One has, somehow, the uneasy feeling that Zevi is speaking over the heads of his readers. It is a book of argument, and the whole of it is aimed at the polemical reader. It is a book of polemics and polemics.

specification guide to
SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE

Here are 24 fact-filled pages on America's finest and most complete line of sliding door hardware. Contains photographs, applications, schematic diagrams and data on by-passing and pocket door hardware. Also, a complete selection of sliding door accessories... plus cabinet door and casement window hardware. Convenient 8½" x 11" briefcase or file-cabinet size.

Send for this helpful guide today!

John Sterling Corporation
RICHMOND, ILLINOIS
(McHENRY-COUNTY)
FORMERLY STERLING HARDWARE MFG. CO. OF CHICAGO
THESE LOW COST WALLS STAY ECONOMICAL

Applicator: C. S. Behler & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Here's why Mr. L.V. Lacy, Vice President of Sordoni Construction Co., chose Gold Bond Corrugated ASBESTONE "400" for this Fast-Freight Terminal

"light weight — speedy erection — low cost — freedom from maintenance"

This Buffalo Fast-Freight Terminal for the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. was built by Sordoni Construction Co. As Mr. Lacy of Sordoni Construction Co. puts it:

"Gold Bond Corrugated ASBESTONE "400" was a most practical material for the exterior walls of the warehouse, which is not heated, because of its light weight, speedy erection, low cost and freedom from maintenance." These are four of the most important points to consider when you specify building products for exterior walls or roofs.

Mr. Lacy's firm put 27,000 square feet of corrosion-resistant Corrugated ASBESTONE "400" on these sidewalks. The money that Gold Bond ASBESTONE "400" saved on the initial application was only the start. ASBESTONE "400" will save maintenance dollars every year—and it actually grows stronger with age.

Does this Fast-Freight "400" story suggest a Gold Bond® Corrugated Asbestone use to you? Wherever you use it, you're getting strength and good looks for a lengthy lifetime. For further details, write Dept. PA-12, National Gypsum Company, P.O. Box 5257-B, New Orleans, La.

CORRUGATED ASBESTONE "400"

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
NEW Granco Roof Deck!

SHEETS COVER 43 SQ. FT.

NEW FLINT-HARD FINISH! UP TO 25% STRONGER!

FOR FAST, ECONOMICAL ROOF CONSTRUCTION any time of year, nothing tops a Granco Steel Roof Deck system. Weld sheets to structural framing. Apply insulation board and built-up roof. That's all there is to it! Structures designed for Granco Roof Deck often save 5¢ to 10¢ per sq. ft. over heavier type decks. And now, to improve the system, Granco Roof Deck has been completely modernized. Check the exclusive new features on the facing page. For more facts, see your nearest Granco representative.
LONGER SHEETS ... FASTER PLACING. New Granco Roof Deck sheets are available in sizes up to 21 1/2 ft. long and cover up to 43 sq. ft. Greater length makes possible continuous spans for stronger, more economical construction. Also means faster placing, more area covered per sheet, fewer laps and welds. New roof deck sheets cover 24 inches, easily adapt to all roof sizes.

TOUGH NEW FINISH STAYS ON. A thin phosphate coating, applied to clean sheets, protects metal and prepares it for painting. Then, rust-preventive battleship grey enamel is "flow coated" over the metal for an even finish. Baked on at 400° F. for 20 minutes, this durable flint-hard enamel adheres tightly, resists abrasion and chemical corrosion, protects metal years longer.

STRONGER ... SPANS GREATER DISTANCE. Improved angular pattern with wider rib opening makes more effective use of steel, gives greater strength. This efficient new pattern helps sheets support wheelbarrows, welding machines and other heavy construction loads without bending or buckling. Wide rib openings also mean faster, easier plug welding from above.

FREE Technical Manual! Mail Coupon!
New booklet describes and illustrates advantages of roof deck system and new features of Granco Roof Deck. Gives load tables, specifications, installation instructions and special engineering details on constructing eaves, hips, valleys, wall and roof openings. Lists Granco Roof Deck accessories. For your free copy, mail coupon now.

GRANCO STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
A Subsidiary of GRANITE CITY STEEL CO.
6506 North Broadway, St. Louis 15, Missouri
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: Granite City, Illinois

DISTRICT OFFICES: St. Louis • Kansas City • Cincinnati • Dallas
Houston • Chicago • Minneapolis
Atlanta • San Francisco
Distributors in 80 Principal Cities

See our catalogs in Sweet's Architectural and Industrial Construction Files
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of a lay audience to a whole gallery of historians and critics of quite contrary views. He succeeds in establishing the validity of his own approach without really vanquishing the others. Yet his book has the wit and urbanity, the felicitous phrase and illuminating perception, that one has come to associate with one of Italy's best critics and historians.

JAMES M. FITCH
Associate Professor
School of Architecture
Columbia University

the good old days


For those who reminisce about the Good Old Days and find that what is now considered outdated and in bad taste is really quite entertaining, The Gingerbread Age will provide a delightful entrée into a dead, but not altogether obliterated world. Victorian life in the U.S.A. between 1840-80 is the subject of Maass' study. Since the best surviving evidences of what went on in that period are architectural, an illustrative description of a succession of architectural styles and "inventive" caricatures here sums up the era.

From "Italian Castellated" and Americanized Egyptian, through American Middle Eastern, Saracenic, Gingerbread Gothic, and Mansardic, to just plain extravagant, America's Victorian architecture had the superb ability to flatter almost any taste (at least at that time). Whether all of this is valid in a discussion of architecture as an art might be a matter of some debate. The author defends outraged Victoriana with a certain skill, if also, it must be said, with a snideness directed at the victorious depredators of Victoriana. Sometimes, however, even in good faith one doubts the arguments; they seem to protest too loudly, too glibly:

"Tastes and prejudices, fads and (Continued on page 174)
for Top Insulating Efficiency

Specify BALDWIN-HILL

Spun Mineral Wool Blankets

The installation of B-H Spun Mineral Wool Insulation has provided the First Presbyterian Church of Fort Worth with a lifetime barrier to outdoor temperatures as well as a shield against disturbing outside noises. Because it cannot burn it gives added protection to the congregation. Then too, the low installed cost of B-H Insulation through its light weight, resilience and ease of handling, appeals to church governing bodies who, as a rule, operate on close budgets. For full information on the entire line of Baldwin-Hill Insulations, see Sweet's Architectural File or write for technical catalog.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Architects: John W. Floore, Ft. Worth, Texas;
            Harold E. Wagoner, Philadelphia, Pa.
Architect and Engineer: Preston M. Geren, Ft. Worth, Texas
General Contractor: Butcher & Sweeney, Ft. Worth, Texas
Insulation Contractor: Marvin Keith Co. Ft. Worth, Texas

Baldwin-Hill Insulation Company
1812 Breunig Avenue Trenton 2, N. J.
Positive Door Control is a MUST where there's heavy traffic

use DOR-O-MATIC
CONCEALED IN FLOOR
Manual Door Controls

Precision-built DOR-O-MATIC door controls are at work in thousands of buildings from coast to coast . . . providing vital positive door control under even the heaviest traffic conditions. Designed for long service and complete adaptability to contemporary design and function, there are 31 models to choose from . . . one for every type door in any kind of building. Write for detailed information.

DOR-O-MATIC INVISIBLE DOR-MAN
for completely automatic door controls—available in either carpet or handle actuated models

Sales and Service in Principal Cities

DOR-O-MATIC division of REPUBLIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
7254 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago 31, Illinois

CANADA: Dor-O-Matic of Canada, 550 Hopewell Avenue, Toronto 10, Ontario
EXPORT: Consultants International, 69-77 Bedford Street, Stamford, Connecticut
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fashions come and go. There is superior and inferior work within each generation but there are of course no 'good' or 'bad' periods of design. It is a truism to state that architecture is an expression of its time. Victorian buildings are perfect symbols of an era which was not given to understatement. They are in complete harmony with heavy meals, strong drink, elaborate clothes, ornate furnishings, flamboyant art, melodramatic plays, loud music, flowery speeches, and thundering sermons of mid-19th Century America.

"Most of our own buildings stand on the shifting quicksand of insecurity. Victorian architecture was founded on the rock of superb confidence." [sic]

Almost 200 illustrations, a brilliant record of the period grace this sometimes exasperating, often provocative, and always sparkling volume. The author plainly likes his subject; though one might not share his enthusiasm, his work is a wonderfully light excursion into never-never land.

F.J.S.H.

accurate and usable


The Artist's Handbook was first published in 1940. Since then it has gone into nine printings and three other languages, and now its appearance in a newly revised and enlarged edition is a most welcome event to anyone interested in the techniques used by artists in producing and preserving works of art.

For the past 16 years, The Artist's Handbook has been generally regarded by artists, museum conservators, and painting technicians as the outstanding publication in its field. This revised and expanded edition increases its value for modern usage

(Continued on page 174)
Send Today!

FOR ILLUSTRATED ARCHITECT'S MANUAL ON NEW MOE LIGHT COMMERCIAL RECESSED LIGHTING

Brand new! Complete Moe Light line: scores of new recessed fixtures in every size, every style, every finish— for every type commercial application!

- Tells how, where, and why's of recessed fixtures
- Includes all the facts you need to plan complete installations
- Answers the most frequently asked architect's questions
- Complete wiring diagrams, specifications, and requirements
- Gives concise coefficient tables—candle-power distribution
- Illustrates many completed installations in full color

THOMAS INDUSTRIES INC., MOE LIGHT DIVISION, Dept. PA-12
410 S. Third St., Louisville 2, Ky.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY NOW

THOMAS INDUSTRIES INC., MOE LIGHT DIVISION, Dept. PA-12
410 S. Third St., Louisville 2, Ky.

☐ Send me your FREE architect's manual on recessed lighting.
☐ Send me the new Moe Light IL Commercial Lighting Fixture.
☐ Send me the Moe Light 56-page Inspiration-Lighting catalog showing Moe Light's complete line of residential fixtures.

Name
Company
Address
City . Zone . State.
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Gerber plumbing fixture quality brings luxury to the most modest bathroom. Sensible Gerber prices let you add architectural innovations without increasing costs.

Plan on luxury fixtures . . . and bathroom extras too . . . with Gerber

Interesting architectural design makes a bathroom truly distinctive . . . and distinctive bathrooms help sell homes. You need not omit such design from even your lower priced homes because of cost.

Gerber plumbing fixtures have the styling and quality usually found only in much more expensive fixtures. Yet Gerber's sensible prices let you save enough to add those "extra appeal" features to your bathroom designs without increasing cost.

Gerber makes a complete line of plumbing fixtures, and offers the five most popular colors and white. Gerber fixtures are easy to install and carry the Good Housekeeping seal.

Before you specify any plumbing fixtures contact your Gerber distributor.

Free Catalog Write for catalog No. M-10, a 96-page catalog with specifications, photographs and complete information on Gerber brass, vitreous china, and steel enamel ware.

and will no doubt increase the already large number of Mayer's following.

In comparing the revised edition with that of 1940 we find the format somewhat similar. However, the new arrangement and organization present material in a manner that is easier to follow as subject matter; and processes in each chapter are more clearly labeled. There is additional material on the structure of paintings, a set of rules for painting with permanence, new material on oil, tempera, mural, gouache, and pastel painting, and a whole new chapter devoted to painting in encaustic. There is also a new chapter on gums, caseins, glues, and waxes. New and synthetic materials are discussed and uses of such materials as silicon esters, plastic resins, and synthetic paint mediums are given. There is included a practical chapter on the conservation of pictures.

Information on how and where to buy materials such as brushes, canvasses, paints, wood and stone for sculpture, and hundreds of other items make this a practical shopping guide. Almost any technical question that the artist might ask is discussed here and a bibliography, arranged by subject matter, provides easy access to additional information beyond the scope of this one volume. The handbook is well indexed, and line illustrations help explain various processes.

Mayer's position in the art world is distinguished by his many achievements in the fields of painting technology, creative painting, teaching, and writing. In addition to having taught at The Art Students League and Fogg Museum, he created, ten years ago, and has since conducted a course in the materials and techniques of painting at Columbia University.

The author rightly assumes that this encyclopedic volume will be referred to frequently—hence he gives
STAINLESS CURTAIN WALLS
give you the best "long pull" investment

Curtain wall panels faced with AL Stainless Steel have all the advantages. They can give your building the truly modern look. They have a soft, highly attractive luster and permit wide latitude in design for individual appearance. They’re light and strong … can be used for sheathing or “face-lifting” operations on existing structures, as well as for any type or size of new commercial building or institution.

Compared to brick or masonry construction, stainless curtain walls present savings at every turn: in lighter foundations; in enlarged floor space; in fast all-weather erection; in reduced maintenance, easy cleaning and freedom from painting. And—compared to any other curtain wall facing material—stainless steel is the hardest, strongest and most resistant to smoke, fumes, weather, wear, etc. It is the one material that can best take a beating … that costs the least in the long run because it lasts the longest.

Our Engineering and Research Staffs, etc., are at your service—anywhere, anytime. Let us work with you. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Make it BETTER—and LONGER LASTING—with AL Stainless Steel

"INFO" for Architects and Builders
1 "AL Stainless Steels for Buildings"—12 pages on stainless grades, properties, forms, finishes, standard "specs," uses and advantages.
2 "Stainless Steels for Store Fronts and Building Entrances"—40 pages of valuable data on examples and details. AIA File No. 26D.

Write for Details
Address Dept. PA-96
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There are 38 ways to cut dead load and get maximum fire protection with Permalite

Pound for pound, dollar for dollar, no other system of fire-proofing surpasses the versatility of lightweight Permalite-aggregate plaster—a fact proved in many of the nationally known buildings erected during the past 10 years.

**WEIGHT**—In multi-story steel frame construction, with conventional fireproofing, more than 10% of the steel does nothing but hold up its own fireproofing! Permalite-aggregate plaster lets you cut this dead load. For example, the fireproofing weight on a typical column fire-protected with Permalite-aggregate plaster ranges from 38% to as little as 11% of the weight of conventional fire-proofing—and still gains a full 4-hour fire-rating.

**FIRE RESISTANCE**—Permalite expanded perlite is completely inorganic—cannot burn or support combustion. Fire-proofing constructions using perlite-aggregate plaster have been tested and approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories, by the National Bureau of Standards and by nationally famous universities and laboratories... methods approved, accepted and used from Massachusetts to California.

**BONUS FEATURES**—Since no expensive forms are required for fireproofing with Permalite-aggregate plaster, both days and dollars are saved. And finally, most important, the Permalite plaster fireproofing itself furnishes a perfect base for interior finishing and decorating.

**WRITE FOR YOUR COPY**
The new 1958 Permalite plastering specifications and fireproofing data are now ready. While more than 50 perlite fireproofing systems have building code approval, only the 38 most economical are listed.

PERMALITE DEPARTMENT
GREAT LAKES CARBON CORP.
612 South Flower Street • Los Angeles 17, California
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practical advice on every aspect of his subjects. In drawing from publications, he has been most careful in choosing dependable authors in the field and avoids the “personal” or “esthetic” approach in his demand for facts.

I know of no other single volume which supplies the artist with so much accurate and usable technical information. Certainly, *The Artist's Handbook* is as valuable a tool as any other piece of equipment an artist could have in his studio for creating a technically sound work of art.

LAWRENCE J. MAJEWSKI
Deputy Field Director
The Byzantine Institute

**notices**

(Continued on page 111)

new addresses


HEYWARD-ROBINSON COMPANY, Consultants, Architects-Engineers, Constructor, The Engineering Bldg., 114 Liberty St., New York 16, N. Y.


HARRY TERRY & ASSOCIATES, Consulting Engineers, 156 W. State St., Trenton, N. J.

LAURENCE G. FARRANT, Consulting Engineer, 186 W. State St., Trenton, N. J.

MCCOY & BLAIR, Architects, Buildings Industries Center, 180 South Broadway, White Plains, N. Y.

End the noise menace...

quickly, economically—with a Johns-Manville Fibretone® Ceiling

In clubs, offices, schools, hospitals and auditoriums. In almost any inclosed traffic area having a noise-quieting problem, J-M Fibretone Ceilings are attractive and decorative, as well as providing very high sound-absorbing efficiency.

Johns-Manville Fibretone Acoustical Units are scientifically designed to absorb noise. Hundreds of small holes act as "noise traps" where sound energy is dissipated. Because an average ceiling, 15' x 15', contains 108,900 of these holes, Fibretone is called the "ceiling with 100,000 noise traps."

Fibretone Acoustical Units are furnished uniform drilled, variety drilled and random drilled. They make possible a wide range of architectural design possibilities to create ceiling interest. Fibretone units can be quickly and easily installed over present ceilings.

Take advantage of the services of J-M's staff of acoustical engineers, located in the principal cities. They will gladly make analyses and give specific recommendations on your acoustical problems.

Before you decide about acoustical ceilings, get the facts about Johns-Manville. For a free copy of booklet "Sound Control," write Johns-Manville, Box 158, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada, write 565 Lakeshore Road East, Port Credit, Ontario.

Johns-Manville congratulates the American Institute of Architects on its 100th Anniversary.

Consult an architect—use quality materials.
Reflecting Modern Power Distribution Techniques...

12 KV POWER feeds metal-clad switchgear consisting of one incoming, two feeder breakers. It then goes to 225-kva load center unit substation serving data process center; 750-kva unit for motor control center; 277-v lighting, computer air conditioning; 500-kva unit supplying 120-v office and cafeteria equipment, lighting. Two units—500 and 1000 kva—placed elsewhere, supply building's heating, air conditioning and office area loads.
New Fireman's Fund Building Utilizes General Electric 480Y/277-Volt System

System-engineered equipment achieves large savings, aids efficient operation of insurance firm home office.

DESIGNED FOR EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY AND COMFORT, the Fund Insurance Company's new home office is a dramatic addition to San Francisco's skyline. High-level lighting, year-round air conditioning, 190,000 sq. ft. of flexible office space, modern business machines, and built-in design features permit a 900-member staff to handle The Fund's operations smoothly, efficiently.

LARGE SAVINGS were achieved by adopting a General Electric 480Y/277-volt power distribution system for combined light and power loads. Due to higher voltages, smaller conductors and fewer wiring circuits were possible, and separate lighting power supply substations were eliminated. Added values: flexibility features of G-E 480Y/277-V systems provide capacity to handle future load growth; equipment economies were provided by using primary power and unit substations. Interrupting capacity at any point of the secondary circuits was lower than that possible with direct connection to a secondary system.

PROJECT TEAMWORK facilitated installation and startup of the electrical system. Working closely with officials of The Fund and their consultants*, G-E engineers conducted a system analysis early in project planning. General Electric also recommended basic system layout, provided service engineering and installation assistance at the site.

GENERAL ELECTRIC SYSTEM ENGINEERING CAN HELP YOU on your construction project. G-E engineers are available at all times to assist you and your consultants in planning your electrical system. Contact your nearest G-E Apparatus Sales Office or write General Electric Co., Section 680-13, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

* Architect: Edward B. Page, A.I.A.
   Electrical Engineer: Clyde E. Bentley
   General Contractor: MacDonald, Young & Nelson, Inc.
   Electrical Contractor: Ets-Hokin & Galvan

Engineered Electrical Systems for Commercial Buildings

GLARE-FREE 277-V FLUORESCENTS in unique fixtures achieve ideal brightness ratio for office areas, create savings by combined lighting system, power source.

PROJECT POWER serves G-E 12 kv metal-clad switchgear lineup of main, two outgoing breakers to five unit substations.

OPERATING EASE, reliability of G-E drawout switchgear with AK-1 breakers provide safer switching of 480-v feeders.

500-KVA unit substation, with Pyranol* transformer, serves 120-v needs directly, 480-v loads through 150-kva transformer.

* Registered Trademark of General Electric Co.
lunar base

Tomorrow’s realities depend on research and imagination today. Both were used extensively in the planning of this lunar base designed by William G. Harvey, Jr. to accommodate space ships and travelers. The suggested location is “Aristotle,” one of the craters near the north pole of the moon. Most of the base is beneath ground level to minimize temperature changes. Living quarters are spacious and recreational facilities include a swimming pool and basketball court. Power is supplied by solar plants during the day and atomic pile at night. Research, living and working areas are joined by monorail subway.

No one can be sure which of today’s new ideas will become reality tomorrow. But it will be important then, as it is now, to use the best of tools when pencil and paper translate a dream into a project. And then, as now, there will be no finer tool than Mars—from sketch to working drawing.

Mars has long been the standard of professionals. To the famous line of Mars-Technico push-button holders and leads, Mars-Lumograph pencils, and Tradition-Aquarell painting pencils, have recently been added these new products: the Mars Pocket-Technico for field use; the efficient Mars lead sharpener and “Draftsman’s” Pencil Sharpener with the adjustable point-length feature; and—last but not least—the Mars-Lumochrom, the new colored drafting pencil which offers revolutionary drafting advantages. The fact that it blueprints perfectly is just one of its many important features.

The 2886 Mars-Lumograph drawing pencil, 19 degrees, EXEB to 9H. The 1001 Mars-Technico push-button lead holder, 1904 Mars-Lumograph imported leads, 18 degrees, EXB to 9H. Mars-Lumochrom colored drafting pencil, 24 colors.
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PAUL TILDS, ABRAHAM WARONOFF, SANFORD ROSS, Architects, 1021 Livernois Ave., Ferndale 20, Mich.


PAUL R. VERPILOT, Architect, 147 Main St., Ridgefield, Conn.

GEORGE G. PEARLMAN, Architect, 4548 Main St., Snyder, N. Y.

new partners, associates

GEORGE GRISHABER, KENNETH D. WHEELER, and PAUL E. FALKENSTEIN have been named Associates in the firm of FRANK GRAD & SONS, Architects, Newark, N. J.


ARTHUR K. HYDE, is a new Associate in the Client-Relations Division of HARLEY, ELLINGTON & DAY, INC., Architects-Engineers, Detroit, Mich.

HERMAN A. Hassinger and GERALD F. SCHWAM announce their association. Firm will be known as Hassinger & Schwam, Architects, 27 Maplewood Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD L. VERKLER and GORDON L. TINSMAN announce their new partnership. Firm will be known as Verkler & Tinsman, Architects, 4609 North Prospect Rd., Peoria Heights, Ill.

HIRONIMUS & TARRANTS, Architects, have formed a new partnership at 602 S. E. Eighth St., Evansville, Ind.

FREDERICK H. RUNDALL has been named Merchandising and Traffic Research Analyst of BURKE, KOHER & NICOLAIS, Los Angeles, Calif.

SEELYE, STEVENSON, VALUE & KNECHT announces the appointment of the following engineers as Associates: WILLIAMS D. BAILEY, Civil Engineering Division; FROHMAN P. DAVIS, IRA M. HOOPER, FREDERICK J.
KIRCHER, PHILIP P. PAGE, WAYMAN C. WING, Structural Engineering Division; WILLIAM T. CLELAND, JACK N. KECK, ALEXANDER MICHELSON, JR., Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Division, New York, N. Y.

SMITH, TARAPATA, MACMAHON, INC., Architects, 894 S. Adams, Birmingham, Mich., announce enlargement of their offices and expansion of organization as follows: ALMON DURKEE, in charge of specifications, building products research, scheduling, and budget control; JAMES R. NEWBOLD, chief draftsman, responsible for general administration of the architectural department including coordination of the structural, mechanical, electrical, and kitchen working drawings; WILLIAM V. HUIT, chief field superintendent, responsible for all aspects of field supervision; GORDON HOYEM, chief mechanical engineer, directly in charge of all mechanical and electrical work.

ROBERT J. SCHAEFER and HENRY W. SCHIRMER, JR. announce formation of a partnership for practice of architecture. The firm will be known as SCHAEFER & SCHIRMER, Architects, 320 N. Topeka, Wichita 2, Kan.

EGGERS & HIGGINS, Architects, 100 E. 42 St., New York, N. Y., announces that the following staff members have been admitted as associates in their firm: C. GATES BECKWITH, GUSTAVE R. KEENE, and ALLEN C. PARFETTE.

KELLY & GRUZEN, Architects-Engineers, 80 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y., announces the appointment of DR. SANFORD BATES as advisor in the planning and design of penal, welfare, and hospital facilities.

SMITH, GARDEN & ERIKSON, Architects-Engineers, 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, Ill., announce that the following staff members have been admitted to partnership in their firm: ALEXANDER H. BACCI, GERALD (Continued on page 186)

| Kircher, Philip P. Page, Wayman C. Wing, Structural Engineering Division; William T. Cleland, Jack N. Keck, Alexander Michelson, Jr., Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Division, New York, N. Y. | Smith, Tarapata, MacMahon, Inc., Architects, 894 S. Adams, Birmingham, Mich., announce enlargement of their offices and expansion of organization as follows: Almon Durkee, in charge of specifications, building products research, scheduling, and budget control; James R. Newbold, chief draftsman, responsible for general administration of the architectural department including coordination of the structural, mechanical, electrical, and kitchen working drawings; William V. Hewitt, chief field superintendent, responsible for all aspects of field supervision; Gordon Hoyem, chief mechanical engineer, directly in charge of all mechanical and electrical work. |
| Robert J. Schaefer and Henry W. Schirmer, Jr. announce formation of a partnership for practice of architecture. The firm will be known as Schaefer & Schirmer, Architects, 320 N. Topeka, Wichita 2, Kan. | Eggers & Higgins, Architects, 100 E. 42 St., New York, N. Y., announces that the following staff members have been admitted as associates in their firm: C. Gates Beckwith, Gustave R. Keene, and Allen C. Parfette. |
| Kelly & Gruzen, Architects-Engineers, 80 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y., announces the appointment of Dr. Sanford Bates as advisor in the planning and design of penal, welfare, and hospital facilities. | Smith, Garden & Erikson, Architects-Engineers, 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, Ill., announce that the following staff members have been admitted to partnership in their firm: Alexander H. Bacci, Gerald |

**Eliminate the ravages of excessive vapor**

Rotten walls ... blistering and peeling paint... masonry efflorescence (the white powder that forms on the outside of brick buildings)... warping and rotting wood floors and termite problems are just a few of the many evils we have learned to live with ... all of them are directly or indirectly caused by excessive vapor condensation.

Governmental and academic research has proven that more than 80% of the moisture induced into the home is from the ground source. It makes little difference whether gravel is used under the basement, slab floor or crawl-space... or whether the site is on high or low ground, whether it's on a sand dune or a cess pool—somewhere below the structure water exists and vapor will soon rise into the building. The only way to eliminate destructive moisture is in the original construction with the installation of "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE," the industries only TRUE vapor seal. In construction application the 4" x 8" sheets of "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" are laid directly over the hard tamped grade or fill with a 6" head and side lap that is sealed with Sealight Catalytic asphalt... producing a monolithic vapor seal with mechanically sealed joints, that will expand and contract with the concrete slab above... without breaking the bond. "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" has a permeance rating of only .0066 grains per square foot. We sincerely invite your comparison of "PM" against all other so-called vapor barriers on the market.

Write today for complete information and your set of "Tech-Tips."

| 9 Kimball St., Elgin, Illinois | 9 Kimball St., Elgin, Illinois |
| Gentleman: | Gentleman: |
| Send me complete information and "Tech-Tips." | Have representative call. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>STATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
situations open

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS AND DRAFTSMEN—excellent opportunity for permanent affiliation with long-established but progressive architectural firm specializing in contemporary architecture, with emphasis on school design. Growing backlog assures long-range program. Prefer college men with several years experience. Unusually congenial working conditions and associates. Complete modern offices with air-conditioning. Group hospitalization, salary continuance plan and other benefits. Will assist in relocating. Please send resume of education and experience, stating salary requirements and availability, also snapshot and references. The Firm of Edmund Geo. Good, Jr., Registered Architects, 504 North Second Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

ASSISTANT ARCHITECT ($6,140 to $7,940) and SENIOR ARCHITECT ($7,500 to $9,090)—minimum qualifications for assistant, degree plus two years experience; for senior, license plus two years experience. Positions with New York State Government, Department of Public Works. State residence not required. Full civil service status. Excellent promotion opportunities and liberal employee benefits. For further information write to box 73, Recruitment Unit, New York State Department of Civil Service, 39 Columbus St., Albany, N. Y.

Advertising Rates

Standard charge for each unit is Five Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words, your complete address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for ten dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs and Men, 6/0 Progressive Architecture, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Insertions will be accepted not later than the 1st of the month preceding publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

situations wanted

ARCHITECT—desires position in the south or southwest with a small progressive office needing a man to accept responsibility. 50 years experience all phases office work, working drawings, specifications, supervision, etc. on schools, industrial, commercial, city planning and multiple housing. Age 52, married. College graduate. Resume on request. Box 589, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—N. Y. registration by exam. 15 years varied experience, 36 years old, married with 2 children. Desires responsible position with southwestern or western firm with possibility for associateship or partnership.

Resume upon request. Box 590, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—administrator, executive, N. C. A.R.B., A.I.A. Licensed many States. Twenty-five years managerial and design experience on major architectural projects and heavy industrial construction. Presently member of large firm, but would like to relocate and purchase interest in progressive firm, or join industry where executive ability is required. Box 579, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—36, A.I.A. Broad experience in design, details, specifications, client-contractor relations, for stores, commercial and institutional buildings. Desires position with responsibility in N. Y., N. J. or Conn. area. Free to travel and relocate. Box 591, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

(Continued on page 188)

Arches fabricated by

Timber Structures, Inc.

—laminated with

Monsanto Adhesives

Functional design is more and more using structural members of laminated wood. Typical example is Reeves Student Union Building of Centenary Junior College, Hackettstown, N. J., recently given AIA Award of Merit. Arches were fabricated by Timber Structures, Inc., using Monsanto Casein Adhesives. For exterior uses, Monsanto RF900 Resorcinol Glue and PRF 2913 Phenol-Resorcinol Glue meet industry's exacting demands for synthetic resin glues that are waterproof, boilproof, fungusproof, resistant to weather and salt water exposure.

For information, write to

Monsanto Chemical Co.,
Plastics Division, 811 Western Ave., Seattle 6, Washington.
How You Benefit From MACOMBER

Quality Control

V-BEAMS
FOR SPANS 7 TO 48 FEET

V-GIRDERS
FOR SPANS 40 TO 96 FEET

V-LOK INTERLOCKING
STEEL FRAMING

SEND FOR CATALOGS

Modern design—quality workmanship—clean, rugged appearance—all backed up by the impartial inspection of a nationally known independent testing laboratory... these are some of the extras contractors expect when they buy Macomber Structural Framing Products.

Quality Control is a daily program in the Macomber plants. Progress through research is normal here. Our aim is to give the purchaser greater value at no increase in cost. You will be interested in how well we are succeeding—how you benefit every time a job goes—Macomber.

INVESTIGATE THESE MACOMBER PRODUCTS FOR THE BEST IN DESIGN, WORKMANSHIP AND APPEARANCE

MACOMBER CANTON OHIO

December 1957 185
assisting
ENGINEER
available

His name is STANPAT, and though he is not human he can swallow up your tedious re-drawing and re-lettering of standard and repetitive blueprint items for 24 hours a day if need be—without tiring. STANPAT is the remarkable tri-acetate sheet that is pre-printed with your specification and revision boxes, standard symbols, sub-assemblies, components and cross-sections... with adhesive front or back, waiting to be pressed into position in 15 seconds! Reproductions are unusually crisp and clear, guaranteed not to wrinkle, dry out or come off. STANPAT saves hundreds of hours in drafting time and money, allowing the engineer more time for creative work.

Already employed in numerous firms, STANPAT can go to work for you, too! Send us your drawing details now for quotation and free sample, no obligation.


new branch office

GREGG & BRIGGS, Architects-Engineers, 104 E. 40 St., New York, N. Y.

p/a congratulates...

RICHARD I. ENZIAN, new Manager of Wrought Iron Sales; and HARRY R. ROWLAND, elected Vice-President of Wrought Iron Sales of A. M. BYERS COMPANY, Pittsburgh headquarters; also CHESTER W. LESCHENKO, assigned as Field Service Engineer to the company’s Pacific Coast Division, Los Angeles, Calif.

GEORGE A. TIERNEY, promoted to Vice-President in Charge of Sales; and ARTHUR W. TAYLOR, new Business Manager, of MCALEENAN BROTHERS CO., Pittsburgh, a subsidiary of OVERLY MANUFACTURING CO., Greensburg, Pa.

JOSEPH H. WILLIAMS, appointed Advertising and Sales Promotion Director of BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Des Plaines, Ill., manufacturers of industrial and commercial lighting equipment, and audible-signal equipment.

M. G. JENSEN (Manager of Technical Services, OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS), elected President; HOWARD D. GRIFTNER (ARMSTRONG CORK CO.), Vice-President; WILLIAM J. HEALY (SARGENT & COMPANY), Secretary; E. J. DUCETT, JR. (KENTILE, INC.), Treasurer; of the Chicago Chapter of PRODUCERS' COUNCIL.

W. W. GAMBLE, elected President of MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, Chicago, Ill. Other new officers include S. A. WELLS, Vice-President; S. D. HORNER, Treasurer; L. M. CLADY, Secretary-Manager.

THE NORMAN BOOSEY MFG. CO.
General Sales Office
5281 AVERY AVE. • DETROIT 8, MICH.
Phone: Tyler 7-6117

BOOSEY
**Take a look at a TRULY ADJUSTABLE Diffuser**

You Get Better Air with AGITAIR

**AGITAIR**

Here's a distinctively different diffuser with a radically new means of controlling air direction at four different angles of discharge simultaneously. Without changing the position of the spinners, AGITAIR “OA” diffusers can be adjusted to put the air where you want it in one, two, three or four directions . . . after installation. Result: Segmented . . . positive adjustability with Finger-Tip Air Direction Control.

Write for Bulletin C-101
AIR DEVICES INC.
185 MADISON AVE., N. Y. 16
Air Diffusers Filters Exhausts

---

**CONNOR**

forest products since 1872

“LAYTITE” maple birch oak
FLOORING

has been first choice for gyms, play rooms and class rooms

“CONTINUOUS STRIP”, Blocks, Regular Strip, and Slats

School and Gym Floors Our Specialty

MFMA grades and trade marked
See Sweet’s file specs # 13J Co.

CONNOR LUMBER & LAND CO.
P. O. BOX 810-K, WAUSAU, WIS.
Phone No. 2-2091

---

**BLOK-JOINT**

Pat. Pend.
For Control Joints

**BLOK-MESH**

Deep Swedged Reinforcing

SIDE VIEW

---

**Blok-Joint** is a cross-shaped rubber extrusion used to make control joints in masonry walls. No special blocks are required—no building paper and mortar fill is necessary. No cutting or sawing to be done. Blok-Joint is used with any standard metal window sash block.

The secure interlock provided by Blok-Joint adds to the lateral stability of the wall. It allows for contraction and expansion while maintaining a firm joint.

Blok-Joint is effective in single block walls, with brick and block backup and at pilasters and columns.

The big advantage you get with Blok-Mesh is the exclusive “Deep-Grip” swedging. It allows the mortar to get a real bite on the reinforcing yet requires no more area in joint than other types of superficial deforming.

Blok-Mesh is designed to eliminate cracks above lintels and below sills. It minimizes ordinary shrinkage cracks. Notice in the illustration how the “Deep-Grip” swedging of Blok-Mesh is large, deep and well-defined to form effective dovetailing.

Write for FREE Blok-Joint sample
and literature on Carter-Waters 2-point better masonry wall design.

For Further Information See

CARTER-WATERS
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

2440 Pennway, Dept. PA, Kansas City, Mo.

miscellaneous

PROFESSIONAL MODELS—made from your plans by experienced model makers. Estimates given prior to acceptance. All inquiries answered. Write Architectural Design Associates, Model Division, 150 East 49th St., New York, N. Y.


ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN PERSONNEL AGENCY—a personalized placement service for top-level architects, designers, engineers, draftsmen, estimators, and interior designers; selective contacts arranged in a confidential and professional manner. Interviews by appointment, 58 Park Avenue, New York, Murray Hill 3-2523.


THE FACTS RECOMMEND DUR-O-WAL masonry reinforcement

as a service to the building industry Dur-O-wal is happy to provide you with a fact file containing the findings of an independent research study on masonry wall reinforcement.

Rigid Backbone of Steel For Every Masonry Wall

DUR-O-WAL, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Please send Dur-O-wal file to

Name: ____________________________
Firm: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______

Please furnish name of my nearest dealer ________________

MODULAR SIGHTRON

Please furnish name of my nearest dealer ________________

for the critical lighting professional

Modular Sightron, in 4' and 8' modules, creates an unbroken line of light for office, school and hospital corridors and utility areas. Complete specifications on request.

LIGHTOLIER

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

JERSEY CITY 5, NEW JERSEY
For the BEST in NEW CONCRETE FLOORS, Architects, Contractors and Cement Finishers

**Prefer HYDROMENT**

TAKE THE WORRY AND GUESSWORK OUT OF COLOR IN CONCRETE.
ELIMINATE COSTLY PAINTING OF CONCRETE FLOORS.

Here's a Surface with IMPROVED
Hardness, Density Wearability, Corrosive, Resistance, and Lasting Appearance.

HYDROMENT's superiority over other concrete floor toppings is a well established fact.

HYDROMENT IS BEST BECAUSE:

1. Proper balance of quartz and iron aggregate results in an unexcelled wearing course with no rusting or dusting.
2. Optimum grading of quartz and iron aggregate imparts surface density unobtainable in any other concrete hardener.

Write for Complete Details and NEW HYDROMENT BULLETINS.

4805 LEXINGTON AVE  CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

THE COMPANY

PIONEERS IN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH SINCE 1881

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

**A Practical Course (HOME STUDY)** by Mail Only

Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of

STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS

For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past twenty-two years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for forty-six years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY.

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION

College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

Architectural Practice—Revised Edition

by Clinton H. Cowgill and Ben John Small

This comprehensive book covers the professional, business, and legal aspects of architectural practice. Commissions for professional services are traced in minutest detail from the day the client arrives to the last payment for work performed. The social and economic implications of contemporary practice are translated in terms of ready-to-use forms, guides, advice, graphic illustrations, and the like. Accounting procedures, bookkeeping systems, almost every procedural form an architect requires for his practice, agreements of every nature, specifications, insurance and bond requirements are all presented in orderly sequence.

430 pages, 9 x 12, illustrated, $12.00

Send for a copy on approval

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION

Dept. X-54, 450 Park Ave. New York 22, N. Y.

**Aerofin**

**Type R**

**REMOVABLE HEADER**

**WATER COILS**

- Complete Drainability
- Easily Cleaned
- High Heat Transfer

Completely drainable and easily cleaned, Aerofin Type "R" coils are specially designed for installations where frequent mechanical cleaning of the inside of the tubes is required.

The use of 3/8" O.D. tubes permits the coil to drain completely through the water and drain connections and, in installations where sediment is a problem, the coil can be pitched in either direction. The simple removal of a single gasketed plate at each end of the coil exposes every tube, and makes thorough cleaning possible from either end.

The finned tubes are staggered in the direction of air flow, resulting in maximum heat transfer. Casings are standardized for easy installation. Write for Bulletin No. R-50.

**Aerofin**

**Corporation**

101 Greenway Ave., Syracuse 3, N.Y.

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.
WAL-LOK (MORTAR JOINT) REINFORCING

6 POINTS of SUPERIORITY

1. WAL-LOK is Deformed, Knurled and welded without impairing tensile strength—Assures positive bond for full length of structure.

2. Cross Bars hold WAL-LOK up for complete bond with mortar all the way around.

3. WAL-LOK is packaged (23 twelve foot sections per bundle) for easy handling, fewer splices, less waste.

4. SuperStandard has 8 ga. side rods—more bonding surface, greater tensile strength than 9 ga. and is the minimum recommended by the National Bureau of Standards.

5. WAL-LOK and only WAL-LOK gives the same bonding per square inch of surface with SuperStandard grade as with the Extra Heavy grade.

6. WAL-LOK is manufactured in one factory—quality control is strictly maintained—immediately available, everywhere through leading distributors and dealers.

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

JOSAM UNITRON FITTINGS FOR WALL HUNG FIXTURES

ONE CARRIER — and ONLY ONE CARRIER
—is used for all types or makes of closet bowls. Whether blow-out or syphon jet or women's urinals.

The carrier is independent of the closet fitting thereby enabling the carrier to be placed at any distance from the bowl without reinforcement. Moreover, the entire assembly can be installed in less pipe chase width than other types, thus turning waste space into usable, rentable area.

Reversible face plate on the closet fitting, the reversible carrier leg and a specially designed closet connection assembly, provide complete horizontal and vertical adjustability without additional fittings.

Architects and engineers will find UNITRON Closet Carriers enable them to meet all requirements with a minimum number of units, thereby reducing costs.

JOSAM UNITRON FITTINGS FOR WALL HUNG FIXTURES
Horizontal and Vertical Closet Fittings, and carriers for closets, urinals, lavatories, sinks, slabs and hospital fixtures.

Write for Catalog F.

Josam products are sold through plumbing supply wholesalers.
ADVANTAGES

- Durable and Permanent
- Scratch and Impact Resistant
- Sanitary and Easy to Clean
- Fireproof Construction
- Light Weight—Simple to Install
- Eight Fadeproof Colors
- Maintenance Free
- Economical

They are produced in single, straight-line continuous electric furnaces to make the long lengths possible. The vitreous porcelain surface is fused to the nickedled steel sheet at a temperature of 1600°F, making it unexcelled as a porcelainized metal coating for all chalkboard uses. They are maintenance free except for cleaning and come in eight attractive school colors.

Write today for literature and sample panel.

LOXIT SYSTEMS, INC.
1217 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7, ILL.
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Announcing a Generous Pre-Publication Offer to the Readers of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE on

RECREATION PLACES

By WAYNE R. WILLIAMS

A fascinating 300 page pantology with more than 500 photographs, drawings and plans. It is the only reference book on recreation—the new field for architects.

What does the play idea mean to you as an architect? Does it mean what it always meant—the design and planning of recreation areas such as buildings, courts and equipment—or does it mean more?

The author, WAYNE R. WILLIAMS, a practising architect assumes recreation to be a part of everyday life instead of something separate and distinct from work. In his book he tells what Recreation can mean, what it can do, and how you as an architect are the logical person to coordinate this expanding field.

A new, different way of dealing with an architectural subject.

In richly detailed photographs with instructive comments you will see such recreational facilities as: Dead Trees used as Play Sculptures; a "Creative Zoo"; a Shopping Center which pays attention to the customers on foot; Unseaworthy Boats used on Municipal Playgrounds; a Ballroom on the Beach; Industrial Production Exhibits: a Highway which allows youngsters to drive gasoline-powered Automobiles; the world's newest and finest Ski Jump; Picnic Areas, County Swimming Pools, Play Fields, Family Play Rooms, Libraries, Plazas, Parks etc.

An important "first" in the book is the standards for night lighting of all major sports.

Sociological data for design

Since no recreational facilities can be designed without the knowledge of human behavior, complete coverage of psychological and sociological findings is included. You will get information such as—The Twelve Characteristics of Happy People; The Function of The Family and House; The Requisites for Real Adventure, as well as other useful data.

European Playgrounds

Finally, this fabulous book takes you on a picture tour of some of the outstanding playgrounds in Denmark, England, Sweden and Switzerland.

A special pre-publication offer

No expense has been spared to make this volume as distinctive in quality as it is in content. It is handsomely printed and illustrated, and sturdily bound in cloth to give you the maximum ease for study and reference. In order to build up the use of the first edition and reduce the unit cost we are accepting advance orders from Progressive Architecture's subscribers at a special pre-publication price of only $16.00—a saving of $2.00 ($18.00 after January 31st).

Send no money

Simply mail the coupon to reserve your first edition copy of RECREATION PLACES, at the special pre-publication price. If, after you have received it, you are not absolutely sure that it is a volume you will use over and over again, return it and owe nothing. Mail your order now to: REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION, Dept. 5231, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. This offer expires January 31st, 1958.

RESERVE your copy now and save $2.00

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION, Dept. 5231
430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Please reserve and send, when published, RECREATION PLACES for Free Examination. If not delighted I may return it within 10 days and pay nothing. Otherwise I will bill me at the special price of $16.00 plus a few cents postage as payment in full. This offer expires January 31st, 1958.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________
CITY_____ ZONE____ STATE____

Save Postage! Check here if you enclose $16.00 (no cash—check or money order only), in which case we will pay postage. Same return privilege of course. N. Y. City residents please add 4% sales tax.

Bill me          Bill my company
Next month's issue—January 1958—will carry results of P/A's annual Design Awards Program. Also next month, in Philadelphia, the Presentation Dinner will be held, and once more a day of Design Awards Seminars will follow. I can't, at this time, break the news and tell who the winners are and therefore what projects will be discussed at the Seminars—success in gaining maximum publicity for the premiated projects depends on a carefully guarded release date in early January. I can tell you, however, that five Awards and 20 Citations were made by this year's Jury, from a staggering number of entries. The five Award projects will probably be the ones to be analyzed critically during the Seminars.

All of this necessary secrecy makes it difficult to invite anyone other than the architects who will be in Philadelphia for that gala occasion, to attend the Seminar discussions. I can simply repeat what I wrote on this page last year at this same time: if any of you want to make the trip to Philadelphia to attend the discussions, under your own steam and on your own responsibility, please let me know, and I will furnish more details. Frankly, we want to keep the attendance small. The success of last year's venture at Tulane University in this regard (see reports on green paper in MAY, JULY, AUGUST, and OCTOBER 1957 P/A) was due in large part, I believe, to the fact that the group was reasonably small (less than 200) and entirely professional, so that discussion could start at a quite high level and be of an intra-professional, enlarged-bull-session nature. The Department of Architecture of School of Fine Arts at The University of Pennsylvania, G. Holmes Perkins, Dean, is the collaborating sponsor this year, and discussions will be held at the University.

So, to repeat myself again from last year's announcement: I ask that any non-Award winning architects who would like to attend write to me personally, and I will either advise you quickly, "Come ahead, there's plenty of room," or I may have to respond, "Sorry, we can't take anyone this year." A year ago, a number of visitors did make the trip to New Orleans from various parts of the country. Since then, they have individually told me they felt that sitting in on the Seminars was well worth while.

I've made several lengthy trips recently, which I haven't reported in these pages because I think you patient readers must get tired of diary-like columns. I would, however, like to say something of a visit to Arizona, to help judge the International Solar House Competition (reported last month, pages 62 and 63, NOVEMBER 1957 P/A). In the first place, I thought the Competition was admirably conducted and most successful in its results. Great credit goes to John Yellott, Executive Director of Association for Applied Solar Energy, sponsor of the Competition, and to Jim Hunter, of Boulder, Colorado, Professional Advisor.

The Jury had one bad moment. After a long and interesting discussion of the comparative merits of the first and second prize winners—basically different in their approach to the solar heat collector system as an architectural factor; almost, in fact, typifying the two divergent points of view we found expressed in the best entries—we made our decision, and the sealed envelopes were opened. It seemed, at first glance, that the two came from the same office—and the program had allowed only one entry from any designer! But then, after a closer look, we realized that the top winner had been submitted by Peter Lee, a student at University of Minnesota working part-time as a designer in the office of Bliss & Campbell (affiliated, for the Competition, with Robert Bliss, senior partner in the firm), and the second prize winner had been submitted by Anna Campbell Bliss (Mrs. Robert Bliss), the "junior" partner.

This, I think, is a unique circumstance, and quite remarkable: two utterly different esthetic and technical approaches, from people working separately in the same office, coming out first and second among so many excellent solutions to a tough problem.

One other comment about that trip. The Association put us up first in Phoenix, to see the house site, and then at the southern rim of the Grand Canyon to do the judging. The trip between the two points—one way by plane, return by car—was for me a sight of a section of our country that I hadn't seen before at close range. On the way we took many pictures, and I found a comparison of Anshen & Allen's Chapel at Sedona (20th Century) and Montezuma's Castle, some thirty miles farther south (13th Century), rather disconcerting. One, in simple, elegant pride protrudes from the red-rock forms. The other, modestly but with equal elegance, adapts itself to the white limestone hill. At what period in the development of architecture on the North American continent, I wondered, did the natives know best how to wed man-made structures to the natural landscape?

—William N. Loughlin
This splayed base flares out from the wall. It prevents beds, carts, and other moving equipment from being pushed so close that they strike and mar wall surfaces.

By specifying Milcor Metal Base No. 625, you enable clients to realize considerable savings in maintenance and repair of hospital and hotel rooms and corridors.

This is another example of how Milcor Metal Trim products adapt to special conditions. Milcor has a complete line of designs, sizes, and weights that afford permanence, fire safety, and resistance to use and abuse.

See the Milcor Metal Trim Catalog in Sweet's — Section 12a/InL. Or write for your own copy — ask for Catalog 102.

*Milcor* METAL TRIM

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Dept. X, 4069 W. Burnham St. • Milwaukee 1, Wis.
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Trinity is the whitest white cement judged by any standard. It is whitest in the bag... whitest in the mix... whitest in the finished job! You can see the extra whiteness with the naked eye! Trinity White is a true portland cement. It meets all Federal and ASTM specifications. Use it for architectural concrete units; stucco, terrazzo; cement paint; light-reflecting surfaces; mass or contrast; or wherever the purity of white and the purity of color tints is desirable in concrete or masonry. Trinity Division, General Portland Cement Co.